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Chapter 1

Introduction

Parts of this chapter are based on :

S.B. Vos, C.M.W. Tax, and A. Leemans, “Diffusion MRI and fiber tractog-

raphy: The State-Of-The-Art and its Potential Impact on Patient Manage-

ment”, PET Clinics 8:3 PET/MRI and Evolving Techniques, eds. T.C. Kwee,

H. Zaidi, published by Elsevier B.V.
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Chapter 1

1.1 From diffusion to diffusion tensor magnetic resonance imaging

To introduce diffusion-weighted MRI (DWI), we must go back to the 19th century, when

Robert Brown observed random motion of pollen particles suspended in water (Brown,

1828). All molecules in a fluid inherently have thermal energy that causes them to move

around in a random fashion—a phenomenon now known as Brownian motion. Later,

Albert Einstein described this physical process theoretically with the diffusion equa-

tion (Einstein, 1905): <x2>= 2Dt . Here, <x2> denotes the mean squared displacement

in one dimension, D the solution’s diffusion coefficient, and t the diffusion time. So, for

a certain value of D , the longer a group of molecules is allowed to move, the larger the

spread of these molecules will be. In this equation, the medium in which particles dif-

fuse is assumed to be homogeneous. In such a case, the mean squared displacement

<x2> is independent of the direction in which particles move (hence, isotropic diffu-

sion) as can be seen in Fig. 1.1a. If the medium is inhomogeneous, i.e., structured in

some way, diffusion is not equal in all directions (hence, anisotropic diffusion), shown

in Fig. 1.1b.

Figure 1.1: a) The dots visualize the displacement of 200 particles over a certain time t
(blue dots) and 2t (red dots). b) Semi-permeable barriers, as indicated by the dashed lines,
can hinder diffusion along one direction but not the other. This results in diffusion that
is not equal in all directions, called anisotropic diffusion. c) Axons—represented as red
cylinders—can be regarded as (semi-permeable) barriers, causing an anisotropic diffusion
pattern (white trajectories) in the brain tissue.

Diffusion not only takes place in pure fluids, it is also present in tissue that contains

fluid particles, such as the brain (over 75% of the brain consists of water molecules).

The brain consists of roughly 100 billion (1011) neurons (Lange, 1975), and each neuron

has a complex cell structure—including cytoskeletal filaments, membranes, a myelin

sheath—that hinders or restricts diffusion within and in between these neurons (Fig.
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Introduction

1.1c, Beaulieu, 2002). As a result, the diffusion medium in the brain is very inhomoge-

neous, making diffusion highly anisotropic (Moseley et al., 1990).

1.1.1 Basic concepts of MRI

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a versatile non-invasive imaging technique that

can give very high contrast between different soft tissues in our body. As a result, it is an

essential imaging method for diagnostic purposes, being performed roughly 815.000

times in the Netherlands in 2010 1.

The MRI signal originates from protons in the tissue, each of which can be regarded

as a tiny magnet, with a north- and a south-pole. When these protons are placed in a

strong magnetic field, such as an MR scanner, they will align with the field—just as the

needle in a compass will align with the Earth’s magnetic field. The main magnetic field

in an MR scanner, called the B0-field, causes an equilibrium magnetization along the

direction of this field, conventionally called the z-direction. This magnetization is the

net sum vector of protons—or spins—along this direction, and is called the longitudi-

nal magnetization, MZ. Even though the protons are aligned with the B0-field, they also

spin around their axis, which is called precession. This precession occurs at a single fre-

quency, the Larmor frequency or resonance frequency, which is an essential concept

in MRI. This Larmor frequency does not only describe how fast spins precess, but it is

also the frequency we need to use when manipulating these spins. Energy from radio-

frequency (RF) pulses at this Larmor frequency can be absorbed by the spins, and will

change the orientation of the spins. We need this because we can only measure the

part of the magnetization that is in the transverse plane (called MXY), so perpendicular

to MZ. When spins are in their equilibrium position along the B0-field, we can use an

RF pulse to flip the spins into the transverse plane, which is called excitation.

The simplest way is to flip the magnetization by 90◦ degrees until MZ is completely

transformed into MXY (Fig. 1.2a). Directly after excitation, all spins are aligned per-

fectly, called ‘in-phase’ (a), which means they all start their rotations around their axes

at the same time. Due to the interaction of spins with surrounding spins, the mag-

netic properties vary slightly from spin to spin, causing their precession frequency to

alter slightly as well. Consequently, spins they are no longer all ‘in-phase’, but have ‘de-

phased’, due to the difference in frequency (b,c). Because at any moment in time the

spins will not be perfectly aligned, this effectively decreases the net sum of all these

spins, MXY. This is called spin-spin relaxation, or T2-relaxation. To generate an im-

age, the signal (MXY) can be read out directly or some time after excitation. Over time,

the spins will also realign along the B0-field depending on the structure within which

the spins are located, a process called T1-relaxation. T1-relaxation is a slow process

1. On average 49.1 times per 1000 population, www.cbs.nl and www.oecd-ilibrary.org
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compared to T2-relaxation. The timings and magnitude of the RF pulses as well as the

readout timing can be changed to get a different combination of T1 and T2-relaxation,

creating different image contrasts, each with specific information about the tissue.

Placing an object—such as a scan subject—in the MRI magnet causes the B0-field to be

slightly altered, resulting in additional dephasing and thus signal loss. To recover this

signal, a ‘spin echo’ image can be generated, where the spins are partially refocused.

This is for instance used in conventional diffusion MRI methods. In a spin-echo exper-

iment, a refocusing pulse (a 180◦ RF pulse) is given at a certain time after excitation.

The refocusing pulse inverts the phase of the spins (d), so that each spin rephases (e)

as much as it has dephased, ensuring coherence during readout which maximizes the

MR signal (f).

Figure 1.2: An excitation pulse flips the longitudinal magnetization to the transverse plane
(a). After excitation, spins dephase due to spin-spin interaction (b,c). A refocusing pulse
inverts the phase of the spins (d), and the spins will refocus (e), forming an ‘echo’ (f).

1.1.2 Diffusion weighted imaging

The ‘standard’ MR signal can be adapted to make the signal diffusion-weighted. Con-

ventional diffusion MRI methods are based on a T2-weighted spin echo image, the

sequence diagram of which is shown in Fig. 1.3. Most often, an echo-planar imaging

(EPI) readout is used because this is one of the fastest methods to generate an image

(Mansfield and Pykett, 1978). Acquisition of a T2-weighted spin echo image is done

by excitation (90◦ RF pulse), followed by a refocusing pulse (180◦) and readout during
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Figure 1.3: Sequence diagram of a diffusion-weighted spin echo EPI image.

the echo (a combination of Gphase and Greadout). To make a diffusion-weighted image,

diffusion-weighting gradients (Gdiffusion) can be applied around the refocusing pulse.

The effects of these components is shown in Fig. 1.4. If a diffusion-weighting gradi-

ent is applied, spins will dephase depending on the magnitude of the magnetic field at

each spin’s spatial location. Static spins will experience the same gradient magnitude

during the first and the second diffusion gradient, and thus refocus completely (top

row). If spins diffuse, they may experience a different gradient magnitude during the

first and second gradient, in which case there will be incomplete rephasing, and thus

signal loss (bottom row). Only diffusion along the orientation of the diffusion gradient

causes signal decay: as shown in Fig. 1.4, the spins that moved up-and-down experi-

enced the same magnetic field during the two gradient and thus refocus completely. As

a result, the direction along which the diffusion-weighted gradient is applied, denoted

by g is important in case of anisotropic diffusion.

With a diffusion-weighted image (DWI) being conceptually an expansion of a T2-weigh-

ted image, the diffusion-weighted (DW) signal is also an expansion of the T2-weighted

signal (Stejskal and Tanner, 1965):

Sg = S0 e−T 2/T E e−bDg = ST 2 e−bDg . (1.1)

Here, Sg is the diffusion-weighted signal along gradient direction g, S0 is the signal af-

ter excitation, T2 the tissue-specific transverse relaxation time, TE is the time at which
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Chapter 1

Figure 1.4: Schematic representation of diffusion-induced signal attenuation. From left
to right: after excitation the spins start dephasing due to the diffusion-weighting gradi-
ents (Gdiffusion). The spatially varying Gdiffusion causes spins on the left to experience a
smaller gradient magnitude than spins on the right. Spins that diffuse in the orientation
of Gdiffusion will experience a different gradient magnitude during the second, rephasing
Gdiffusion. Consequently, these spins will not be fully in-phase, resulting in signal loss due
to a lower net magnetization of the spins. By contrast, stationary spins (top row) will be fully
rephased after the second diffusion gradient.

the signal echo is read out, ST 2 is the T2-weighted or non-diffusion weighted signal

(Fig. 1.5a), b is the ‘b-value’ (i.e., the magnitude of diffusion weighting) and Dg is the

diffusion coefficient along g. The b-value depends on the magnitude and timing of the

diffusion gradients (Fig. 1.3): i) longer time between the gradients allows for more diffu-

sion, and thus more spins that will rephase incompletely; ii) larger gradients will cause

a larger phase differences between spins at different locations, so spin that diffuses will

rephase less. In DWI, it is common to name the diffusion coefficient (D, or Dg) the ap-

parent diffusion coefficient (ADC), because it reflects the estimated diffusion from our

MR measurements, not the “true” microstructural diffusion. From Eq. (1.1) it is clear

that the ADC can be quantified using one DW and one non-DW measurement. The

anisotropic diffusion in the brain can be observed when acquiring diffusion-weighted

images (DWIs) with different diffusion gradient directions g (Moseley et al., 1990), as

shown in Fig. 1.5b,c. The decrease in signal with b-value is shown comparing Fig. 1.5c

and d.

1.1.3 Diffusion tensor imaging

Diffusion is largest parallel to the orientation of brain fibers, and smallest perpen-

dicular to the fiber orientation (Moseley et al., 1990; Cleveland et al., 1976). Moseley

et al. (1990) suggested using this knowledge to determine fiber orientations from the

MR measurements, but a generalized quantification was first described in 1994, when
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Figure 1.5: Non-diffusion weighted image (a) and diffusion-weighted images (DWIs) with
different diffusion directions indicated with the arrows in b-d. Throughout the brain, dif-
ferences in contrast between the different diffusion directions can be observed, caused by
anisotropic diffusion. The ellipses in b and c indicate regions of highly anisotropic diffu-
sion. Diffusion causes signal attenuation, so regions of low intensity—e.g., the ellipse in
b—are caused by a high diffusivity in that direction, whereas hyperintense regions—e.g.,
the ellipse in c—by a low diffusivity along that direction. DWIs in b and c were acquired
with b = 1000 s/mm2; d) with b = 2500 s/mm2, illustrating how signal decreases with the
b-value.

(Basser et al., 1994) proposed diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). In DTI, the diffusion pro-

file in each imaging voxel is modeled as a second-rank tensor, D:

D =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Dxx Dx y Dxz

D y x D y y D y z

Dzx Dz y Dzz

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ .

Here, the diagonal components Dxx, D y y , and Dzz are the ADC values in the x-, y-,

and z-direction, and the off-diagonal components denote the correlations between the

diagonal values. For instance, a high Dx y would indicate a high correlation between

diffusion in the x- and y-direction. Conceptually, D can be visualized as an ellipsoid

with its surface representing the probability distribution of the mean squared displace-

ment (Fig. 1.6A). Because diffusion does not occur in a direction but along an axis (e.g.,

not from x to –x but rather along the x-axis), it is impossible to distinguish between dif-

fusion from –x to x and diffusion from x to –x. This means that Dx y and D y x are equal

(similarly, Dxz = Dzx and D y z = Dz y), making D a symmetric tensor. This symmetry

means there are only six unknown components in D, so we need at least six unique

diffusion measurements, i.e., six DW and one non-DW image. These six DWIs must be
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acquired with gradient directions that are non-collinear, i.e., orientationally indepen-

dent of each other.

The tensor describes the estimated diffusion profile based on the standard global coor-

dinate system (x, y, z), as used in the MRI. Defining a local coordinate system for each

voxel separately enables us to formulate the tensor independent of the orientation of

the tensor (Fig. 1.6). The diffusion tensor can be defined by three perpendicular vec-

tors, called eigenvectors, along which diffusion can be measured independently of the

other orientations. The magnitudes of diffusion along these three eigenvectors (ε1, ε2,

and ε3) are called the eigenvalues (λ1, λ2, and λ3). The eigenvectors and -values are

ordered such that the first eigenvector, ε1, corresponds to the largest eigenvalue, λ1. In

other words, the first eigenvector is the orientation along which the diffusion is high-

est. Assuming that this dominant diffusion oriented is parallel to the fiber pathways, ε1

reflects the main axis of these fiber trajectories.

Figure 1.6: The diffusion tensor can be visualized as an ellipsoid, where the surface repre-
sents the surface of mean displacement. This means that at a given time t, there is equal
probability of finding a diffused molecule anywhere on the surface. In a global coordinate
system (a & b), each tensor component—e.g., Dxx—is dependent on the orientation of
the tensor. In a local coordinate system (c & d), the eigenvectors (ε1 − ε3) and eigenvalues
(λ1 −λ3) describe the principal diffusion directions and their magnitudes, respectively.

1.1.4 DTI and quantitative measures

There are several scalar measures that can be extracted from the diffusion tensor. The

most intuitive of these is the mean diffusivity (MD)—equal to the average of the three

eigenvalues—describing the overall magnitude of the diffusion. In cerebro-spinal fluid

(CSF) regions, for instance, MD values are in the order of 3×10−3 mm2/s. By contrast,

the MD of brain white and gray matter is roughly 0.7×10−3 and 0.8×10−3 mm2/s, re-

spectively (Le Bihan et al., 2001). Another popular property of the diffusion tensor is the

degree of anisotropy with which diffusion occurs. While there are several anisotropy

metrics (Pierpaoli et al., 1996), the most common measure is the fractional anisotropy
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(FA), which basically represents the standard deviation of the eigenvalues, scaled be-

tween 0, isotropic, and 1, totally anisotropic (Basser, 1995). Example images of these

two DTI metrics are shown in Fig. 1.7a,b. The local fiber orientation can be visualized in

a diffusion-encoded color (DEC) map (Fig. 1.7c), where the FA iamge is color-encoded

based on the orientation of largest diffusion, ε1 (green indicates that ε1 is oriented

anterior-posterior, red means left-right, blue is inferior-superior).

Figure 1.7: a) Mean diffusivity; b) fractional anisotropy (FA); and c) diffusion-encoded-color
(DEC) map. The DEC-map in c) is color-encoded by the direction of the first eigenvector
(ε1), as indicated by the color index sphere in the top right corner: green indicates anterior-
posterior; red means left-right; and blue is inferior-superior. The intensity in c) is scaled by
the FA, so that regions of low anisotropy, where ε1 is less informative, have a lower intensity.

Changes in brain microstructure modulate both the magnitude and anisotropy of dif-

fusion. For instance, Hanyu et al. (1997) have shown that in Alzheimer disease these

diffusional changes can be observed before any abnormalities could be observed in

conventional MR images (later in this chapter Alzheimer disease, and other patholo-

gies, will be discussed in more detail). Despite being sensitive, it should be clear that

changes in FA are not specific. For instance, a decrease in FA could be caused by either

a decrease inλ1, increases inλ2 and/or λ3, or both of these happening simultaneously.

To further understand what is driving the diffusion anisotropy, two other DTI measures

are often used (Basser, 1995; Song et al., 2002): the axial diffusivity, i.e., the diffusion

parallel to the fiber orientation (λpar=λ1); and the radial diffusivity, the average of the

diffusivities perpendicular to the fiber (λrad= (λ2 +λ3)/2).
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1.2 Fiber tractography

The principal diffusion direction of the diffusion tensor (ellipsoid) is given by ε1 and

can be calculated for each voxel. Plotting these first eigenvectors therefore yields a

discrete representation of the main diffusion directions throughout the brain. This is

shown in Fig. 1.8b, where diffusion ellipsoids (left hemisphere) and first eigenvectors

(right hemisphere) are shown. From these voxel-wise ‘glyph objects’, or glyphs, one can

already appreciate the voxel-by-voxel continuity in the diffusion orientations. From the

first eigenvectors at each voxel, one can also create continuous representations of the

principal diffusion orientations. This virtual reconstruction of fiber tract pathways is

called fiber tractography (FT) or fiber tracking (Mori et al., 1999; Basser et al., 2000).

Starting from a certain voxel within the brain, one can create a fiber tract pathway in a

step-wise way by following ε1 in each subsequent voxel. This fiber pathway (Fig. 1.8c)

gives a more continuous representation than the eigenvectors, resulting in a more in-

tuitive image of the data. Reconstruction of fiber tracts throughout the entire brain,

Figure 1.8: a) Axial slice of a diffusion-encoded color (DEC) map. Enlargement of the genu
of the corpus callosum, indicated, is shown in b) and c). b) Diffusion tensor properties are
visualized as voxel-wise glyph objects: the diffusion ellipsoid for the left hemisphere; the
first eigenvectors (ε1), shown as tubes, for the right hemisphere. Like the DEC map, the
glyphs are colored by the orientation of ε1. From these discrete representations, fiber trac-
tography can be used to generate a continuous fiber tract pathway, shown in c).

termed ‘whole brain’ tractography, is possible by tract propagation at each location

(Fig. 1.9a-c). Although such a set of fiber tracts may seem one big tangle, it can be dis-

entangled with a priori anatomical knowledge of the location of specific fiber bundles.

For instance, post-mortem anatomical studies have shown that the arcuate fasciculus

is known to connect the language areas of Broca, Wernicke, and Geschwind (Dejer-

ine, 1895; Benson et al., 1973; Geschwind, 1965). As such, identification of these areas
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can guide us to select the pathways of the arcuate fasciculus, Fig. 1.9d-f (Wakana et al.,

2004; Catani et al., 2005).

Figure 1.9: ‘Whole brain’ tractography results shown from a coronal (a), sagittal (b), and
oblique (c) angle. By delineating two regions-of-interest (ROIs) around the known locations
of a specific white matter fiber bundle, only those reconstructed tract pathways are selected
that intersect both these regions. For the left arcuate fasciculus, a coronal (d) and axial (e)
ROI are sufficient to select the whole bundle, f), shown in the same orientation as C).

Selection of fiber bundles can also be used to investigate diffusion metrics in specific

brain regions. For instance, FA or MD values can be averaged over the voxels along

the selected fiber tract bundle (Jones et al., 2005b; Reijmer et al., 2013b). Manual de-

lineation of the ROIs is very reproducible with a high intra- and inter-rater agreement

(Ciccarelli et al., 2003; Heiervang et al., 2006; Wakana et al., 2007; Kristo et al., 2013a),

however, for large population studies this can be very time-consuming. Several meth-

ods have previously been proposed for (semi-) automated segmentation in various

ways (including Lebel et al., 2008; Guevara et al., 2012; de Luis-García et al., 2013).

However beneficial these methods are to decrease manual effort in analyses, the high

accuracy and precision of manual segmentations for quantitative analyses have not

been demonstrated for these (semi-) automated approaches. Other ways of analyzing

DTI data have been used in the literature—including ROI-based, voxel-based, atlas-

based, or network-based (e.g., Ashburner and Friston, 2000; Snook et al., 2005; Smith

et al., 2006; Hagmann et al., 2008; Mori et al., 2008)—but are not used in this thesis. A

detailed overview of these methods is given in Cercignani (2011).

11
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1.3 Clinical and preclinical use of diffusion MRI

There are a myriad of brain pathologies, with each disease originating from differ-

ent physiological changes, causing different clinical symptoms, and requiring specific

treatment (if available). This variety in tissue changes means there is a huge poten-

tial for the use of diffusion MRI to investigate what happens on a microstructural level

during the course of these diseases. DTI is used extensively in clinical research studies,

with most studies comparing DTI parameters like FA and MD between patients and

controls, trying to correlate these changes with clinical parameters. A few pathologies

are described with recent studies showing important conclusions based on diffusion

MRI.

1.3.1 Alzheimer disease

In Alzheimer disease, patients initially have deficits in mental functioning like emo-

tional behavior, perception and memory. Neurons and synapses in the cerebral cortex

and subcortical regions degrade, which results in atrophy of the affected structures

(Fox et al., 1999). Diffusion MRI can detect these changes in WM microstructure, and

can give insight in the type of microstructural damage by looking at changes in MD and

FA (Bozzali et al., 2002). Mild cognitive impairment is a syndrome that often leads to

Alzheimer disease, and it is important to distinguish those patients that do and those

that don’t progress to Alzheimer. Traditional biomarkers such as CSF levels of tau pro-

tein and amyloid β42 are good diagnostic predictors of conversion from mild cognitive

impairment to Alzheimer. Recently, in a small patient population, FA, MD, and the ra-

dial diffusivity have been shown to be even better predictors of disease progression

(Selnes et al., 2013).

1.3.2 Cancer

DTI is also sensitive to microstructural changes after cancer treatment. After chemo-

therapy treatment of breast cancer, patients experienced cognitive deficits that were

correlated with lower FA values in the corpus callosum (Abraham et al., 2008). Changes

in FA and MD were detected in patients—as compared to controls—throughout the

brain, with larger changes in patients with cognitive impairment (Deprez et al., 2011;

de Ruiter et al., 2012). Concomitant changes in radial diffusivity observed in these stud-

ies indicate that myelin degradation is the most likely underlying cause (Song et al.,

2002; Deprez et al., 2013).

1.3.3 Traumatic Brain Injury

In traumatic brain injury, DTI has the potential to detect subtle changes throughout

the WM in the sub-acute or chronic phases, showing axonal injury where conventional

12
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MR images show no change (e.g., Arfanakis et al., 2002). This diffuse brain damage can

result in long-term behavioral and cognitive changes that are associated with changes

in DTI parameters (Kraus et al., 2007). As a result, DTI measures such as FA may provide

an important noninvasive marker of microstructural injury to predict clinical outcome

of patients (Huisman et al., 2004; Niogi and Mukherjee, 2010).

1.3.4 Neurosurgery

Already since the early development of diffusion MRI, the potential of tractography

in neurosurgical planning was evident. With complete removal of the lesion being the

primary goal of neurosurgery, it is important not to cause too much functional damage

during surgery that can worsen the situation of the patient. The position of nearby fiber

tract pathways can be visualized relative to the lesion (Clark et al., 2003), which is why

the use of fiber tracking in pre-operative planning may improve post-surgical outcome

(Witwer et al., 2002).

1.4 From DTI to state-of-the-art diffusion MRI

The cellular components that hinder diffusion, and thus cause the diffusion contrast,

include the cell membranes and myelin sheaths around the axons, which have a size

in the order of microns (Beaulieu, 2002). The standard MR imaging voxel in DTI has

dimensions in the order of millimeters, a difference in length scale of 103 with the dif-

fusion that we intend to estimate. The diffusion tensor framework is based on the as-

sumption that the diffusion profile in each imaging voxel can be characterized with a

Gaussian distribution (i.e., the diffusion tensor). In voxels with multiple fiber popula-

tions (e.g., fibers crossing within a voxel) or multiple fiber orientations (e.g., bending

fibers), however, the diffusion signal can no longer be described accurately by the diffu-

sion tensor (Frank, 2001), and this intravoxel heterogeneity causes two main problems.

Firstly, with more than one fiber population or orientation in a voxel, the principal dif-

fusion direction no longer corresponds to the underlying fiber orientation (e.g., Pier-

paoli et al., 2001). Secondly, the quantitative metrics derived from DTI do not reflect

the measured diffusion profile in an accurate way (e.g., Alexander et al., 2001), which

will be discussed in more detail in Chapters 2 and 3. With high percentages of WM vox-

els estimated to contain two or more fiber populations (Behrens et al., 2007; Jeurissen

et al., 2012), there is a need to go beyond the tensor model to characterize the diffusion

profiles in a more reliable manner.

1.4.1 High angular resolution diffusion imaging

One of the first to propose alternative acquisition and signal estimation methods were

Frank (2002); Tuch et al. (2003). Commonly known under the term high angular resolu-
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tion diffusion imaging (HARDI), these techniques used a higher number of diffusion-

weighted directions, e.g., around 40 or more, to sample the 3D diffusion profile at a

higher angular resolution. From the measured diffusion signal one can describe the

3D diffusion probability, called the orientation distribution function (ODF). In recent

years, a multitude of HARDI methods have been proposed to reconstruct the ODF from

the diffusion signal. Most notably, the methods can be divided into two main groups:

parametric and non-parametric methods. The technique initially proposed by Tuch

et al., Q-ball imaging (QBI), is a non-parametric approach, where a mathematical ap-

proximation converts the diffusion signal to the diffusion ODF (dODF; Tuch et al., 2003;

Tuch, 2004). The q-value is another feature to describe the diffusion weighting—closely

related to the b-value—on which the name QBI is based. The parametric methods are

originally based on modeling the signal attenuation profile for a single fiber popula-

tion, and the assumption that the measured signal attenuation profile can then be rep-

resented as a sum of these ’single fiber profiles’ (Frank, 2002). One example of this is

constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD), where a single fiber response function can

be used to deconvolve the diffusion signal to obtain the fiber ODF (Tournier et al., 2004,

2007) (fODF). This response function can be estimated from the diffusion signal in re-

gions with a single fiber population. These fODFs have their maximum along the direc-

tions of the underlying fiber populations. Using the ODFs from these advanced tech-

niques, multi-fiber tractography uses the peak orientations obtained from the ODFs,

as an alternative to the first eigenvector obtained from DTI. Fillard et al. (2011); Jeuris-

sen et al. (2011) have shown that multi-fiber tractography can be used to track through

regions of multiple fiber populations, as illustrated by the simulation in Fig. 1.10.

1.4.2 Alternative diffusion MRI approaches

Several other approaches have been proposed to describe the measured diffusion sig-

nals. Diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI; Wedeen et al., 2005) uses many different q-

values along a high number of directions to fill a 3D Cartesian grid in q-space. K-space—

used in MR image generation—samples the spatial positions of the signal. Similar for

k-space and image space, the Fourier transform is a direct mathematical relation be-

tween q-space and the probability density of diffusion. However, to fill the entire q-

space, many more DWIs are required and at higher q-values, putting high demands on

scan time for clinical MR systems, resulting in a low use of DSI in (pre-) clinical diffu-

sion MR studies.

Another alternative is diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI; Jensen et al., 2005), already ex-

tensively used in preclinical as well as clinical research studies (Fieremans et al., 2011;

Van Cauter et al., 2012). The kurtosis is a measure of how non-Gaussian the diffusion

is. Full quantification of the anisotropic kurtosis is done by estimating the kurtosis ten-
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Figure 1.10: Simulation of two individual fiber populations crossing at a 90◦ angle. a) The
first eigenvectors, ε1; and b) the ODFs in this region. At such crossings, the ε1’s do not reflect
the underlying fiber architecture (a). Fiber tractography through such a region of a crossing
is therefore unreliable. The tract terminates at the region of crossing fibers because the an-
gular deviation is too large. The ODFs (b) are more accurate, and can be used more reliably
to perform tractography.

sor, requiring at least 15 diffusion directions and two non-zero b-values, which can be

acquired clinically in acquisition times as low as 5 minutes.

1.5 Outline of thesis

To best describe the diffusion properties in brain tissue, a complex and inter-related

process of data acquisition, processing, and quantification precedes the interpretation

of diffusion MRI data. In this thesis, several aspects of this process are investigated,

aiming to improve the quantification and interpretation of diffusion properties in the

brain.

In Chapter 2, we look at the how complex fiber architecture affects the mean diffusivity.

Where directional diffusion metrics—such as the FA—are known to depend on tissue

complexity, the MD is generally assumed to be independent on fiber architecture. We

demonstrate that the mean diffusivity is dependent on the amount of fiber populations

and/or orientations in a voxel, with MD values lower in voxels with “crossing fiber”

populations than in “single fiber” populations. This means that the mean diffusivity

in a specific voxel is not solely a reflection of the diffusivity of the underlying tissue

population, but is confounded by the tissue architecture.
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Chapter 3 addresses another confound on the quantification of DTI metrics. Partial

volume effects (PVEs) are known to affect estimated DTI measures sampled along re-

constructed tracts, but the size of these effects differs between fiber bundles and sub-

jects. For instance, for thicker fiber bundles, the contribution of PVE-contaminated

voxels to the mean value for the entire fiber bundle will be smaller, and vice-versa—

which means that the extent of PVE-contamination will vary from bundle to bundle.

In longitudinal DTI studies, multiple scans of each subject are acquired at different

time points to investigate the evolution of diffusion metrics within a subject. As dis-

cussed, manual tractography segmentations are highly reproducible yet time-consu-

ming to perform, whereas automated approaches may be less accurate due to large

inter-subject variation in brain morphology. In Chapter 4, we propose an automated

longitudinal intra-subject analysis framework for tractography segmentations, termed

ALISA, reducing the amount of manual input required while maintaining the high lev-

els of accuracy and precision from manual tract segmentations.

In diffusion MRI, one would ideally want a high spatial resolution (small voxels) and

a high angular resolution (many diffusion-weighted images). Given that scan times in

clinical settings are generally very limited, it would be interesting to know what trade-

off between spatial and angular resolution provides the best results. In Chapter 5 we

provide such a trade-off for the specific purpose of fiber tractography. A dataset with a

very high spatial resolution—1 mm isotropic resolution—is acquired with a high angu-

lar resolution to determine which of these two factors, if any, provides the largest gain

and when (if at all) there are diminishing returns.

A multitude of new diffusion MRI approaches have been proposed to address the con-

ceptual limitations of DTI, with special focus on the accurate reconstruction of cross-

ing fiber configurations. However, inconsistencies between these multi-fiber methods

remain a source of debate on the accuracies and reliabilities of each method. Chapter
6 describes a method to better visualize tractography results from multi-fiber methods,

displaying the local diffusion information from the ODF along the reconstructed tracts.

This new visualization techniques helps to compare different diffusion MRI methods

to interpret subtle differences between these methods.
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Chapter 2

The influence of complex white matter

architecture on the mean diffusivity in

diffusion tensor MRI

This chapter has been published as:

S.B. Vos, D.K. Jones, B. Jeurissen, M.A. Viergever, and A. Leemans, “The

influence of complex white matter architecture on the mean diffusivity

in diffusion tensor MRI of the human brain”. NeuroImage, 2012, 59 (3),

pages 2208-2216.
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Abstract

In diffusion tensor magnetic resonance imaging (DTI), limitations concerning com-

plex fiber architecture (when an image voxel contains fiber populations with more than

one dominant orientation) are well-known. Fractional anisotropy (FA) values are lower

in such areas because of a lower directionality of diffusion on the voxel-scale, which

makes the interpretation of FA less straightforward. Moreover, the interpretation of the

axial and radial diffusivities is far from trivial when there is more than one dominant

fiber orientation within a voxel. In this work, using (i) theoretical considerations, (ii)

simulations, and (iii) experimental data, it is demonstrated that the mean diffusivity

(or the trace of the diffusion tensor) is lower in complex white matter configurations,

compared with tissue where there is a single dominant fiber orientation within the

voxel. We show that the magnitude of this reduction depends on various factors, in-

cluding configurational and microstructural properties (e.g., the relative contributions

of different fiber populations) and acquisition settings (e.g., the b-value). These results

increase our understanding of the quantitative metrics obtained from DTI and, in par-

ticular, the effect of the microstructural architecture on the mean diffusivity. More im-

portantly, they reinforce the growing awareness that differences in DTI metrics need to

be interpreted cautiously.
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2.1 Introduction

Many diffusion tensor MRI (DTI) studies aim to determine whether differences in white

matter (WM) microstructure can be observed between different groups of subjects,

e.g., between healthy and diseased subjects, or to correlate some aspect of behaviour or

performance with WM structural attributes. The two most frequently used metrics for

characterizing tissue microstructure are the fractional anisotropy (FA) and the mean

diffusivity (MD, which is defined as one third of the trace, Tr), which can be calcu-

lated from the diffusion tensor model (Basser et al., 1994; Jones, 2010; Tournier et al.,

2011). Although DTI is still the most widely used approach to analyze diffusion MRI

data, there are many confounding factors that may affect the analyses and interpre-

tation (e.g., Jones and Cercignani, 2010, and Chapter 3). One of the most important

confounds is the inability of the tensor model to describe the diffusion correctly in re-

gions of complex fiber architecture (e.g., bending or interdigitating fibers) (Basser et al.,

2000; Frank, 2001; Alexander et al., 2002; Jones, 2003; Tuch, 2004). The FA, in particular,

is known to be strongly affected in areas of complex fiber architecture, as described in

detail in previous studies (Pierpaoli et al., 1996; Alexander et al., 2001; Tuch et al., 2003).

In this work, we will use the generic phrase of “crossing fibers” (abbreviated forthwith

as “CF”) for any WM configuration where there is more than one dominant fiber ori-

entation within a voxel, including crossing, “kissing”, twisting, splaying, kinking and

bending configurations. By contrast, configurations where there is only one dominant

fiber orientation will be referred to as “single fiber” configurations, and abbreviated

forthwith as “SF”.

Recently, the interpretation of two other DTI metrics, the axial and radial diffusivities

(AD, the largest eigenvalue of the tensor; and RD, the average of the second and third

eigenvalues of the tensor) was shown to be non-trivial in CF-configurations (Wheeler-

Kingshott and Cercignani, 2009). Upon simulating a voxel with two crossing fiber pop-

ulations and fitting a single tensor to that signal, increases in the AD of this tensor were

observed when the RD of one of the underlying populations was increased. Similarly,

decreases in the RD of such a CF-configuration were found when reducing the AD of

one underlying population.

In this work, we expand upon previous simulations that show that the trace is influ-

enced by the architectural configuration of the WM (Alexander et al., 2001). Many is-

sues concerning this dependence are still unclear, such as the effect of the exact ar-

chitectural configuration and whether the dependence can actually be observed in ex-

perimental data. Based on (i) a mathematical derivation of the trace of an ensemble

of fiber populations, (ii) simulations, and (iii) experimental data, we demonstrate that

the mean diffusivity is lower in CF-configurations compared to SF-configurations. We
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also show that the magnitude of this reduction depends on several factors that include

microstructural and configurational properties (e.g., the intrinsic diffusivities of the

fiber populations) and acquisition parameters (such as the b-value). These findings

improve our understanding of quantitative DTI indices and, in particular, show how

architectural aspects and configurational properties of complex WM diffusion profiles

can affect the estimation of the mean diffusivity.

2.2 Theory

In this section, a general mathematical formulation is given for the trace in a CF-con-

figuration, in relation to the diffusion properties of the individual fiber populations.

To simplify the mathematical expressions, we provide this derivation for the trace of

the diffusion tensor, being equivalent to three times the MD. Using an extension of

the Stejskal-Tanner equation (Stejskal and Tanner, 1965) to describe a diffusion sig-

nal originating from more than one fiber population (Alexander et al., 2001; Frank,

2001; Assaf et al., 2002), we find a lower trace in CF-configurations with respect to SF-

configurations. Consider the Stejskal-Tanner equation for a diffusion-weighted signal

Sg along diffusion weighting direction g (Stejskal and Tanner, 1965):

Sg = S0 e−b gT D g = S0 e−bDg , (2.1)

where S0 is the signal without diffusion weighting, b is the scalar value of diffusion

weighting, D is the diffusion tensor, and Dg the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC)

along orientation g. Consequently, along a given gradient orientation g, the estimated

diffusion coefficient Dg is:

Dg =− 1

b
ln

(
Sg

S0

)
. (2.2)

When multiple populations are present in one voxel, the signal originating from that

voxel may be regarded as an average of the diffusion-weighted signals of the underlying

fiber populations, if we assume that the spins of the different populations are in slow

exchange (Alexander et al., 2001; Frank, 2001; Assaf et al., 2002). Eq. (2.1) can then be

generalized to:

Sg = S0
∑
α

f αe−bDα
g , with

∑
α

f α = 1 , (2.3)

where Dα
g represents the ADC of populationα along orientation g, and f α is the relative

volume fraction of population α.
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Combining Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3), one can calculate the estimated diffusivity in a CF-

configuration along any direction g, denoted as DC F
g , as follows:

DC F
g = 1

b
ln

 1∑
α

f αe−bDα
g

 . (2.4)

The trace is mathematically derived from the sum of the diffusivities along any three

orthogonal orientations. These measurements can be taken along the orientations of

the three eigenvectors of a specific population A, provided the diffusion profile is Gaus-

sian or a low b-value ensures that the Gaussian part of the displacement profile domi-

nates the signal attenuation (Basser, 2002). By defining orientation e1 as the first eigen-

vector of population A, so that D A
e1

=λA
1 , the diffusivity in a CF-configuration along this

orientation (denoted as DC F
e1

) can be derived from Eq. (2.4) as:

DC F
e1

= 1

b
ln

 1

f Ae−bλA
1 + ∑

α\A
f αe−bDα

e1


=λA

1 −F (b, f A , f α,e1,λA
1 ) ,

(2.5)

where

F (b, f A , f α,g,λ) = 1

b
ln

(
f A + ∑

α\A
f αe

−b
(
Dα

g −λ
))

(2.6)

and the summation over α\A indicates that this summation is over all populations α

with the exception of population A.

Equivalently, DC F
e2

and DC F
e3

, the diffusivities along e2 and e3 (the second and third

eigenvectors of population A) can also be calculated with Eq. (2.5). By definition, the

trace in a “crossing fibers” voxel, i.e., Tr(DC F ), can now be calculated as:

Tr
(
DC F )= DC F

e1
+DC F

e2
+DC F

e3

=λA
1 +λA

2 +λA
3 −

3∑
i=1

F (b, f A , f α,ei ,λA
i )

= Tr
(
DA)− 3∑

i=1
F (b, f A , f α,ei ,λA

i )︸ ︷︷ ︸
C

.

(2.7)

Eq. (2.7) describes the trace after combining any number of fiber populations, in terms

of the trace of population A and a correction factor C. This equation is valid for any set
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of relative volume fractions f α and any geometric configuration of the fiber popula-

tions. From this general expression, it is trivial to derive a formulation for the trace for

any specific fiber configuration. As an example, for an orthogonally oriented two-fiber

population with equal volume fractions, Eq. (2.7) can be simplified to:

Tr
(
DC F )= Tr

(
DA)− 1

b
ln


(
2+eb

(
λA

1 −λA
2

)
+e−b

(
λA

1 −λA
2

))
4

 , (2.8)

when assuming equal diffusivity properties for each individual fiber population (i.e.,

λA
1 = λB

1 , λA
2 = λB

2 , and λA
3 = λB

3 ). As the anisotropy of the fiber populations decreases,

i.e., as λA
1 and λA

2 differ less, the correction factor C will be smaller.

2.3 Materials and methods

2.3.1 Simulations

The mathematical framework presented in the previous section provides theoretical

evidence for a change in trace for a voxel with more than one fiber population or ori-

entation. In these calculations, however, several factors were not included that may

influence the estimate of the trace, for example the choice of tensor estimation rou-

tine or the set of diffusion gradient sampling vectors. For a detailed characterization of

these effects, simulation experiments were performed (Leemans et al., 2005).

To examine the influence of the angle between fibers in a CF-configuration, two identi-

cal fiber populations were defined (with FA = 0.7 and trace = 2.1×10−3 mm2/s) (Le Bi-

han et al., 2001; Jones and Basser, 2004), in which one population (characterized by

diffusion tensor DA) was then rotated over a range of 0–90◦ with respect to the other

population (characterized by diffusion tensor DB). For each rotation, the diffusion-

weighted signals along 60 gradient directions (b = 1000 s/mm2) were computed for

the resulting CF-configuration, assuming equal volume fractions (i.e., f A= f B= 0.5),

according to Eq. (2.3). From this set of signals, a single tensor, DCF, was estimated and

the trace of that single tensor (Tr(DCF)) was compared with the trace of the underlying

SF-populations (Tr(DSF)). This experiment was performed using three types of tensor

estimation: (i) linear least squares, (ii) weighted linear least squares, and (iii) nonlinear

least squares (initialized with the fitted values from a weighted linear least squares es-

timation) (Marquardt, 1963; Basser et al., 1994; Koay, 2011). For a more in-depth analy-

sis, the eigenvalues of DCF were compared to the eigenvalues of the individual diffusion

tensors, DSF (using only nonlinear least squares tensor estimation).

To determine the impact on the trace of changing the relative volume fractions of the

individual fiber populations in an orthogonal crossing configuration, the volume frac-
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tions f A and f B (of populations A and B, respectively) were varied from 0 to 1, with

f A+ f B= 1 (while FA = 0.7, trace = 2.1× 10−3 mm2/s, b = 1000 s/mm2, and with 60

unique diffusion encoding vectors). Again, Tr(DCF) was calculated from DCF estimated

with the three different estimation procedures.

Furthermore, the impact of varying the relative orientations of three fiber populations

on the trace was simulated, maintaining the same microstructural properties and ac-

quisition properties as described above.

Previous work has shown that, in simulations of SF-voxels, there is variation in the esti-

mated trace depending on the orientation of this population with respect to the diffu-

sion encoding gradient set (Jones, 2004). This variation in trace decreased with increas-

ing numbers of diffusion encoding directions, and the variation diminished at between

10–30 directions, depending on the FA of the simulated fiber population. Analogous to

that work, we simulated two fiber populations crossing orthogonally with equal vol-

ume fractions using a range (6 to 60) of gradient directions (with b-value = 1000 s/mm2

and the FA and trace values of the underlying fibers populations were 0.7 and 2.1×10−3

mm2/s, respectively). For each number of gradient directions, the whole configuration

of crossing populations was rotated over the sphere in 2◦ steps around the azimuthal

and polar axes (corresponding to over 4000 samples). After tensor estimation for each

sample, the mean and standard deviation of Tr(DCF) were calculated for each of the 6

to 60 gradient directions.

From Eq. (2.7) it becomes apparent that, apart from the configurational aspects, there

are other factors that affect the trace values in CF-voxels, i.e., the FA and trace values

of the individual fiber populations (FASF and Tr(DSF), respectively), and the b-value.

We have therefore simulated two fiber populations, crossing perpendicularly and with

equal volume fractions, and varied FASF, Tr(DSF) and the b-value in a range of rele-

vant values. Since Tr(DSF) is one of the parameters of interest in these simulations, the

differences in Tr(DCF) are shown relative to the simulated Tr(DSF).

2.3.2 Data acquisition

Cardiac-gated DTI datasets were acquired from six healthy subjects (3 males and 3 fe-

males) aged 23.7 to 29.1 years (mean age 26.1 years), on a 3 T HDx MRI system (General

Electric) using a single-shot spin echo EPI sequence with a b-value of 1200 s/mm2, 60

gradient directions distributed uniformly over the half sphere (Jones et al., 1999a), 6 b

= 0 images and an ASSET factor 2. The acquisition matrix of 96×96 was reconstructed

to 128×128 with a field-of-view of 230×230 mm2, and 60 contiguous axial slices with

thickness 2.4 mm were acquired, with an effective TR of 15 R–R intervals and a total ac-

quisition time of approximately 25 min. In addition to the DTI scans, 3D T1-weighted

FSPGR scans were obtained with 1 mm isotropic resolution, using the following acqui-
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sition parameters: TR/TE/TI = 7.9/3.0/450 ms and a flip angle of 20◦. All subjects gave

a written informed consent to participate in this study under a protocol approved by

the Cardiff University School of Psychology.

2.3.3 Pre-processing of experimental data

Prior to data analysis, each DTI dataset was corrected for eddy current induced ge-

ometric distortions and subject motion by realigning all diffusion-weighted images

(DWIs) to the b = 0 images using elastix (Klein et al., 2010), with an affine coreg-

istration technique (with 12 degrees of freedom) and mutual information as the cost

function (Pluim et al., 2003). In this procedure, the diffusion gradients were appropri-

ately reoriented to account for subject motion (Leemans and Jones, 2009). The tensor

model was fitted with the Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear regression method (Mar-

quardt, 1963), using the fitted values from a weighted linear least squares estimation

as initialization.

2.3.4 Experimental data analysis

To characterize how complex fiber architecture affects the trace in experimental diffu-

sion MRI data, we examined two WM fiber bundles that are known to have regions of

complex fiber architecture, the cortico-spinal tracts (CST) and the arcuate fasciculus

(AF) (Tuch et al., 2003; Behrens et al., 2007). These bundles were reconstructed with

fiber tractography based on the estimated fiber orientation distribution obtained from

constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD), in which spherical harmonics were lim-

ited to maximum harmonics of order L = 8 (Tournier et al., 2007; Jeurissen et al., 2011).

For each bundle, all voxels that were intersected by the fiber tracts were used to inves-

tigate the impact of “crossing fibers” on the trace. In addition, a WM segmentation was

obtained from the T1-weighted MR images using the Unified Segmentation algorithm

(Ashburner and Friston, 2005) to examine the effect of complex fiber architecture on

the trace in the global WM.

The linear and planar diffusion tensor geometry indices (Westin et al., 2002; Ennis and

Kindlmann, 2006) were used as criteria to distinguish SF-voxels from CF-voxels. More

specifically, all voxels where the planar diffusion coefficient (CP) is largest—i.e., larger

than the linear, CL, and spherical, CS, coefficients—were classified as CF-configuration

voxels; all voxels where CL was largest were classified as SF-configuration voxels; all

voxels where CS was largest were not included in the analyses, because a high CS may

not only arise from multiple fiber populations but also from partial voluming with

cerebrospinal fluid. The average trace of the CF-regions (Tr(DCF)) and the SF-regions

(Tr(DSF)) was calculated for all subjects, and compared using the non-parametric Wil-

coxon signed rank test. Image processing, tractography, and experimental analyses

were performed in ExploreDTI (Leemans et al., 2009).
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Figure 2.1: The calculated trace in a “crossing fibers” voxel, Tr(DCF), is shown for a cross-
ing with a varying number of orientations in a plane. Such a configuration could be con-
sidered analogous to fibers fanning out in a voxel, as for instance can be found in the
cortico-spinal tracts. Compared with the trace in a voxel with one fiber orientation (Tr(DSF)
= 2.1×10−3 mm2/s), the Tr(DCF) is strongly reduced for two orientations. With more orien-
tations, Tr(DCF) gradually increases, stabilizing in the range of 30–50 fiber orientations.

2.4 Results

2.4.1 Mathematical derivation of Tr(DCF) values

From Eq. (2.7), the trace can be computed for a voxel with any number of fiber popula-

tions—once the FA and trace of each population has been specified, along with their

volume fractions f α, their geometric configuration and the b-value. As an example of

a voxel with multiple fiber orientations, consider a voxel with one fiber bundle fanning

out. To emulate such a voxel, Eq. (2.7) can be used to calculate the trace for any number

of orientations. Assuming a set of in-plane orientations distributed uniformly along

one quadrant of a circle (e.g., 0◦, 45◦ and 90◦ for 3 populations, or 0◦, 30◦, 60◦ and 90◦ for

4 populations, etc.), one can observe an increase of the trace with more orientations, as

shown in Fig. 2.1 (with FASF = 0.7, Tr(DSF ) = 2.1×10−3 mm2/s, b-value = 1000 s/mm2).

2.4.2 Simulations

In a voxel with two fiber populations, the trace in that voxel (Tr(DCF)) is not only de-

pendent on the trace values of the underlying populations (Tr(DSF)), but also depends

on the angle of intersection between these two fiber populations, as shown in Fig. 2.2a.

With increases in the angle between the two populations, Tr(DCF) gradually decreases

with respect to Tr(DSF), reaching its minimum when the populations are orthogonal,

where Tr(DCF) is 5% lower than Tr(DSF). Performing this simulation for three different

types of tensor estimation (linear, weighted linear, and nonlinear least squares) shows

that the choice of tensor estimation during data analysis also influences the estimate
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Figure 2.2: (a) Increasing the angle of intersection between two fiber populations (DA and
DB) up to 90◦ decreases the trace in a “crossing fibers” configurations, Tr(DCF). Performing
this simulation with three types of tensor estimation shows that the choice of tensor esti-
mation also affects the trace (linear least squares estimation is illustrated in black, weighted
least squares in blue, nonlinear least squares in red). (b) The volume fractions of the two
populations in one voxel also modulates Tr(DCF). As in (a), the type of tensor estimation
also affects the trace in (b).

of Tr(DCF). The weighted linear least squares estimator consistently yields lower values

of Tr(DCF) than linear or nonlinear least squares estimation. The larger the decrease in

trace, the bigger this difference between different tensor estimators becomes.

Fig. 2.2b illustrates that Tr(DCF) also depends on the volume fractions of the two pop-

ulations, with a minimum when both populations contribute equally (similar to the

setting in Fig. 2.2a). In addition, there is a small effect of the different tensor estimators

on Tr(DCF), with the weighted linear least squares estimation giving the lowest trace

values.

To examine the reduction in Tr(DCF) with larger angles between the individual pop-

ulations in more detail, the eigenvalues (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 > 0) of the tensor in a CF-con-

figuration are investigated. Fig. 2.3 shows that λ1 is lower in CF-voxels, with larger dif-

ferences as the angle between the two individual populations increases. By contrast,

λ2 and λ3 values are higher in CF-configurations than in SF-configurations.
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Figure 2.3: Diffusivity profiles of the first, second, and third eigenvalues depending on the
angle of intersection between the two fiber populations (DA and DB). The first eigenvalue
is smaller in “crossing fibers” configurations than in “single fiber” configurations, whereas
the second and third eigenvalues are larger.

Figure 2.4: When three fiber popu-
lations intersect, the trace (Tr(DCF))
is affected by the angle of both the
second (DB) and third (DC) popula-
tion with respect to the first popula-
tion (DA).

In a CF-configuration with three fiber populations, the change in trace depends on

the angles between all three populations (Fig. 2.4). Note that if the three populations

are orthogonal, Tr(DCF) is 6.5% lower than Tr(DSF), lower than if there are only two

orthogonal populations (Fig. 2.2).

The dependence of the mean and standard deviation of the trace values on the num-

ber of gradient directions is shown in Fig. 2.5. Independent of the number of gradient

directions, Tr(DCF) was consistently lower than Tr(DSF). In the range of 10–30 gradient

directions, the orientational dependence of the trace estimates is mostly reduced.

Fig. 2.6 shows that the b-value, as well as both microstructural parameters present in

Eq. (2.7), FASF and Tr(DSF), all modulate Tr(DCF).
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Figure 2.5: Variation in the estimated trace in a “crossing fibers” configuration, Tr(DCF), de-
pending on the number of unique sampling directions for two populations crossing at 90◦.
The average Tr(DCF) and standard deviation (error bars) have been calculated from over
4000 different orientations. Tr(DCF) is lower than the trace in single fiber voxels (Tr(DSF)
= 2.1×10−3 mm2/s) for all number of gradient directions.

2.4.3 Experimental data

In experimental data, the trace in CF-voxels is significantly lower than in SF-voxels,

confirming the results of the simulations. For all subjects, Tr(DCF) is lower than Tr(DSF)

in the CST, AF, and the total WM (Table 2.1). Fig. 2.7 illustrates the regions of linear and

planar diffusion along the CST and AF. In Fig. 2.8, it can be seen that this differentiation

between regions of linear and planar diffusion is also consistent across subjects within

the WM.

Table 2.1: Mean diffusivity values of “single fiber” and “crossing fibers” voxels (in 10−3 mm2/s)

Cortico-spinal tracts Arcuate fasciculus Global white matter

Subject MDSF MDCF MDSF MDCF MDSF MDCF

1 (F) 0.80±0.09 0.74±0.05 0.81±0.07 0.79±0.05 0.80±0.07 0.76±0.06
2 (M) 0.77±0.08 0.71±0.06 0.78±0.08 0.75±0.04 0.77±0.07 0.73±0.06
3 (M) 0.81±0.10 0.73±0.07 0.79±0.07 0.77±0.05 0.79±0.08 0.74±0.06
4 (F) 0.78±0.11 0.70±0.05 0.78±0.06 0.75±0.04 0.77±0.07 0.73±0.05
5 (F) 0.75±0.09 0.70±0.05 0.74±0.06 0.72±0.04 0.73±0.07 0.69±0.06
6 (M) 0.74±0.10 0.70±0.06 0.76±0.08 0.72±0.05 0.75±0.08 0.71±0.06

Values shown in this table are mean diffusivity values (trace/3), for easy reference with values reported in

literature; F/M indicates whether subject is female of male; MDSF/MDCF is the mean diffusivity (trace/3) in

“single fiber”/“crossing fiber” voxels. For all subjects and all white matter structures, MDCF was significantly

lower than MDSF.
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Figure 2.6: The effect of simulation parameters (a: fractional anisotropy; b: trace of a “single
fiber” population, Tr(DSF); c: b-value) on the relative decrease in trace in a “crossing fibers”
configuration, Tr(DCF), with two orthogonally oriented fiber populations (with equal vol-
ume fractions).

Figure 2.7: Sagittal views of a fractional anisotropy map with the cortico-spinal tracts and
arcuate fasciculus for three subjects. Tracts are color-encoded by the linear and planar dif-
fusion coefficients (CL and CP, respectively), where red indicates linear diffusion and green
indicates planar diffusion.
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Figure 2.8: For three subjects, axial slices at the level of the corpus callosum are shown with
geometric and direction-encoded color coding. In the geometric image, red and green vox-
els correspond with the linear (CL) and planar (CP) diffusion coefficients, respectively. Re-
gions of linear and planar diffusion can clearly be differentiated throughout the white mat-
ter.

2.5 Discussion

In DTI, the issue of “crossing fibers” is well-known. Apart from a single study showing

that the trace is affected in simulated fiber crossings (Alexander et al., 2001), no re-

search has been conducted to validate this finding in vivo. In this work, we have stud-

ied this observation in further detail, starting from a general theoretical basis that can

explain these results. In addition, simulations have been performed to highlight the ef-

fect of several aspects related to “crossing fibers”. Finally, to the best of our knowledge,

we have demonstrated for the first time that the expected reduction in trace in complex

WM tissue can also be shown in real diffusion MRI data.

2.5.1 Mathematical derivation of Tr(DCF) values

The mathematical correction factor derived in this work (Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8)) shows

that the trace in a CF-voxel is not always equal to the trace in an SF-voxel. For two

orthogonal populations, it can be deduced from Eq. (2.8) that Tr(DCF) ≤ Tr(DSF) will

always hold. The fraction in the logarithm in Eq. (2.8) will never be smaller than one,

so the correction factor to the Tr(DSF), C, will always be equal to or larger than zero.

2.5.2 Simulations

Following the mathematical derivation demonstrating a decrease in trace in “crossing

fibers”, results from simulation experiments support a reduction in trace in voxels with

complex fiber architecture. Moreover, this decrease depends on the configuration of

the crossing, i.e., the angle of intersection between the populations and the volume
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fraction of each of the fiber populations in a voxel (Fig. 2.2). It is apparent from Eq.

(2.7) that the number, orientation, FA, and trace of the individual populations, and

the b-value affect Tr(DCF). In simulations, all these configurational (Figs. 2.2 and 2.4),

microstructural (Fig. 2.6a, b) and acquisition (Fig. 2.6c) parameters are confirmed to

modulate Tr(DCF). Note that the relative change in Tr(DCF) with all these parameters is

nonlinear.

Variability in the estimated tensor depending on the chosen tensor estimation method

has been described previously by Jones and Basser (2004) (see also Jones and Cercig-

nani, 2010). To examine the effect of various tensor fitting procedures on the results

presented in this work, the effects of changing the angle between two populations and

the volume fractions of these populations have been investigated with three types of

tensor estimation. From Fig. 2.2 we can see that the weighted least squares systemat-

ically yields lower trace estimates in CF-configurations than linear and nonlinear ten-

sor estimation. These simulations were noise-free, so comparable results for the linear

and nonlinear estimators were expected (Jones and Basser, 2004). The lower trace es-

timates from the weighted least squares algorithm can be explained by the fact that

this estimator weights each diffusion measurement as a function of its signal magni-

tude. Given that the highest signals are obtained in directions with lowest diffusion, the

estimator gives greater weights to low diffusion measurements, yielding a lower trace

estimate.

Eigenvalue simulations

With lower MD values in regions of complex fiber architecture, an associated reduc-

tion in one or more of the tensor’s eigenvalues (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 > 0) would be expected.

With two fiber populations in a voxel, the diffusivity will become more planar, which

would intuitively lead to an underestimation of λ1 and an overestimation of λ2. These

expected changes are confirmed for λ1 and λ2, as shown in Fig. 2.3. The increase in

λ3 (Fig. 2.3), on the other hand, is counter-intuitive. The third eigenvector of the CF-

configuration is oriented perpendicular to the plane of the crossing. In the simulations,

both individual tensors were defined to be axially symmetric, which results in equal

diffusivities perpendicular to their crossing. As a result, theory dictates that λ3 would

not be affected in such a “fiber crossing”. In the simulations, however, λ3 is slightly

overestimated. This overestimation of λ3 originates from the finite number of sam-

pling directions in data acquisition protocols: in a two-fiber crossing, λ3 will only be

the same as in a “single fiber” population when sampled precisely perpendicularly to

the plane of the crossing.
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Number of gradient directions

Until now, only one study has previously shown that, in simulations, the trace is un-

derestimated in CF-configurations (Alexander et al., 2001). When simulating a crossing

between two fiber populations with two different sets of six gradient directions, Alexan-

der et al. (2001) observed trace values that were lower than the simulated trace values

of the individual constituent fiber populations. However, the decrease in trace that was

observed with the two sets of gradient orientations varied drastically. More recently, it

was shown in simulations that in SF-voxels, variation in the estimated trace was ob-

served depending on the orientation of this population with respect to the diffusion

encoding gradient set (Jones, 2004). This variation in trace decreased as the number of

gradient encoding directions was increased, with the variation diminished at between

10–30 directions, depending on the FA of the simulated fiber population. To confirm

that the observed reduction in trace seen in the simulations carried out by Alexander

et al. (2001) was not due to the relatively low number of gradient directions, we have

investigated whether such variations in trace values are also present in CF-voxels. As

shown in Fig. 2.5, Tr(DCF) was consistently lower than Tr(DSF) for all number of gradi-

ent directions. In agreement with the findings for SF-configurations (Jones, 2004), the

orientational dependence of the trace estimates is largely reduced in the range of 10–30

unique gradient directions.

2.5.3 Experimental data analysis

Previous studies have shown that in experimental data, MD values can differ between

fiber bundles (e.g., Eluvathingal et al., 2007; Lebel et al., 2008). Even within one bundle,

however, there can already be a large heterogeneity of MD values (Jones et al., 2005b).

In this work, we show such heterogeneity, and, more specifically, we demonstrate that

MD values in CF-configurations are significantly lower than in SF-configurations (Ta-

ble 2.1, Fig. 2.9). This difference, observed in the two bundles of interest, the CST and

the AF, is also valid for the global WM (Table 2.1).

It can be observed from Table 2.1 that while Tr(DSF) values are not different for the CST

and the AF, the mean Tr(DCF) values are lower in the CST than in the AF for all sub-

jects. For the CST, Tr(DCF) is 8% lower than Tr(DSF), whereas this decrease is only 3%

for the AF. This variation may be attributed to a difference in configurational properties

between the two bundles. Other WM bundles crossing the CST may be more orthogo-

nally oriented to the CST than is the case for bundles intersecting the AF, which could

explain the larger decrease in Tr(DCF) in the CST than in the AF (as is illustrated in

Fig. 2.2a). In addition, there could be a larger portion of equally distributed volume

fractions in the CST compared to the AF, which could also contribute to lower Tr(DCF)

values in the CST than in the AF (Fig. 2.2b).
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Figure 2.9: The mean diffusivity (trace/3) is affected by configurational properties of the
white matter. The mean diffusivity decreases as the angle between two fiber populations in-
creases, and the relative volume fractions become more equal. The angles between two fiber
populations, as well as the relative volume fractions of these populations, have been deter-
mined from constrained spherical deconvolution. The black regions are configurations that
were not present.

The dependence of the MD on the tissue geometry has implications for statistical test-

ing. In regions that are comprised of voxels with purely SF-configurations, the MD will

be relatively uniform. Likewise, for areas of tissue where there is a uniformity in the

complexity of the tissue, the MD may be lower—but it will be uniformly lower. How-

ever, in regions that contain a mixture of SF- and CF-configurations, or CF-configura-

tions that take different geometrical forms, there will be a larger variation in MD. Con-

sequently, there will be a higher variance in such regions, and therefore less statistical

power to detect differences in the MD.

In some neuropathological studies, investigating Wallerian degeneration and mild cog-

nitive impairment, higher FA values were observed in patients than in healthy controls

(Pierpaoli et al., 2001; Douaud et al., 2011). In any CF-configuration, degeneration of

one fiber bundle could cause the other fiber bundle to become more dominant, resul-

ting in an increase in FA. Similarly, such a physiological change could cause an increase

in MD, which, in the context of our findings, may not be indicative for a change in MD

of one of the underlying fiber bundles.

In recent years, “crossing fibers” has been one of the foci of diffusion MRI research,

resulting in alternative methods that aim to describe the estimated diffusion more ac-

curately in regions of complex fiber architecture, such as CSD, Q-ball Imaging, diffu-

sion spectrum imaging, the ball-and-multiple-sticks model, or multi-tensor modeling
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(Tuch et al., 2002; Tuch, 2004; Behrens et al., 2007; Tournier et al., 2007; Wedeen et al.,

2008). Fiber tractography based on these new techniques can resolve complex fiber ar-

chitecture more accurately, even in regions with three fiber populations, e.g., the inter-

section of the CST, superior longitudinal fasciculus, and lateral projections of the cor-

pus callosum (Descoteaux et al., 2009; Fillard et al., 2011; Jeurissen et al., 2011). When

using such techniques to obtain fiber tract segmentations for analyses of the underly-

ing DTI metrics (Zarei et al., 2009), the amount of CF-voxels is increased (since tracking

can continue through complex fiber architecture where tensor-based tracking would

terminate). As a result, the average MD for the whole bundle may be affected more

than when tensor-based tractography algorithms are used for tract segmentations, an

effect that may need to be considered during data analysis.

To estimate the MD of individual fiber populations in voxels with complex fiber archi-

tecture, one could opt to model the diffusion signal using multiple tensors (Tuch et al.,

2002). Multi-tensor tractography aims to model two or three tensors per voxel, propa-

gating the fiber tract by selecting the tensor with its direction most consistent with the

tract (Peled et al., 2006). For each tract, the MD of the tensor chosen by the tractography

algorithm could be used to calculate bundle-specific diffusion measures, dubbed “ten-

sor selection”. Ideally, this yields more accurate estimates of the MD for that specific

bundle (and, similarly, also for other DTI metrics). Current two-tensor methods esti-

mate all three eigenvalues of both tensors (assuming prolate tensors), and can thus be

used for this “tensor selection” methodology (Rathi et al., 2010). However, the most re-

cent estimates on the amount of WM voxels with CF-configurations show that roughly

30 to 40% of all WM voxels contain three or more populations (Jeurissen et al., 2010),

indicating that two-tensor models may be inadequate for modeling the underlying dif-

fusion signals in these regions. Furthermore, multiple-tensor models may not provide

unique solutions for each of the underlying fiber populations, which further compli-

cates data interpretation.

In conclusion, we have provided a theoretical framework and concomitant simulations

demonstrating a reduced MD in complex WM configurations. For the first time, this

reduction is observed in experimental data (e.g., the CST and the AF). These results

improve our understanding of quantitative indices derived from DTI in areas of “cross-

ing fibers” and the impact of numerous factors, including configurational and micro-

structural properties (e.g., the relative contributions of different fiber populations) and

acquisition settings (e.g., the b-value). Most importantly, our findings strengthen the

increasing awareness that DTI metrics need to be interpreted with care, and that it is

essential to characterize the effects of complex fiber architecture on the MD in order

to improve the specificity of observed MD changes in vivo.
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Partial volume effect as a hidden

covariate in DTI analyses

This chapter has been published as:

S.B. Vos, D.K. Jones, M.A. Viergever, and A. Leemans, “Partial volume ef-

fect as a hidden covariate in DTI analyses”. NeuroImage, 2011, 55 (4),

pages 1566-1576.
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Abstract

During the last decade, diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) has been used extensively to in-

vestigate microstructural properties of white matter fiber pathways. In many of these

DTI-based studies, fiber tractography has been used to infer relationships between

bundle-specific mean DTI metrics and measures-of-interest (e.g., when studying dif-

fusion changes related to age, cognitive performance, etc.) or to assess potential dif-

ferences between populations (e.g., comparing males vs. females, healthy vs. diseased

subjects, etc.). As partial volume effects (PVEs) are known to affect tractography and,

subsequently, the estimated DTI measures sampled along these reconstructed tracts

in an adverse way, it is important to gain insight into potential confounding factors

that may modulate this PVE. For instance, for thicker fiber bundles, the contribution

of PVE-contaminated voxels to the mean metric for the entire fiber bundle will be

smaller, and vice-versa—which means that the extent of PVE-contamination will vary

from bundle to bundle. With the growing popularity of tractography-based methods

in both fundamental research and clinical applications, it is of paramount importance

to examine the presence of PVE-related covariates, such as thickness, orientation, cur-

vature, and shape of a fiber bundle, and to investigate the extent to which these hid-

den confounds affect diffusion measures. To test the hypothesis that these PVE-related

covariates modulate DTI metrics depending on the shape of a bundle, we performed

simulations with synthetic diffusion phantoms and analyzed bundle-specific DTI mea-

sures of the cingulum and the corpus callosum in 55 healthy subjects. Our results indi-

cate that the estimated bundle-specific mean values of diffusion metrics, including the

frequently used fractional anisotropy and mean diffusivity, were indeed modulated by

fiber bundle thickness, orientation, and curvature. Correlation analyses between gen-

der and diffusion measures yield different results when volume is included as a covari-

ate. This indicates that incorporating these PVE-related factors in DTI analyses is im-

perative to disentangle changes in “true microstructural” tissue properties from these

hidden covariates.
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3.1 Introduction

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a non-invasive imaging technique that can provide

information about brain microstructure and the directional organization of neural fiber

tissue in vivo by measuring the self-diffusion of water molecules (Basser et al., 1994).

In brain white matter (WM), diffusion of water is less hindered along than perpendic-

ular to axons, making the local diffusion dependent on local microstructure (Beaulieu,

2002). DTI was first used clinically in schizophrenia (Buchsbaum et al., 1998) and leuko-

araiosis (Jones et al., 1999b), where regional changes in diffusion anisotropy or trace

were observed in patients but not in healthy controls. These diffusion changes suggest

a structural change, which could be detected more easily on DTI scans than on conven-

tional MR images. Since then, the use of DTI in both fundamental research and clinical

studies has exploded, with almost a third of all studies on DTI discussing the devel-

opment of fiber tractography (FT) methods, e.g., Mori et al. (1999), or the use of FT in

DTI analyses. FT was initially applied as a method to investigate “brain connectivity”

(Basser et al., 2000) and is now often used to increase specificity of observed radiologi-

cal findings with respect to patient disability, for instance in multiple sclerosis (Wilson

et al., 2003; Ciccarelli et al., 2008).

In recent years, DTI and FT have been used extensively to study the microstructural

properties of WM fiber pathways. The developing/aging brain, in particular, has been

the research topic of many investigations1, with studies including subjects ranging

from neonates to aging adults. It has been shown repeatedly that the FA of several WM

regions (e.g., the cingulum bundles and the uncinate fasciculi) increases during mat-

uration and subsequently decreases with age above the age of approximately 30 years

(Bastin et al., 2010; Hasan et al., 2009; Hsu et al., 2008, 2010; Jones et al., 2006; Lebel

et al., 2008, 2010; Sala et al., 2010; Salat et al., 2005; Voineskos et al., 2010, 2012). Most

of these studies also show an inverse relationship (decrease followed by increase) for

the mean diffusivity (MD) and link these diffusion changes to differences in micro-

structural organization within the WM (Dubois et al., 2008; Lebel et al., 2008). More

specifically, changes in radial diffusivity (RD, diffusivity perpendicular to the predom-

inant diffusion direction) and axial diffusivity (AD, diffusivity along the predominant

diffusion direction) are believed to reflect different microstructural processes in the

WM (Pierpaoli et al., 2001; Song et al., 2002, 2003).

A particular aspect that is known to affect the accuracy of estimated DTI metrics—

but which is not always considered a potential cause for correlations or differences in

quantitative diffusion analyses—is the partial volume effect (PVE). Reflecting the intra-

1. 57 publications on “DTI brain aging” and 84 on “DTI brain development” since 2009 alone, according to
Pubmed.
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voxel heterogeneity of different tissue organizations (Alexander et al., 2001; Frank, 2001;

Oouchi et al., 2007), Alexander et al. (2001) mentioned that “the PVE could cause dif-

fusion-based characterization of cerebral ischemia and white matter connectivity to be

incorrect”. Pfefferbaum and Sullivan (2003) have shown that the PVE is also present

in the calculation of diffusion measures when averaging data values over regions of

interest (ROIs). WM segmentation and semi-automated ROI delineation were used to

outline the genu and splenium of the corpus callosum (CC), yielding increased MD

values compared to the MD at the center of the WM bundles. This indicates a contam-

ination of the outer WM voxels with its surrounding tissue, which, for the midsagit-

tal genu and splenium of the CC, consists mostly of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). Several

options to mitigate such a CSF contamination have been proposed, such as CSF sup-

pression using fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) acquisition sequences (Pa-

padakis et al., 2002; Cheng et al., 2011), or using a two-tensor model (Pierpaoli and

Jones, 2004; Pasternak et al., 2009) to remove the CSF contamination during tensor

estimation. However, most DTI studies use neither of these techniques, which leave

PVEs with CSF a relevant issue. As partial voluming is not only between WM bundles

and CSF, but also, for instance, between different WM bundles, investigations into the

effects of the PVE are important to improve quantitative diffusion analyses.

There are several confounding factors related to the PVE that may affect DTI metrics

indirectly. For instance, as total WM volume changes with age, and therefore the thick-

ness of some fiber bundles, the relative contribution of PVE-contaminated voxels will

be different between bundles of different size (thicker bundles will have a lower contri-

bution of PVE voxels to the entire bundle than thinner bundles), which may introduce

a bias in the estimated measures (see Fig. 3.1 for a schematic example). Not only is

bundle volume potentially a hidden covariate in the analysis of DTI metrics, but the

orientation and curvature of a bundle may also alter the PVE and thus the diffusion

measures.

In this work, we hypothesize that hidden covariates, such as bundle thickness (in the

following also referred to as “volume”, assuming a constant bundle length and cross-

sectional shape), orientation, curvature, and shape modulate the PVE intrinsically and,

subsequently, affect the estimated DTI metrics. Previous studies show support for this

hypothesis. For instance, investigations of brain volume changes with age show a de-

cline in total WM volume from around the age of 30 (Courchesne et al., 2000; Liu et al.,

2003; Resnick et al., 2003), matching the age-FA relation mentioned previously. Another

study shows a left-sided co-lateralization of FA and concomitant bundle volume, po-

tentially indicative of a more general agreement between morphometry and diffusion

properties (Huster et al., 2009).
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the partial volume effect (PVE) in a 3D object. The
PVE is defined as the volume-to-surface ratio of an object. For a cylinder, which has a circu-
lar cross-section (indicated as the shaded area in A), this can be simplified to a circle, which
has a surface-to-circumference ratio. Further simplification yield that the PVE scales with
1 / R (with R the radius of the circle), showing that increasing volume means a reduction
in PVE. This is shown in B, where a small and big circle have been plotted on a square grid.
The relative number of PVE voxels (light gray) compared to voxels enclosed completely by
the circle (dark gray) is larger for a small circle (left) than for a big circle (right).
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Using simulations of synthetic diffusion phantoms (Leemans et al., 2005) we determine

whether the PVE-related covariates (volume, orientation, and curvature) affect the esti-

mated diffusion measures. With these simulations, it is possible to change the volume,

orientation, or curvature of a bundle independently while keeping all other configu-

rational properties fixed. This allows for investigations of only the specific covariate

of interest in relation to the estimated DTI metrics. In addition, the cingulum bun-

dles and the CC of 55 healthy subjects are reconstructed using FT to examine whether

the PVE-related confounding factors are present in experimental DTI data. The inter-

est by many researchers in these bundles has resulted in an abundance of informa-

tion about diffusion changes, and thus valuable reference material for this study (Davis

et al., 2009; Huster et al., 2009; Jones et al., 2006; Lebel et al., 2008; Malykhin et al., 2008;

Salat et al., 2005). The cingulum does not interface with CSF-filled spaces, in contrast

with the CC, which is partially adjacent to the lateral ventricles and the longitudinal

fissure. In regions where there is proximity to the ventricles, for example, one observes

“spikes” in the MD values (Jones et al., 2005b). The large difference in the surrounding

tissues makes these bundles ideal candidates to determine the potential effect of PVE-

related covariates on the different diffusion parameters. By investigating correlations

between the volume of the bundles and specific diffusion properties of these bundles,

the presence of such a hidden covariate may be revealed.

Our results demonstrate that DTI metrics are indeed correlated with volume, orien-

tation, and curvature of a fiber bundle. As such, several conclusions drawn from pre-

vious analyses—aging studies in particular—should be nuanced in the light of these

PVE-related covariates in order to correctly classify whether the observed changes in

diffusion measures originate from either changes in macrostructural/morphological

or microstructural properties, or a combination of both. Observed relations between

age and diffusion properties are altered by the inclusion of volume as a covariate, which

indicates that it is required to include this confound in quantitative analyses.

3.2 Materials and methods

3.2.1 Fiber bundle simulations

Simulations of neural fiber bundles were performed according to Leemans et al. (2005)

to investigate the following potentially confounding factors in FT-based analyses: (i)

fiber bundle thickness (predefined range: 9-13 mm); (ii) pathway orientation (in-plane

rotation range: 0-15◦); and (iii) bundle curvature (inverse radius range: 0.035-0.055

mm−1). Keeping all other simulation parameters unchanged, only the contribution of

PVE-contaminated voxels to the bundles differs between the simulations. The effect

of these factors was examined using FA = 0.9 and MD = 0.7 × 10−3 mm2/s within the

bundle, and two different bundle environments: one representing the CC segment en-
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Figure 3.2: Simulated fiber bundles of varying thickness (a and b), curvature (c and d), and
orientation (e and f). a-d are examples of cingulum simulations, with a fiber bundle in an
isotropic surrounding with high diffusivity; whereas e-f are examples of CC simulations,
with an anisotropic environment oriented perpendicularly to the simulated bundles.

vironment (in the following referred to as “CC simulations”, with background FA = 0

and MD = 3.2 × 10−3 mm2/s); and one representing the cingulum environment (in the

following referred to as “cingulum simulations”, with background FA and MD values

equal to the values within the fiber bundle, albeit with a different orientation) (Le Bi-

han et al., 2001; Jones and Basser, 2004). In total, six sets of simulations were performed

(Fig. 3.2). Fiber bundles were simulated with 2 mm isotropic voxel size and a Gaussian

profile across the bundle. For more detailed information on the simulation framework,

the reader is referred to Leemans et al. (2005). Deterministic FT (Basser et al., 2000) was

performed in ExploreDTI (Leemans et al., 2009) with an FA tracking threshold of 0.2

and an angle threshold of 30◦.
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3.2.2 Data acquisition

Cardiac-gated DTI data were acquired from 55 healthy volunteers (37 female, 18 male),

aged 18.4 to 44 years (median age 31.9 years), on a 3 T system using a single-shot spin-

echo EPI sequence with a b-value of 1200 s/mm2 along 60 directions (Jones et al.,

1999a), with 6 B0-images and ASSET factor = 2. The acquisition matrix of 96×96 was

reconstructed to 128×128 with a field-of-view of 230×230 mm2 and 60 axial slices with

thickness 2.4 mm were acquired without gap. This resulted in an effective TR of 15 R–R

intervals and a total acquisition time of approximately 25 min. All subjects gave written

informed consent to participate in this study under a protocol approved by the Cardiff

University Ethics Committee.

3.2.3 Image processing

Prior to data analysis, the acquired images were corrected for eddy current induced

geometric distortions and subject motion by realigning all diffusion-weighted images

(DWIs) to the B0-images (non-diffusion weighted images) with elastix (Klein et al.,

2010) using an affine coregistration technique (12 degrees of freedom) with mutual in-

formation as the cost function (Pluim et al., 2003). In this procedure, the diffusion gra-

dients were adjusted with the proper b-matrix-rotation as described by Leemans and

Jones (2009). The diffusion tensor model was fitted using the Levenberg-Marquardt

nonlinear regression method (Marquardt, 1963), initiated with the fitted values from

a weighted linear least squares estimation. All DTI scans were rigidly transformed to

MNI space in the motion-distortion correction procedure (Rohde et al., 2004).

3.2.4 Tractography

To determine whether PVE-related confounds affect FT-based analyses of DTI metrics

in experimental data we investigated the characteristics of the cingulum and the CC.

Whole brain FT parameters were identical to the ones used for the simulated diffusion

data. To investigate the existence of the aforementioned covariates when analyzing dif-

fusion measures of the cingulum bundle, a specific segment was selected in the dorsal

part of the cingulum. The segments were defined by placing three “AND” ROIs at se-

lected anatomical landmarks (Emsell et al., 2009) and placing two ROIs 10 mm anterior

(S1) and posterior (S2) of the central “AND” ROI (Fig. 3.3). Only the tract segment, i.e.,

the part of the fiber bundle between ROIs S1 and S2, was investigated. In doing so,

there were no intersubject differences in segment length, which ensures consistency

in estimating the volume of the fiber bundles. Bundle characteristics were calculated

by averaging diffusion measures for all voxels intersected by that bundle, with each

voxel only counted once (Concha et al., 2005a,b, 2009; Eluvathingal et al., 2007; Lebel

et al., 2010), and defining segment volume as the total volume of the voxels intersected

by that bundle. ROIs were defined by a single blinded rater.
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Figure 3.3: Selection of the cingulum segment. Anterior (A) and posterior (P) regions of in-
terest (ROI) were placed at the most posterior slice showing the genu in full profile and the
most anterior slice showing the splenium in full profile, respectively. Central (C) ROI was
placed at midpoint between A and P, with segment-selecting ROIs placed five voxels (10
mm) anterior (S1) and posterior (S2) of C.

The second bundle that was studied was the CC. Only the medial part of the CC, which

is (almost) entirely surrounded by CSF, was investigated to test whether the influence

of the PVE on DTI measures may be different from bundle configurations where the

fiber bundles are surrounded by other WM structures and not by CSF. Segments of 4

mm length to either side of the midsagittal slice were selected (Fig. 3.4): a length that is

long enough to have a large spread in segment volumes, but short enough so that the

segment is still surrounded by CSF only. As all data were analyzed in MNI space, the

midsagittal slice could be determined reliably in all subjects.

3.2.5 Statistical evaluation

To test the hypothesis that bundle volume is a PVE-related covariate, Spearman’s rank

correlation coefficients between DTI metrics (FA, MD, AD, and RD) and segment vol-

ume were calculated. According to our hypothesis, segment volume should be added

as a covariate not-of-interest in further analyses, for instance, when calculating the

correlation between age and bundle-specific quantitative measures. Using multiple

regression we have tested whether there was a significant linear or quadratic relation

between age and diffusion measures (Hsu et al., 2010), and whether the inclusion of

volume as a covariate yielded a different outcome in these analyses.

Previously, diffusion values of the cingulum were found to differ between males and fe-

males and between the left and the right bundle (Huster et al., 2009). Segment volume

was incorporated into these analyses as a covariate, to examine whether any observed
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Figure 3.4: Selection of the medial segment of the corpus callosum. The red line repre-
sents the midsagittal plane in MNI space, and the two segment-selecting regions-of-interest
(green) are drawn two voxels (4 mm) to either side of the midsagittal plane.

differences in diffusion measures between left and right cingulum bundles or between

males and females were due to volume differences.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 PVE-related covariates in simulations

All six sets of simulations (changes in volume, orientation, and curvature, for both the

cingulum and CC simulations) showed a clear effect of these PVE-related covariates

on the estimated DTI metrics. Bundle volume demonstrated a monotonous relation

with the diffusion measures (Fig. 3.5). By contrast, the other PVE-modulating factors

generally displayed a high degree of non-monotonicity (Figs. 3.6 and 3.7).

3.3.2 Experimental data

Correlations between segment volume and DTI metrics have been visualized in Fig. 3.8

for the cingulum and in Fig. 3.9 for the CC. A positive correlation of FA with volume (p =
0.028) was found for the cingulum segments, and the CC segments showed a significant

decrease of MD with segment volume (p = 0.0039). To reveal the underlying causes

for these correlations, subsequent analyses were performed to determine whether AD
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Figure 3.5: Dependence of DTI metrics on bundle volume. The plots in the left column
show the results of the corpus callosum (CC) simulations; plots in the right column show
the results of the cingulum simulations. These plots show that bundle volume modulates,
through the PVE, all estimated diffusion parameters.

Figure 3.6: Dependence of DTI metrics on bundle orientation. The plots in the left column
show the results of the corpus callosum (CC) simulations; plots in the right column show the
results of the cingulum simulations. In these simulations, the simulated bundle is rotated
over a range of 15◦.
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Figure 3.7: Dependence of DTI metrics on bundle curvature. The plots in the left column
show the results of the corpus callosum (CC) simulations; plots in the right column show
the results of the cingulum simulations. In these simulations, the curvature of the simulated
bundle is increased.

and/or RD were correlated with segment volume. In the cingulum, a downward trend

of RD with segment volume was observed (Fig. 3.8). In the CC, the correlation between

MD and volume was due to underlying decreases of both AD and RD with segment

volume (p = 0.021 and p = 0.0037, respectively) (Fig. 3.9).

Investigation of the effect of age on bundle-specific quantitative measures demonstra-

ted that in the CC segment only the FA correlated significantly (decreasing linearly)

with age (p = 0.0056). Inclusion of bundle volume as a covariate did not alter this rela-

tion. For the cingulum, no significant relation with age was observed, with or without

including volume as a covariate.

No gender-related differences in diffusivity measures were observed for the cingulum.

For the CC, including volume as a covariate yielded a significantly higher FA and lower

MD, caused by a significantly lower RD, in females than in males. These effects could

not be observed without segment volume as a covariate (Table 3.1).

Intrasubject analysis of left and right cingulum segments revealed a significantly higher

AD left than right, with or without segment volume as a covariate. There was no signif-

icant difference in the corresponding FA, MD, or RD values between the left and the

right cingulum segments (Table 3.2).
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Figure 3.8: Correlation of DTI metrics and volume for the cingulum segments. A signifi-
cant increase in fractional anisotropy (FA) with volume is observed, whereas no significant
changes in mean, axial, or radial diffusivity are observed. The increase in FA is caused by
opposite trends of axial and radial diffusivity with volume. While non-parametric tests have
been used to test for correlations, parametric tests have been used for the plotted lines to
show the trends in the data.

3.4 Discussion

Several factors, e.g., bundle thickness, orientation, and curvature may change the PVE

and thus the analysis and estimation of bundle-averaged DTI metrics. These PVEs orig-

inate from the acquisition: signal averaging over finite-size voxels may include more

than one structure. As already illustrated in Fig. 3.1, bundles can be influenced differ-

ently by the PVE depending on bundle thickness. However, a single bundle may also

be affected by its position relative to the acquisition matrix. Consider the simulated

fiber bundle shown in Fig. 3.10a(i), which is perfectly aligned with the voxel grid. If the

bundle is not perfectly aligned with the acquisition grid (Fig. 3.10a (ii)-(iv)), the outer

voxels are PVE voxels, which affect the estimated DTI metrics of the bundle, as seen

in Fig. 3.10b. Such a “gridding effect” affects the reproducibility of DTI analyses nega-

tively. Therefore, it is important to tease out possible covariates that may confound the

estimation of diffusion measures in order to improve the reliability of DTI analyses.
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3.4.1 Proof of principle

Previously, it has been shown that CSF contamination in PVE voxels influences voxel-

wise DTI metrics (Papadakis et al., 2002; Chou et al., 2005). In this work, however, we in-

vestigated whether PVE modulating factors (i.e., bundle volume, orientation, and cur-

vature) cause significant differences in diffusion measures of large, multi-voxel regions.

To highlight this issue for experimental data, we also performed an analysis in which

volume can be considered as the only PVE modulating factor. More specifically, we ex-

amined the existence of a relation between DTI parameters of the CSF and the total

CSF volume. The diffusivity of CSF should be roughly the same across individuals, so

no correlation with volume is expected. However, as the MD of PVE voxels is decreased

compared to non-PVE voxels of the CSF (Chou et al., 2005), one can expect that for

smaller CSF volumes (where the relative contribution of PVE voxels is higher than for

larger CSF volumes) the estimated MD would be lower. This relation is confirmed by

segmenting all CSF voxels using an automated gray-level thresholding method, per-

formed on the MD map (Otsu, 1979), and correlating the total volume of CSF with

Figure 3.9: Correlation of DTI metrics and volume for the corpus callosum segments. No
significant change in fractional anisotropy (FA) with volume is observed, whereas the mean
diffusivity (MD) decreased significantly with volume. The decrease in MD is caused by neg-
ative correlations of axial (AD) and radial (RD) diffusivity with segment volume. While non-
parametric tests have been used to test for correlations, parametric tests have been used for
the plotted lines to show the trends in the data.
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Table 3.1: Gender comparison of bundle segments

Female Male

Volume (cm3) 0.942±0.166 1.045±0.195∗
Cingulum

Fractional anisotropy 0.448±0.032 0.456±0.028
segment

MD (10−3 mm2/s) 0.816±0.026 0.812±0.036

Corpus Volume (cm3) 7.857±0.787 8.215±0.665

callosum Fractional anisotropy 0.569±0.019 0.559±0.019†

segment MD (10−3 mm2/s) 1.063±0.055 1.086±0.047†

MD = mean diffusivity; ∗ indicates gender difference not including volume as covariate (p <
0.01); † indicates gender difference including volume as covariate (p < 0.05)

Table 3.2: Intrasubject comparison of cingulum bundle segments

Left Right

Segment volume (cm3) 1.031±0.167 0.921±0.181∗
Fractional anisotropy 0.456±0.031 0.445±0.029

MD (10−3 mm2/s) 0.811±0.029 0.812±0.029

AD (10−3 mm2/s) 1.284±0.054 1.257±0.054∗†

RD (10−3 mm2/s) 0.584±0.034 0.590±0.032

MD = mean diffusivity; AD = axial diffusivity; RD = radial diffusivity; ∗ in-

dicates left-right difference not including volume as covariate (p < 0.01); †

indicates left-right difference including volume as covariate (p < 0.05)

the estimated DTI metrics in that volume. The FA decreases with larger CSF volumes,

whereas the MD, AD, and RD show a distinct positive correlation with CSF volume.

This proof of concept clearly demonstrates the existence of a confounding factor (in

this case the volume of CSF regions) that affects the PVE contribution and, in turn, the

estimation of DTI measures.

3.4.2 PVE-related covariates in simulations

The effect of PVE modulation can be observed in both the cingulum and the CC simu-

lations, where bundle volume and FA are strongly correlated (p < 0.001). The induced

change in FA is caused by a significant reduction in RD in both sets of simulations,

a decrease of AD in the CC simulations, and an increase of AD in the cingulum sim-

ulations (Fig. 3.5). In all simulations, the relative changes in RD were larger than or

equal to the relative changes in AD, showing that changes in RD are the main under-

lying cause of the observed changes in FA. These results indicate that the contribution
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Figure 3.10: The relative position of a simulated fiber bundle on the voxel grid changes
the partial volume effect (PVE). In this simulation, the background has a high fractional
anisotropy (FA) and orientation perpendicular to the bundle. a) i) shows a simulated bundle
aligned with the voxel grid, ii)-iv) show the bundle misaligned by 0.3, 0.5, and 0.8 voxels hor-
izontally, respectively. b) shows the DTI metrics as a function of relative position to the voxel
grid (FA; mean diffusivity, MD: axial diffusivity, AD; radial diffusivity, RD). The resulting dif-
ferences in PVE of these bundles (as can be seen in A) lead to changes in the estimated DTI
metrics.

of PVE-contaminated voxels reduces with increased volume and that this PVE-related

covariate influences the analysis of diffusion parameters. In these simulations, a con-

stant cross-sectional shape has been defined. It is important to note that for bundles

with a more irregular shape, larger volumes do not necessarily result in a higher PVE-

contamination.

A relation was also observed between DTI metrics and two other confounds, i.e., orien-

tation and curvature, but not all simulations showed a monotonous relation (Fig. 3.6,

3.7). These changes, especially in the CC simulations, demonstrate that the effects of
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orientation and curvature are non-trivial. Although the simulations showed a strong

effect of PVE altering factors on diffusion measures, in particular for volume, these re-

sults can only be regarded as an approximation: in each set of simulations only one

factor was varied, whereas real data will show variation in volume, orientation, and

curvature between different (parts of) bundles simultaneously.

3.4.3 Experimental data

The effect of bundle volume on diffusion measures in the simulations was larger than

the effects of curvature and orientation. We have therefore focussed only on bundle

volume as a potential PVE-modulating covariate in the experimental DTI data.

Group analysis of the cingulum bundles showed a positive correlation between the vol-

ume of the cingulum segment and FA (Fig. 3.8). Adjacent WM-bundles have a high dif-

fusivity perpendicular to the cingulum and low diffusivity parallel to the cingulum, and

the PVE, therefore, is expected to affect both AD and RD. In the cingulum segments,

however, this has not lead to significance relations with volume. Thanks to the oppo-

site trends of AD and RD with volume, the FA increased and the MD was unchanged.

These findings are in agreement with the known fact that the MD does not depend on

PVE changes in the cingulum bundle, inasmuch as it is surrounded by gray matter and

other WM structures, both of which have similar MD values in the Gaussian b-value

regime (Pierpaoli et al., 1996; Yoshiura et al., 2001).

For the cingulum simulations (Fig. 3.5), the average MD within the bundle was affected

by the hidden covariates. However, the changes were relatively small compared to the

absolute values. Although these findings could not be observed in the experimental

data, detecting such small changes in MD values in acquired DTI data is harder than

in simulations because of noise and natural variability between subjects. Furthermore,

there is more than one PVE modulating covariate affecting the diffusion metrics in ex-

perimental data, whereas only one factor was changed in the simulations. Overall, the

results observed in the simulations are in very good agreement with the experimental

findings of the cingulum segments.

In structures adjacent to CSF, for instance the CC, one would expect changes in PVE to

affect the MD as well. CSF should exhibit unhindered diffusion and hence a high MD,

so, in theory, PVE contamination with CSF will increase the estimated MD of the CC

bundle (similar to the proof of concept analysis). This means that a thinner CC would

have a higher MD than a thicker CC. In the group analysis of the medial part of the CC, a

significant decrease of MD with increasing bundle volume was observed, showing that

the MD depended on PVE-related changes due to bundle thickness (Fig. 3.9). Although

the MD decreased significantly, caused by a decrease in both its axial and its radial

component, only an upward trend of FA with volume was observed. Here, the inter-
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subject variability in terms of local curvature and orientation, or true microstructural

differences (e.g., axon diameter or axon packing density) may be too large to infer a

clear FA relationship.

The observed changes in MD are in accordance with previously reported measure-

ments, showing significant increases from adolescents to older adults (mean age 18.9

years and 67.6 years, respectively) in structures adjacent to CSF (e.g., the genu of the

CC and the fornix), whereas deep WM (e.g., pericallosal) areas showed no change (Ben-

nett et al., 2010). Next to “microstructural” changes, these differences in MD between

adolescents and older adults may be explained in part on the basis of WM atrophy,

i.e., WM tissue loss due to aging. Shrinkage of the WM causes thinning of several fiber

bundles and, as we have shown in this work for the CC, the MD depends on the thick-

ness of this fiber bundle. Although changes in diffusion measures are observed even

when correcting for volume (Bendlin et al., 2010), atrophy could still explain part of

the observed variance of diffusion measures with age.

As shown in this work, bundle volume is significantly correlated with bundle-specific

quantitative measures, and should therefore be included as a covariate in the analysis

of age on these measures. Independent of whether segment volume has been included

as a covariate, we showed a linear decrease of FA with age for the CC segment. The

diffusion measures for the cingulum, and the MD, AD, and RD for the CC showed no

significant age relation. This is due to the age range of the subjects, which is located at

the peak of the quadratic relation between age and DTI measures (Hsu et al., 2010). In

studies where an age effect has been demonstrated, such as Lebel et al. (2008) and Hsu

et al. (2010), the importance of WM volume as a covariate in DTI analyses is even more

essential to specify whether the cause of the observed age effects is due to changes in

bundle volume, “true microstructural” change, or both.

In the investigation of differences in diffusion measures between genders, incorporat-

ing volume into the analysis yielded a significant difference in the FA, MD, and RD of

the CC. A higher FA and lower MD were observed in females than in males, originat-

ing from significantly lower RD values in males. These differences were only observed

when volume was incorporated in the analysis 3.1, showing that including volume as a

covariate is imperative.

Besides the “gridding effect” due to discrete sampling, preprocessing of the DWIs (e.g.,

motion correction) introduces additional PVE. The preprocessing steps, as well as the

extent of the corrected motion and distortions, are roughly equal for all subjects. This

means that the intersubject variability in volume and diffusion estimates subjects may

be increased, but any underlying trends will not be altered.
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An FA threshold of 0.2 and an angle threshold of 30◦ have been used to reconstruct

the fiber pathways. Although these values are often used in deterministic FT, there are

also many studies using a less strict threshold, such as FA thresholds of 0.15 or 0.1. One

can imagine that if such more liberal thresholds are used, FT will include more vox-

els on the edges of bundles, thereby increasing the PVE contribution to the bundle. A

clear example of this has been shown in the work of Taoka et al. (2009), where the un-

cinate fasciculus (UF) has been tracked with four different FA tracking thresholds (0.1,

0.15, 0.2, and 0.25). As a result of changing this FT parameter, they found an increase

in UF volume, accompanied by lower FA and higher MD values in the UF, when using

lower FA thresholds. The inclusion of more PVE voxels with lower thresholds increased

the bundle volume, and consequently modulated the estimated FA and MD values. We

have chosen to use strict tracking parameters to show that even when using conserva-

tive parameters, the PVE-related confounds still affect the DTI metrics.

3.4.4 Implications and future work

The results presented in this work are not limited to FT-based analyses. Since bun-

dle thickness is inherently an underlying factor, ROI-based (Mukherjee et al., 2001;

Bonekamp et al., 2007), voxel-based (Madden et al., 2009; Westlye et al., 2009), and

atlas-based analyses (Huang et al., 2006; Fjell et al., 2008) suffer from these confounds

as well. Similarly, these effects are not limited to the tensor framework, but also apply

to other approaches of diffusion modeling, such as spherical deconvolution and Q-ball

imaging (Tournier et al., 2004; Tuch, 2004), among others. To truly examine the extent

of PVE-related confounds in diffusion analyses, future studies should aim to clarify the

effect sizes of different factors influencing diffusion measures.

Being cross-sectional by design, this study cannot uncouple potentially true micro-

structural changes from morphological confounds, such as bundle volume, orienta-

tion, or curvature, across different subjects. Longitudinal studies could overcome this

drawback by comparing bundle volume and configuration over time as well as age and

DTI parameters. For instance, if in such a study covariates not-of-interest remain un-

changed but diffusion measures do change, those changes truly reflect changes in mi-

crostructure. Given a sufficient total follow-up time and regular examination of bundle

characteristics, such studies should be able to determine the effects of these factors on

the estimated diffusion metrics, and during what stage of development and/or aging

these changes occur.

In conclusion, our work shows that bundle volume, orientation, and curvature are

PVE-modulating factors that, subsequently, affect the estimation of diffusion metrics

when sampled along the tract. These findings further our understanding of causal-

ity when interpreting the results of DTI analyses. In other words, we have shown the
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existence of variables that have not been considered previously, volume in particu-

lar, contributing to the explanation of the observed differences in DTI measures be-

tween populations (e.g., males vs. females). To disentangle “true microstructural” from

macrostructural and configurational differences/relations or, more generally, to im-

prove the specificity of quantitative DTI analyses, we suggest to include volume as a

covariate not-of-interest in future studies.
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Abstract

Fiber tractography (FT), which aims to reconstruct the three-dimensional trajectories

of white matter (WM) fibers non-invasively, is one of the most popular approaches

for analyzing diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) data, given its high inter- and intra-rater

reliability and scan-rescan reproducibility. The major disadvantage of manual FT seg-

mentation, unfortunately, is that placing regions-of-interest for tract selection can be

very labor-intensive and time-consuming. Although there are several methods that can

identify specific WM fiber bundles in an automated way, manual FT segmentations

across multiple subjects performed by a trained rater with neuroanatomical exper-

tise are generally assumed to be more accurate. However, for longitudinal DTI anal-

yses it may still be beneficial to automate the FT segmentation across multiple time

points, but then for each individual subject separately. Both the inter-subject and intra-

subject automation in this situation are intended for subjects without gross pathol-

ogy. In this work, we propose such an automated longitudinal intra-subject analysis

(dubbed ALISA) approach, and assessed whether ALISA could preserve the same level

of reliability as obtained with manual FT segmentations. In addition, we compared

ALISA with an automated inter-subject analysis. Based on DTI data sets from (i) ten

healthy subjects that were scanned five times (six-month intervals, aged 7.6-8.6 years

at the first scan) and (ii) one control subject that was scanned ten times (weekly inter-

vals, 12.2 years at the first scan), we demonstrate that the increased efficiency provided

by ALISA does not compromise the high degrees of precision and accuracy that can be

achieved with manual FT segmentations. Further automation for inter-subject analy-

ses, however, did not provide similarly accurate FT segmentations.
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4.1 Introduction

To date, diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the only non-invasive method

for probing soft tissue microstructure and its 3D architectural organization in vivo, of-

fering the possibility of exploring the microstructural organization and architectural

configuration of distinct anatomical fiber networks within the brain white matter (WM)

(Jones, 2008b; Tournier et al., 2011). Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI; Basser et al., 1994),

in particular, has been widely used to investigate e.g., WM abnormalities in patholog-

ical conditions (Concha et al., 2005a,b; Jones et al., 2006; Ciccarelli et al., 2006; Price

et al., 2008; Yogarajah et al., 2008; Sage et al., 2009; Caeyenberghs et al., 2010; Van Hecke

et al., 2010b; Deprez et al., 2011), WM changes in normal development (Zhang et al.,

2007; Eluvathingal et al., 2007; Lebel et al., 2008, 2010; Verhoeven et al., 2010), and ag-

ing (Sullivan and Pfefferbaum, 2007; Van Hecke et al., 2008a; Hsu et al., 2008, 2010). In

many of these studies, fiber tractography (FT; e.g., Mori et al., 1999; Conturo et al., 1999;

Jones et al., 1999b; Basser et al., 2000) has been used to identify specific WM fiber bun-

dles, from which diffusion characteristics, such as fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean

diffusivity (MD), can be derived (Jones et al., 2005b). Other approaches for investigat-

ing DTI data include region-of-interest (ROI) (e.g., Snook et al., 2005; Madsen et al.,

2011), histogram (e.g., Cercignani et al., 2001), voxel-based (e.g., Giorgio et al., 2010)

including TBSS (Smith et al., 2006), network-based (e.g., Hagmann et al., 2008; Reijmer

et al., 2013b), and atlas-based (e.g., Faria et al., 2011) analyses. A detailed description of

these techniques is considered beyond the scope of this article—the interested reader

is referred to surveys by Cercignani (2011) and Hasan et al. (2011).

With the ability to observe diffusion changes over time in the same population of sub-

jects, longitudinally designed DTI studies can provide more specific insights into the

microstructural dynamics of brain WM tissue compared to studies with a cross-sec-

tional population setup (Beaulieu, 2002; Johansen-Berg, 2010; Lebel and Beaulieu, 2011).

Boosted by the advent of more stable and high performance MR equipment, the inter-

est to perform longitudinal DTI studies for capturing such subject-specific changes in

microstructural organization is increasing rapidly (e.g., Concha et al., 2007; Gong et al.,

2008; Keller and Just, 2009; Kumar et al., 2009; Schlaug et al., 2009; Scholz et al., 2009;

Sullivan et al., 2010; Yogarajah et al., 2010; Ljungqvist et al., 2010; Deprez et al., 2012).

Although there are several well-established methods for analyzing cross-sectional DTI

data sets, they may not be ‘optimal’ for longitudinal studies. In voxel-based DTI anal-

yses, for instance, which are notorious for their high sensitivity with respect to the

amount/type of filtering (Jones et al., 2005a; Van Hecke et al., 2009, 2010a) and choice

of template/atlas (Van Hecke et al., 2008b, 2011; Sage et al., 2009), subtle intra-subject

changes may not be detected due to the much larger residual inter-subject misalign-

ments. In this case, and if there is also a clear hypothesis regarding a specific WM fiber
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bundle, or a segment thereof (Colby et al., 2012), FT may be preferred over the voxel-

based approach.

By combining objective protocols for extracting WM fiber pathways of interest on the

one hand (Wakana et al., 2004, 2007; Catani et al., 2008) and incorporating subjective

prior knowledge from the neuroanatomical expert on the other hand, many studies

have already demonstrated the high inter- and intra-rater reliability and scan-rescan

reproducibility of manual FT segmentations (Ciccarelli et al., 2003; Pfefferbaum and

Sullivan, 2003; Heiervang et al., 2006; Wakana et al., 2007; Malykhin et al., 2008; Da-

nielian et al., 2010; Kristo et al., 2013a,b). The major drawback of manual FT segmen-

tations, however, is that placing ROIs for tract selection can be very labor-intensive and

time-consuming, which—for obvious reasons—can become problematic for large-co-

hort studies. Notwithstanding the existence of methods that can identify WM fiber

bundles in an automated way in the absence of gross pathology (Leemans et al., 2006;

Clayden et al., 2007; Lebel et al., 2008; O’Donnell et al., 2009; Hagler et al., 2009; Verho-

even et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2010; Reich et al., 2010; Yendiki et al., 2011; Suarez et al.,

2012), manual FT segmentations across multiple subjects performed by a trained rater

with neuroanatomical expertise are generally more specific and, therefore, more ac-

curate. For longitudinal DTI analyses, however, it may still be beneficial to automate

the FT segmentation across multiple time points, but then for each individual subject

separately. In doing so, the adverse effect of inter-subject variability on the reliability

of the FT results may be circumvented, while maintaining the main advantages of the

automated approach, i.e., higher efficiency and objectivity.

In this work, we developed an automated longitudinal intra-subject analysis (ALISA)

for investigating FT segmentations and compared its performance in terms of preci-

sion and accuracy to the “bronze standard”, i.e. the manual FT segmentations. In ad-

dition, we compared these results to FT segmentations obtained in an automated way

over all time points and all subjects (Lebel et al., 2008). Sixty DTI data sets, which are

part of the HUBU cohort database (“Hjernens Udvikling hos Børn og Unge”: Brain mat-

uration in children and adolescents; see Madsen et al., 2010, 2011, for more details),

were included in this study: five acquisitions at six-month intervals for ten healthy

subjects and a set of ten repeats of one control subject scanned at weekly intervals. Im-

portant to note here is that these automated methods are not intended for case-based

clinical use in cases with gross pathology, but rather for the use of longitudinal group

studies of healthy development and aging, and pathologies without large displacing

lesions.

Without loss of generality, the analyses were evaluated with tractography results from

four WM fiber bundles: (i) the superior segment of the cingulum (SSCing) bundle, part

of the collection of WM fibers that interconnect limbic structures, relevant for the reg-
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ulation of emotional processes (e.g., Karaus et al., 2009); (ii) the cortico-spinal tracts

(CST), running from the spinal cord to the motor cortex; (iii) the uncinate fasciculus

(UF), connecting the frontal and temporal lobes, which has been shown to be impor-

tant in the interaction between cognition and emotion (e.g., Price et al., 2008); and

(iv) the forceps major (FM), or splenium of the corpus callosum, providing interhemi-

spheric occipital connections that are affected in, for instance, schizophrenia (Clark

et al., 2011; Catani et al., 2008).

4.2 Materials and methods

4.2.1 Subjects and data acquisition

Sixty DTI data sets were acquired for this study, five acquisitions at six-month intervals

for ten healthy subjects (8F/2M) aged 7.6 to 8.6 years (mean age of 8.1 ± 0.4 years) at

the first acquisition date and a set of ten repeats of one control subject (female, age 12.2

years) scanned on four occasions, with respectively two, three, two, and three separate

scan sessions. These four occasions were separated by two, two, and seven weeks, re-

spectively. The data sets are part of the HUBU cohort database (see Madsen et al., 2010,

2011, for more details) and have been acquired on a 3 T Siemens Magnetom Trio MR

scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with an 8-channel head coil (Invivo, FL, USA)

using a twice-refocused balanced spin echo sequence that minimized eddy current

distortions (Reese et al., 2003) (TR/TE = 8200/100 ms) with a b-value of 1200 s/mm2

along 61 directions using the electrostatic repulsion method (Jones et al., 1999a; Jan-

sons and Alexander, 2003) available in CAMINO (Cook et al., 2006), ten b = 0 s/mm2

images, and with a GRAPPA factor of 2. The acquisition matrix of 96×96 comprised a

field-of-view of 220× 220 mm2 (2.3 mm in-plane resolution) and 61 axial slices were

acquired with thickness 2.3 mm and without gap (Jones and Leemans, 2011).

4.2.2 DTI pre-processing

The diffusion-weighted (DW) images were corrected for head motion and eddy cur-

rent induced geometric distortions using a global affine registration procedure, as de-

scribed in Leemans and Jones (2009). In this correction procedure, the DW data were

transformed directly to the ICBM-DTI-81 template (2×2×2 mm3) in MNI space (Ro-

hde et al., 2004; Mori et al., 2008) by applying cubic interpolation with only a single

resampling step (i.e., concatenation of transformation matrices), thereby keeping ar-

tificial data smoothing to a minimum (Klein et al., 2010). We explicitly used a ’rigid’

transformation model (only 3D rotations and translations) to ensure that no addi-

tional confounds, such as partial volume effect (PVE) related modulations of the es-

timated DTI measures (see Ch. 3), were introduced in this processing step. Note that

for the analyses applied in this study, inter-subject alignment was not required. How-
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ever, by transforming all data sets to a common reference space, uniformity in terms

of brain angulation was maximized across subjects, which facilitated the definition of

standardized protocols for extracting the WM fiber bundles of interest (as for instance

also done by Caeyenberghs et al., 2010). Finally, the diffusion tensor was estimated with

the RESTORE approach (Chang et al., 2005) and the FA, MD, and radial/axial (RD/AD)

diffusivities were subsequently computed (Pierpaoli et al., 1996).

4.2.3 Fiber tractography

For each DTI data set, whole-brain deterministic fiber tracking (as described by Basser

et al., 2000) was performed using ExploreDTI (Leemans et al., 2009) with the following

parameters: an isotropic 2 mm seed point resolution was applied throughout the en-

tire brain; the FA thresholds for seed point selection and termination of tracking were

0.2; the angle threshold was 30◦; and the step size was set to 1.0 mm. Tract selection

ROIs (‘AND’ gates) were defined according to specific protocols (Conturo et al., 1999;

Wakana et al., 2004, 2007; Catani et al., 2008; Hasan et al., 2009) to extract the SSCing,

CST, and UF bilaterally and the FM from the whole-brain tractography results. ‘NOT’

ROIs, which exclude tract pathways not-of-interest, were placed only on predefined

locations, identical for each data set, to minimize ‘subjective tract-editing’. The FT seg-

mentations were all performed by a trained medical physicist (S.H.A.) for the UF and

SSCing, and a neurobiologist (K.S.M.) for the FM and the CST. All raters were blinded

to subject identification, time of scan, and brain hemisphere. Intra- and inter-rater re-

liability of this approach has been demonstrated in previous studies and is therefore

considered beyond the scope of this work (e.g., Ciccarelli et al., 2003; Pfefferbaum and

Sullivan, 2003; Malykhin et al., 2008; Danielian et al., 2010). For each reconstructed

fiber bundle, average FA, MD, AD, RD, and tract volume were computed. The following

sections provide a detailed description of the protocols that were applied to extract the

four fiber bundles.

Cortico-spinal tracts

To isolate the CST (see Fig. 4.1a,b), two axial ‘AND’ gates were placed selecting the pons

and the motor cortex (M1) as described by Wakana et al. (2007). The first ‘AND’ gate

was drawn on the slice of the pons where the decussation of the cerebellar peduncles

is most visible (i.e., the “red spot”, Fig. 4.1a); the latter was drawn on the most infe-

rior axial slice where the central sulcus clearly separates S1 and M1 (Fig. 4.1b). On the

midsagittal slice, a ‘NOT’ gate was placed to exclude false-positive pathways, such as

spurious interhemispheric tracts. Another ‘NOT’ ROI was placed between the pons and

the cerebellum to exclude the cerebellar tracts.
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Figure 4.1: Delineation of ROIs for the segmentation of fiber tracts. For the cortico-spinal
tracts, two ‘AND’ ROIs were defined: one on the axial slice showing the decussation of the
superior cerebellar peduncles (the “red dot”, in A); and one on the most inferior axial slice
where M1 (green ROI) and S1 (yellow arrow) are clearly separated by the central sulcus (in-
dicated by the red arrow). ‘NOT’ gates were placed at the midsagittal slice and anterior to
the cerebellum (B). For the segmentation of the uncinate fasciculus (C), two ‘AND’ ROIs
were placed on the most posterior coronal slice where the Sylvian fissure (indicated in yel-
low in A) still clearly separates the frontal lobe (green ROI) from the temporal lobe (blue
ROI). For the delineation of the superior segment of the cingulum bundle two ‘AND’ ROIs
were defined (D): one on the most posterior coronal slice in which the genu of the corpus
callosum could be seen in full profile; the second ‘AND’ ROI was defined by the most ante-
rior coronal slice in which the splenium of the corpus callosum could be seen in full profile.
For the forceps major, one on the sagittal slice that most clearly shows the perisplenial cin-
gulum (red arrow in E), the parieto-occipital sulcus is detected (white line in E) and ‘AND’
ROIs are drawn on a coronal slice around the occipital lobes at the posterior edge of this
sulcus (green line). On the midsagittal slice another ROI is drawn around the splenium of
the corpus callosum (F).

Uncinate fasciculus

To select the UF, two ‘AND’ gates were placed on the most posterior coronal slice where

the Sylvian fissure still clearly separates the frontal lobe from the temporal lobe as in

Wakana et al. (2007) and Hasan et al. (2009). This slice was selected on the MD map,

where the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) provides a clear demarcation for separating these

two brain regions. As shown in Fig. 4.1c, one ROI (blue) was placed around the tempo-
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ral lobe, and another ROI (green) was placed around the frontal lobe. A ‘NOT’ ROI was

placed on the midsagittal slice to exclude false-positive pathways, such as spurious in-

terhemispheric tracts.

Superior segment of the cingulum

A consistent reconstruction of the entire cingulum bundle with DTI-based FT is known

to be extremely difficult as the regions in which this tract terminates can differ substan-

tially across multiple subjects due to error accumulation during tract propagation. To

minimize the contribution of non-specific pathways only the superior segment of the

cingulum (SSCing) was selected (Emsell et al., 2009). The SSCing was defined by two

’AND’ gates: one on the most posterior coronal slice that would still show the genu of

the corpus callosum, and one on the most anterior coronal slice in which the splenium

of the corpus callosum was seen in full profile (see Fig. 4.1d).

Forceps Major

The FM was segmented by placing two ‘AND’ gates around the occipital lobe, i.e., one

around each hemisphere to specifically capture the interhemispheric occipital con-

nections. More specifically, for each hemisphere the sagittal slice showing the perisple-

nial part of the cingulum was found, and the parieto-occipital sulcus was defined on

this slice (Fig. 4.1e). The ‘AND’ gate was then drawn on the most posterior edge of

the sulcus on the corresponding coronal slice, around only the occipital lobe (Wakana

et al., 2004). Additionally, one ‘AND’ gate around the splenium of the corpus callosum

on the midsagittal slice (Fig. 4.1f).

4.2.4 Automated longitudinal intra-subject analysis (ALISA)

The ALISA approach proposed in this work computes for each subject the FT results of

the data sets, acquired at multiple time points, by defining a single ROI configuration

on a subject-specific DTI template. The ROI configuration is subsequently applied to

each of the individual data sets to obtain the FT results for that subject at each time

point. The subject-specific DTI template is created for each subject separately by aver-

aging the multiple diffusion tensor data sets as described previously (Jones et al., 2002)

using elastix (Klein et al., 2010). A flow chart illustrating the difference between the

manual and ALISA approaches is shown in Fig. 4.2. In this step of the ALISA approach,

the effects of brain growth (both global and/or local) and geometric variations due to

acquisition imperfections are assumed to be negligible compared to the precision with

which the ROI configurations for tract segmentation can be defined, which is typically

in the order of magnitude of a few voxels. To verify that the assumption of spatial cor-

respondence of the reconstructed tracts (or segments thereof) between the different

time points holds, non-linear deformation fields have been computed between the
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DTI data at time points one and five for each of the ten subjects (Van Hecke et al., 2007).

With these deformation fields, inter-scan geometric differences and brain growth can

be quantified for each voxel. The FA skeletonization procedure of TBSS (Smith et al.,

2006) with an FA threshold of 0.2 is used on a representative subject’s template to assess

the magnitude of these deformation fields overlaid on the main WM fiber pathways.

Figure 4.2: Flow chart providing a schematic overview of the automated longitudinal intra-
subject analysis (ALISA) and manual fiber bundle segmentation approaches.

Performance of ALISA in terms of accuracy and precision is compared to (i) the man-

ual FT segmentations, where ROIs were drawn manually for each bundle at every time

point for all subjects; and (ii) an automated inter-subject analysis, where FT segmen-

tations were obtained over all time points and all subjects as described by Lebel et al.

(2008). For this approach—in the following referred to as “fully automated”—the DTI

atlas was constructed from the ten repeats of the single subject (Jones et al., 2002) and

ROI configurations were defined on this atlas for each WM fiber bundle and subse-

quently applied to the data of all time points of all subjects (Lebel et al., 2008). For each

tractography result from ALISA, the fully automated method, and the bronze standard

(i.e., the manual FT segmentations), the FA, MD, RD, AD, and volume were estimated

as in Jones et al. (2005b).
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4.2.5 Statistical inference

With the ten repeated DTI scans of a single subject, the precision of the aforemen-

tioned measures can be compared between the manual, ALISA, and fully automated

methods. More specifically, using Levene’s test (assessing equality of variances) we can

determine whether ALISA or the fully automated method would introduce an addi-

tional amount of variability to the FT segmentations. In addition, the paired Kruskal-

Wallis test was applied to assess any change in accuracy (a non-parametric test is pre-

ferred to avoid sensitivity to non-normal data distributions, Kitchen, 2009). In other

words, this paired test will allow us to investigate the existence of any systematic devi-

ation of the estimated measures between the three methods. For the longitudinal data

sets (ten subjects scanned at five time points), a two-way repeated measures ANOVA

was applied to investigate potential differences in accuracy between the manual, ALISA,

and fully automated approaches if data were normally distributed (as determined with

the Lilliefors test with p = 0.05 deemed significant) and with the nonparametric Fried-

man test otherwise. These are pair-wise statistical tests between different segmenta-

tion methods, providing a very high sensitivity. To assess whether both approaches

have a difference in precision based on these longitudinal data sets, the estimated FA,

MD, AD, RD, and tract volume values were first adjusted to account for inter-subject

differences. More specifically, for each subject and for each reconstructed fiber bundle

the average value across the five time points was subtracted from each of the individ-

ual time point estimates for all approaches before performing Levene’s test. Differences

were deemed significant at p = 4.76e −4 (Bonferroni corrected for multiple hypothesis

testing). Lastly, we compared the intra-subject variation in segmented tract volumes

between the manual, ALISA, and fully automated methods. More specifically, for each

subject and the four fiber bundles, the standard deviation of the fiber bundle volume

across the five time points was computed and compared between these methods using

Friedman’s test.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Subject-specific template construction

The reliability of automating fiber tractography segmentation for serial DTI data de-

pends heavily on the coregistration quality and, consequently, the construction of the

subject-specific template that was used in the ALISA approach. Indicating the quality

of the applied normalization procedure (Jones et al., 2002), Fig. 4.3 shows the resulting

template derived from the five serial DTI scans of a representative subject. Overlaid on

the FA skeleton of this template, the dominant diffusion direction (first eigenvector) is

shown for each individual DTI data set in Fig. 4.4. The tight coherence of these prin-
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Figure 4.3: DEC maps of a representative subject: each slice represents a different time
point (5 scans with 6-month year intervals); the right bottom image represents the subject-
specific template (derived from the five data sets). These axial slices indicate the same lo-
cation in the brain; the enlarged regions demonstrate the high level of spatial alignment
across the different time points.
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cipal diffusion orientations demonstrates the high level of accuracy that was obtained

for our coregistration results.

Figure 4.4: DEC map of a subject-specific template (derived from the same representative
subject shown in Fig. 4.3) with the principal diffusion orientations (white lines) of each time
point overlaid on the corresponding FA skeleton of this template. The enlarged regions-of-
interest clearly demonstrate the tight coherence in diffusion orientation across the different
time points.

Figure 4.5: Median values of the
displacement fields between
each pair of the ten repeated
DTI data acquisitions of the
control subject. The black
diagonal elements are zero by
definition.

The magnitude of the non-rigid geometric deformation between time points one and

five is shown in Fig. 4.6a for a representative subject (female, 7.6 year at first scan) with
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Figure 4.6: Magnitude of the voxel-wise displacement field between time points one and
five for a representative subject overlaid on the FA skeleton associated with time point five
(A). The corresponding distribution of the deformation values shown in (A) is displayed in
(B). Histograms of the deformation fields between time points one and five for the other
subjects are shown in (C). Note that y-axis scales differ to allow comparison of individual
distribution.
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Fig. 4.6b showing the corresponding histogram of these deformation values. Fig. 4.6c

presents the same histograms of deformation values for the other nine subjects. Notice

that virtually all deformations related to brain growth and/or differences in acquisi-

tion geometry are smaller than the voxel size. The same procedure was also applied to

the ten repeated acquisitions of the single subject to investigate the magnitude of the

deformations related to imperfections of the data acquisition in the absence of brain

growth. More specifically, each of the ten repeated data sets is registered to every other

data set with the corresponding warp fields summarized by their median displacement

(see Fig. 4.5). The average inter-scan deformation magnitude (mean 0.40 ± 0.05 mm)

is significantly smaller (independent two-sample t-test; p < 10−10) than the deforma-

tions between time points one and five of the ten subjects (mean 0.58 ± 0.09 mm).

4.3.2 Ten repeated DTI acquisitions of one control subject

The FA, MD, RD, AD, and volume measures for each of these reconstructed fiber tracts

(averaged across the ten repeated scans) are summarized in Table 4.1. Levene’s test and

the Kruskal-Wallis test were applied to investigate for each fiber bundle the difference

in precision and accuracy of the estimated measures, respectively. As shown in Table

4.1, no significant differences were observed in either volume or diffusion measures.

4.3.3 Longitudinal data sets

Figs. 4.7-4.10 show the reconstructed pathways of the CST, UF, SSCing, and FM, re-

spectively, of a representative subject at each of the five time points and for the three

approaches. Notice that the fiber tracking results obtained with ALISA are almost iden-

tical to the manually segmented fiber bundles, but that the fully automated approach

shows larger variations, mostly in the SSCing, UF, and FM. Table 4.2 summarizes the

mean and standard deviation of the diffusion metrics (FA, MD, RD, AD) and volume

measures of the four fiber bundles across the ten subjects that were scanned five times

at roughly six-month intervals (i.e., total number of DTI data sets is 50). The only sig-

nificant difference in variance was for the FM volume, which was different when seg-

mented with the fully automated method compared to ALISA and the manual FT seg-

mentations. In addition, significant differences across the three approaches were ob-

served in mean values for the volume and several diffusion indices of the bilateral CST.

The most striking difference is the reduced number of tracts in the left CST for the fully

automated method (white arrow in Fig. 4.8). More subtle differences between the three

segmentation approaches can be observed in the extent with which the tracts termi-

nate in superior and/or inferior regions.

The intra-subject standard deviation of the fiber bundle volume across the five time

points is significantly different between the three methods (p = 2e −6), when all fiber

bundles are pooled together. Table 4.3 shows the results of such comparisons for each
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Figure 4.8: Segmentations of the bilateral cortico-spinal tracts for a representative subject (5
time points with six-month intervals), using the manual FT segmentation (M1-M5), ALISA
(A1-A5), and the fully automated method (F1-F5). The white arrows indicate the reduced
number of tracts in the fully automated segmentations compared to the manual and ALISA
methods.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of DTI metrics and tract volumes of the four fiber bundles across ten
repeated DTI acquisitions of a single subject between the manual FT segmentation, ALISA, and
the fully automated (shortened to “full” in the table) method. Values shown are averaged over
the ten repeats.

Fractional Mean Axial Radial Volume
anisotropy diffusivity (10−3 mm2/s) (cm3)

Manual 0.55 0.73 1.24 0.47 1.50
SSCing

ALISA 0.55 0.73 1.24 0.47 1.49
(left)

Full 0.55 0.73 1.24 0.47 1.52

Manual 0.52 0.75 1.24 0.51 1.38
SSCing

ALISA 0.52 0.75 1.24 0.51 1.35
(right)

Full 0.52 0.75 1.24 0.51 1.35

Manual 0.58 0.71 1.25 0.44 9.33
CST

ALISA 0.59 0.71 1.26 0.43 8.70
(left)

Full 0.59 0.71 1.26 0.43 8.70

Manual 0.54 0.73 1.23 0.48 13.05
CST

ALISA 0.54 0.73 1.23 0.48 11.83
(right)

Full 0.54 0.73 1.23 0.48 11.83

Manual 0.40 0.80 1.18 0.62 6.65
UF

ALISA 0.40 0.80 1.18 0.62 6.67
(left)

Full 0.40 0.80 1.18 0.62 6.68

Manual 0.41 0.81 1.21 0.62 7.97
UF

ALISA 0.41 0.81 1.21 0.62 8.01
(right)

Full 0.41 0.81 1.21 0.62 8.26

Manual 0.61 0.81 1.48 0.48 8.63
Forceps

ALISA 0.60 0.82 1.48 0.49 7.07
major

Full 0.60 0.82 1.48 0.49 7.07

SSCing = superior segment of the cingulum; CST = cortico-spinal tracts; UF = uncinate fasciculus; FM =

forceps major; ALISA = automated longitudinal intra-subject analysis. Differences in variance between the

three methods were analyzed using Levene’s test; differences in mean values with the Kruskal-Wallis test;

both at p = 4.76e−4 (Bonferroni corrected). If this group comparison yielded a significant effect, post-hoc

analyses were performed, and the methods that are significantly different from the other(s) in these post-

hoc tests are indicated by ∗ (Levene’s) and † (Kruskal-Wallis).
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Table 4.2: Comparison of average DTI metrics and tract volumes of the four fiber bundles across
ten different subjects scanned at 5 time points (half year intervals) between the manual FT seg-
mentation, ALISA, and the fully automated (shortened to “full” in the table) method.

Fractional Mean Axial Radial Volume
anisotropy diffusivity (10−3 mm2/s) (cm3)

Manual 0.52 0.75 1.23 0.51 1.52
SSCing

ALISA 0.52 0.75 1.23 0.51 1.53
(left)

Full 0.52 0.75 1.23 0.51 1.62

Manual 0.46 0.79 1.22 0.57 1.29
SSCing

ALISA 0.46 0.79 1.22 0.57 1.32
(right)

Full 0.46 0.79 1.22 0.57 1.49†

Manual 0.54 0.73 1.22 0.48 8.08†
CST

ALISA 0.54 0.73 1.23 0.48 7.10†
(left)

Full 0.54 0.73 1.22 0.48 7.64†

Manual 0.53† 0.74 1.24 0.50† 7.71†
CST

ALISA 0.53† 0.74 1.24 0.49† 7.30†
(right)

Full 0.52† 0.75† 1.25 0.50† 8.66†

Manual 0.39 0.84 1.23 0.65 4.73†
UF

ALISA 0.39 0.84 1.23 0.65 4.83†
(left)

Full 0.39† 0.85 1.23 0.65 4.83†

Manual 0.39 0.83 1.21 0.64 5.37
UF

ALISA 0.39 0.83 1.21 0.64 5.27
(right)

Full 0.39 0.83 1.21 0.65 5.08∗†

Manual 0.60 0.82 1.47 0.49 9.97
Forceps

ALISA 0.60 0.81 1.47 0.48 10.33
major

Full 0.59 0.83 1.48 0.51 5.61∗†

SSCing = superior segment of the cingulum; CST = cortico-spinal tracts; UF = uncinate fasciculus; FM = for-

ceps major; ALISA = automated longitudinal intra-subject analysis. Differences in variance between the three

methods were analyzed using Levene’s test; differences in mean values with repeated-measures ANOVA—or

the non-parametric Friedman test (in case non-normality of the data or unequal variances were observed

as determined with the Lilliefors or Levene’s test, respectively)—both at p = 4.76e−4 (Bonferroni corrected).

If this group comparison yielded a significant effect, post-hoc analyses were performed, and the methods

that are significantly different from the other(s) in these post-hoc tests are indicated by ∗ (Levene’s) and †

(ANOVA / Friedman).
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fiber bundle separately. ALISA provides the lowest standard deviations, indicating the

highest intra-subject consistency in fiber bundle volumes.

Table 4.3: Comparison of the intra-subject standard deviation of the tract volume across the five
time points between the manual FT segmentation, ALISA, and the fully automated (shortened
to “full” in the table) method (the presented values are the average over all ten subjects, in cm3)

SSCing SSCing CST CST UF UF
FM

(left) (right) (left) (right) (left) (right)

Manual 0.16 0.17 1.08 1.14 0.62 0.71 2.57
ALISA 0.16 0.16 0.93 1.03 0.60 0.65 1.01

Full 0.29 0.23 1.49 1.61 1.00 1.01 1.36

Friedman’s
0.067 0.061 0.301 0.273 0.045 0.007 0.014

test (p)

SSCing = superior segment of the cingulum; CST = cortico-spinal tracts; UF = uncinate fasciculus; FM =

forceps major; ALISA = automated longitudinal intra-subject analysis. The p-values shown in bold are sig-

nificant at p = 0.007 (Bonferroni corrected). If Friedman’s test between all methods yielded a significant

result, post-hoc analyses were performed. Methods that are significantly different from the others in these

post-hoc tests have the values shown in bold.

4.4 Discussion

With the advent of large-cohort DTI studies, there is an increased demand for data

analyses that require minimal user input. While several methods have been developed

to analyze WM fiber bundles in an automated way (Leemans et al., 2006; Clayden et al.,

2007; Lebel et al., 2008; O’Donnell et al., 2009; Hagler et al., 2009; Verhoeven et al., 2010;

Zhang et al., 2010; Reich et al., 2010; Yendiki et al., 2011; Suarez et al., 2012), there is typ-

ically a trade-off that needs to be made between prior knowledge incorporated by the

user for the manual approach (e.g., the neuroanatomical expertise regarding the loca-

tion and extent of tracts-of-interests) and the predefined parameter settings required

by the automated technique. In other words, the labor-intensive and subjective—yet

valuable—human input is exchanged for higher objectivity and efficiency, but poten-

tially lower accuracy, of the automated analysis tool.

In this paper, we have proposed a new analysis pipeline, dubbed ALISA, that aims to

combine the best of both worlds: increasing the efficiency by automating the subject-

specific data analysis, while retaining the prior knowledge from the neuroanatomical

expert on a subject-by-subject basis. In addition, we have evaluated the performance

of the ALISA approach by comparing its reliability in terms of accuracy and precision

with the current “bronze standard”, i.e., with the corresponding manual FT segmen-

tations. Furthermore, we have investigated whether an existing fully-automated inter-
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subject segmentation approach (Lebel et al., 2008) would give the same accuracy and

precision as ALISA and/or the manual FT segmentations. To this end, FT segmenta-

tions and several diffusion measures from four different fiber bundles (SSCing, CST,

UF, and FM) were compared between all three methods using (i) ten repeated data sets

of a single subject, where no detectable brain changes were assumed and (ii) five se-

rial acquisitions (half a year apart) for ten different subjects, which are all part of the

HUBU cohort database (“Hjernens Udvikling hos Børn og Unge”: Brain maturation in

children and adolescents; Madsen et al., 2010, 2011). ALISA will be made available via

the ExploreDTI diffusion MRI software tool (www.exploredti.com).

The ALISA method had the smallest intra-subject variability in the organization of the

fiber bundles compared to the fully automated method and the manual FT segmenta-

tion (Figs. 4.7-4.10 and Table 4.3), especially in the SSCing, UF, and FM. For the SSCing,

for instance, where the aim was to extract only the segment between the ROIs, there is a

strong variability in the length of this segment when extracted with the fully automated

method (Fig. 4.7). This is also supported by a significant difference in variance of the

segmented tract volume between the fully automated method on the one hand and

the ALISA and manual segmentation on the other hand. Similarly, the tract volumes

of the FM are also significantly different when segmented with the fully automated

method (Table 4.2). In addition, the variability between the segmented FM tracts from

the five time points of one subject is much larger for the fully automated method (Fig.

4.10). Most notably, the fully automated method was unable to segment the FM on one

time point from one subject. Furthermore, the UF segmented with the fully automated

method is prone to missing the frontal projections (Fig. 4.9) or the temporal projections

(data not shown). Based on these results of the longitudinal datasets, one can already

state that the fully automated method does not give the same high level of reliability

as the manual FT segmentations. By contrast, the ALISA method shows results that are

more consistent with the manual segmentations, indicating that the same regions have

been investigated.

Despite the absence of any significant differences between the ALISA and manual re-

sults for the ten repeated data sets, there is a tendency towards higher variability with

the manual approach, which can be appreciated from its slightly higher overall stan-

dard deviation in tract volume estimates (Table 4.1). This trend in higher variability

for manual segmentations can be attributed to the different ROI positions that were

used to extract the tracts-of-interest for each data set separately (data not shown),

which can also be appreciated in the tract segmentations in the longitudinal dataset

(Fig. 4.7). These differences in position, which by design are not present in the ALISA

framework, are probably caused by the intrinsic intra-rater variability triggered by sub-

tle differences in partial volume effects and noise distributions across the ten data sets.
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Also for the five serial acquisitions from ten subjects, no significant differences in accu-

racy/precision of the diffusion measures between both approaches could be detected,

suggesting that ALISA does not affect the precision and accuracy in an adverse way.

One could argue that the higher SNR in the subject-specific templates could increase

the consistency of the ROI delineations across subjects, making the ALISA approach

more robust and efficient than manual delineations, especially for large-cohort stud-

ies. This consideration is supported by Table 4.3 demonstrating that ALISA has lower

intra-subject variation in segmented tract volumes than the manual segmentations.

There is no significant difference in precision of the diffusivity and volume measures

between manual FT segmentation and ALISA, as determined using Levene’s test (Ta-

bles 4.1 and 4.2). Table 4.1 further shows minute differences in the average diffusion

values between the manual and ALISA approaches. Taken together, these results indi-

cate that the absolute values of these measures will be slightly different when using ei-

ther the manual or ALISA segmentations, but the statistical power to detect any trends

or changes would remain the same, or potentially higher with ALISA due to higher

intra-subject consistency in tract segmentation (Table 4.3).

The ALISA approach assumes that the position of the ROI—defined on the subject-

specific template—can be transformed to the same anatomical locations across differ-

ent time points. This assumption holds if brain growth can be considered to be in the

order of magnitude of the precision with which one can draw the ROI, so in the order of

the voxel size. Although brain growth could indeed be verified by the larger median dis-

placements of the deformation warp fields observed in the serial data sets (see Section

4.3.1), the vast majority of voxels did not exceed 2 mm (Fig. 4.6). Also qualitatively, the

validity of the assumption could already be appreciated from the high spatial agree-

ment between the five normalized DTI data sets for the representative subject shown

in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 (Jones et al., 2002). In general, brain size is relatively stable between

6-7 and 70 years of age (e.g., Dekaban, 1978; Jernigan et al., 2011). We therefore believe

that the ALISA approach is suitable for a large range of ages and time spans between

first and last scan point.

We evaluated the ALISA framework for four specific WM fiber bundles, and with DTI

data sets acquired from healthy young subjects. By including association (SSCing and

UF), projection (CST), and commissural (FM) fibers, we cover a wide variety of fiber

structures with different size and location. In general, ALISA can also be applied to

other WM structures and age ranges as long as the geometric differences across the

time points are not too large (i.e., smaller than roughly five mm).

Nevertheless, in severe pathological conditions (Nimsky et al., 2005, 2006), correspon-

dence between anatomically identical locations may not be warranted, which could
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be problematic for the ALISA approach. Similar complications may arise in neonatol-

ogy related research (van der Aa et al., 2011), where there can be tremendous changes

in brain size and WM organization between follow-up scans may not be captured by

the ALISA framework. Possible improvements might include a nonlinear registration

from the template to the individual time points of each subject, but the stability and

reproducibility of the nonlinear registration should be carefully monitored to deter-

mine whether this yields a benefit because of accurate anatomical correspondence or

merely causes additional variability due to imperfect registration.

Finally, although ALISA has been evaluated with FT segmentations that were based

on conventional DTI-based tractography—which nowadays may not be considered as

the “optimal” model to perform tract reconstructions (e.g., Jones et al., 2013; Jeuris-

sen et al., 2012)—our proposed framework will also be valid for tractography methods

based on other approaches, such as, for instance, diffusion spectrum imaging, Q-ball

imaging, and spherical deconvolution methods (Wedeen et al., 2008; Descoteaux et al.,

2009; Jeurissen et al., 2011).

In summary, we have proposed and evaluated an automated longitudinal intra-subject

analysis, coined ALISA, which is specifically designed to analyze tractography-based

segmentations for longitudinally acquired DTI data sets. In contrast to across-subject

automation, ALISA has comparable to even higher levels of accuracy and precision

compared to manual segmentations. Being less time-consuming and more objective,

ALISA will be beneficial for longitudinal studies, especially if data sets have been ac-

quired at many time points.
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To resolve multiple fiber populations within a voxel (top), a high angular resolution is
beneficial if these populations are crossing (left), where a high spatial resolution is

beneficial if they are kissing (right).



Chapter 5

HARDI and fiber tractography at

1 mm isotropic resolution

This chapter is based on:

S.B. Vos, M. Aksoy, Z. Han, S.J. Holdsworth, J.R. Maclaren, C.M.W. Tax,

M.A. Viergever, A. Leemans, R. Bammer, “HARDI and fiber tractography

at 1 mm isotropic resolution”. (in preparation)
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Abstract

Multi-fiber diffusion MRI methods can estimate the orientations of multiple fiber pop-

ulations within a voxel, improving the accuracy of fiber tractography over diffusion

tensor-based tractography. These methods, however, cannot easily discern crossing

fibers from kissing, branching, splaying, or bending fibers within a voxel. Higher spa-

tial resolutions would aid in determining the exact locations and configuration of the

populations. Ideally, we want a high angular resolution, required for the multi-fiber

methods, as well as a high spatial resolution. The long scan times that this ideal sce-

nario requires are often not feasible, and data acquisition becomes a trade-off between

angular and spatial resolution. By investigating this trade-off, one could determine

which of these two factors, if any, provides the largest gain. To do so, we combined

advanced 3D DW EPI acquisitions with high-angular resolution diffusion imaging to

create a unique DWI dataset with 1.0 mm true isotropic resolution and 100 diffusion-

weighted directions. This dataset was reconstructed to create subsets of lower angular

resolution and lower spatial resolution to compare the influence of both of these fac-

tors on fiber tractography. Tractography results from three fiber bundles are compared

across these different spatial and angular resolutions, and evaluated both in a quali-

tative, visual, manner as well as quantitatively. Results show that the segmented fiber

bundles are mostly invariant under changes in spatial resolution, but vary greatly with

changes in angular resolution. This indicates that, when a trade-off should be made

between angular and spatial resolution, it is most effective to invest in angular resolu-

tion.
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5.1 Introduction

In recent years, diffusion MRI has attracted attention for its potential to quantify as-

pects of tissue microstructure that were previously unable to measure (e.g., Basser

et al., 1994; Assaf et al., 2004; Alexander et al., 2010). Additionally, diffusion MRI data

can be used for fiber tractography (FT): the virtual reconstruction of fiber tract path-

ways in the brain (e.g., Mori et al., 1999; Basser et al., 2000; Behrens et al., 2007; Jones,

2008a). Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI, Basser et al., 1994) describes the measured dif-

fusion signal as a second-rank tensor, assuming a Gaussian diffusion profile. This as-

sumption of Gaussianity, however, is violated by the complexity of the neuronal tissue

in the brain (Frank, 2001). As a result, principal diffusion direction as used for tensor-

based tractography may not reflect the underlying fiber populations (e.g., Pierpaoli

et al., 2001), and DTI metrics are confounded by partial volume effects (e.g., Alexan-

der et al., 2001, and Chapters 2 and 3).

High-angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) methods have been proposed to

better describe the measured diffusion profile (e.g., Frank, 2002; Tournier et al., 2004;

Tuch, 2004; Descoteaux et al., 2007). Sampling the diffusion signals with a higher an-

gular resolution on a single shell in q-space, orientation distribution functions (ODFs)

can be estimated that allow for more accurate representations of diffusion in complex

fiber architecture. Alternatively, q-space imaging methods, such as diffusion spectrum

imaging (DSI, Wedeen et al., 2005, 2012b), sample a full three-dimensionsal (3D) Carte-

sian grid to estimate the diffusion propagator. These methods can be used to boost

tractography performance, by more accurately tracking through regions of crossing

fibers (Descoteaux et al., 2009; Fillard et al., 2011; Jeurissen et al., 2011; Wedeen et al.,

2012b).

Another important aspect of diffusion MRI is the acquisition of each diffusion-weighted

image (DWI). Traditionally, a single-short spin echo (SE) echo-planar imaging (EPI)

readout is used for its high imaging speed (Mansfield and Pykett, 1978). However, single-

shot EPI is prone to geometric image distortions, caused by local field inhomogeneities

(Farzaneh et al., 1990). Higher in-plane resolution requires a longer readout that re-

duces the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and with increased spatial resolution the image

distortions are increased as well (Skare et al., 2006). Isotropic resolution is critical in dif-

fusion MRI (Vos et al., 2011; Jones et al., 2013), requiring a reduction in slice thickness

to accompany higher in-plane resolution, but with decreasing slice thickness the slice

profile deviates strongly from the prescribed rectilinear shape (Engstrom and Skare,

2013). For this reason, 3D acquisitions such as 3D DW-SSFP or 3D multi-slab EPI (Mc-

Nab and Miller, 2008; McNab et al., 2009; O’Halloran et al., 2012; Engstrom and Skare,

2013) are more suitable for high isotropic image resolutions.
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A high angular resolution is essential for accurate diffusion modeling per voxel, whereas

a high spatial resolution is required for accurate localization of anatomy. Specifically,

multi-fiber tractography can resolve multiple fibers within a voxel, but has a hard time

distinguishing between crossing and kissing fibers (Tournier et al., 2011). A high spa-

tial resolution, however, aids in making this distinction. So far, research has focused on

improving either spatial or angular resolution, where we aim to bridge the two in this

work. Specifically, we compare a unique dataset that offers both high spatial and high

angular resolution versus subsamples of this dataset that have either a high spatial or

high angular resolution. The overarching aim of this study was to determine which of

these two factors, if any, provides the largest gain and when (if at all) there are dimin-

ishing returns.

5.2 Materials and methods

5.2.1 Data acquisition

A variant of the recently proposed 3D multi-slab EPI method by Engstrom and Skare

(2013) was used to acquire high-resolution isotropic DWI data. Where in conventional

2D acquisitions each slice is Fourier-encoded only in-plane (kx and ky ), 3D acquisi-

tions also encode each slab along the z-direction, kz . Here, a slab of 7 mm thickness

was excited, and read out with a field-of-view (FOVSLAB) of 232× 232× 8 mm and an

acquisition matrix (matrixSLAB) of 232×232×8 for true 1 mm isotropic resolution. The

matrix was acquired by ‘stacking’ 2D EPI readouts along the z-dimension. Each of the

8 kz phase-encodes was acquired in a separate excitation. Each in-plane EPI readout

was performed with a GRAPPA acceleration factor of 4 and a partial Fourier factor of

0.7. A two-echo readout was used: the first echo was used for the imaging data, the

second was used as navigator. Non-linear phase correction was applied before com-

bining the kz -encodes. The echo time of the imaging echo was 71.5 ms, for a TR of 7 s.

As for most MR acquisitions, the slab profile—with a prescribed 7 mm thickness—was

not perfectly rectangular. To account for slab boundary artifacts, only the center 5 kz -

encodes of 1 mm each were used. Thirty slabs were acquired and spaced in such a way

that the combination of the center 5 mm of each slab formed a continuous coverage of

150 mm. Imaging was performed on a 3 T GE 750 unit with a Nova Medical 32-channel

head coil.

For the HARDI acquisition scheme, 100 unique gradient orientations were acquired

(Jones et al., 1999a) with a b-value of 1000 s/mm2 and single-refocused diffusion prepa-

ration. To account for possible background gradients that could modify the diffusion-

weighting orientation and magnitude (Neeman et al., 1991), each gradient orientation

was acquired with both a ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’ acquisition. As an example, a

background-gradient along z might cause a prescribed diffusion-weighting along [0 0
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1] with b=1000 s/mm2 to have a higher actual b-value. Acquiring an image with a neg-

ative gradient orientation, [0 0 -1] in this case, would for instance have a b-value lower

than 1000 s/mm2. Combining these two images would cancel out the background gra-

dients (Neeman et al., 1991). In addition, these images have opposite eddy-current in-

duced distortion which can be used to correct for these distortions (Bodammer et al.,

2004).

To achieve DWI data with a high geometric fidelity, a high in-plane parallel imaging

acceleration of 4 was used, as shown by Holdsworth et al. (2012) to greatly reduce EPI

distortions. Additionally, each DWI was acquired with EPI phase-encoding (ky ) up and

down (‘blip up’ and ‘blip down’) and corrected using the Jacobian-weighted reverse

gradient polarity method (Chang and Fitzpatrick, 1992; Skare and Bammer, 2010).

Each gradient orientation was acquired with the ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’ gradient

direction, and both were acquired with EPI ‘blip up’ and ‘blip down’, for a total of 100

× 2 × 2 = 400 DWIs. In addition, 40 images without diffusion-weighting were acquired

(b=0 images, 20 with ‘blip up’ and 20 with ‘blip down’). Because of the 3D nature of

the sequence, the total acquisition time per image was TACQ = TR × N kz = 56 s, for

a total acquisition time of 440 × 56 s = 24640 s = 410m40s = 6u50m40s. To acquire

this amount of data, the total acquisition was fragmented to 20 sessions of 20.5 min.

In each session, 20 DWIs and 2 b=0-images were acquired: 5 unique gradient orienta-

tions acquired with top-down and bottom-up acquisitions and opposite EPI blips; and

one b=0 image with opposite EPI blips. To ensure accurate repositioning over different

scan sessions, and thus proper data fusion, a custom-made ‘head holder’ was created

based on the geometry of the Nova Medical head coil—as determined via CT—and an

anatomical MR scan of the subject’s head. As a result, this head holder molded around

the subject’s head and fit tightly into the head coil for immobilization and near-perfect

repositioning. The head coil used in this work (a Nova Medical 32-channel coil) had a

noncircular cross-section so that the insertable head holder fit into the coil in only one

unique way. This design was created using a 3D printer. A more detailed description of

this positioning approach and its validation has been described in (Vos et al., 2013).

5.2.2 Image preprocessing

Prior to analysis, these data had to be fused from the different scan sessions into one

dataset. First, each dataset was corrected for possible background gradients by an affine

transformation of the corresponding top-down and bottom-up DWIs, using elastix

(Klein et al., 2010). This was followed by the EPI distortion correction using the Jacobian-

weighted reverse gradient polarity method (RGPM) using a multi-resolution b-spline

registration (Chang and Fitzpatrick, 1992; Skare and Bammer, 2010). The order of these

two image registrations was chosen such that the affine registration was done first, to
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increase the image SNR for the nonlinear b-spline registration in the EPI distortion.

Lastly, all datasets were combined, correcting each DWI for eddy current induced geo-

metric distortions and subject motion by realigning all DWIs and b=0 images to the the

b=0 image of the first session using elastix (Klein et al., 2010), with an affine coregis-

tration technique and mutual information as the cost function (Pluim et al., 2003). In

this whole procedure, the diffusion gradients were appropriately reoriented to account

for subject motion (Leemans and Jones, 2009).

5.2.3 Reconstruction of datasets with different spatial and angular resolutions

The full 1 mm isotropic dataset with 100 directions (dubbed 100_1.0mm) was recon-

structed into optimal subsets of 50 (50_1.0mm), 25 (25_1.0mm), and 15 (15_1.0mm) of

the acquired directions. From the full set of 100 gradient directions, the subsets were

selected based on their condition number (Skare et al., 2000; Dubois et al., 2006). The

binomial coefficient of
(100

50

)
is roughly 1029, making it impossible to calculate the con-

dition number of each subset. Instead, 107 random subsets were created and from this

the optimal subset was chosen. In addition, these datasets were also subsampled to

1.5 mm and 2.0 mm isotropic resolution (15_1.5mm and 15_2.0mm, 25_1.5mm and

25_2.0mm, etc).

5.2.4 Fiber tractography

For each reconstructed dataset, diffusion tensors were estimated using the iterative

weighted least-squares approach (Veraart et al., 2013), and DTI-based fiber tractogra-

phy was performed. Constrained-spherical deconvolution (CSD, Tournier et al., 2007)

was used to calculate the fiber orientation distribution function (fODF) for all datasets

with 25 or more gradient directions. The maximum order of spherical harmonics (LMAX)

depended on the number of directions (LMAX=8 for 100 directions; 6 for 50; 4 for 30),

and the single fiber response function was estimated using a recursive approach as

proposed by Tax et al. (2013). Multi-fiber tractography was performed based on the

fODF peaks (Jeurissen et al., 2011). All fODF estimation and tractography were per-

formed in ExploreDTI (Leemans et al., 2009). From these whole-brain tractography re-

sults, severel fiber bundles were segmented:

• the cortico-spinal tracts (CST) that terminate in the primary motor cortex (M1),

were segmented as described in Wakana et al. (2007) and Chapter 4. The ROIs

selecting M1 were 26 mm superior to the corpus callosum on the mid-sagittal

slice;

• the trans-callosal bundle connecting the bilateral M1 areas, which will be abbre-

viated to M1–M1. The same M1 selecting ROIs were used as for the selection of

the CST;

• the arcuate fasciculus (AF), as described in Catani et al. (2008).
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5.2.5 Analysis

Volumetric overlap

To quantify the volumetric overlap between segmented fiber tract bundles from differ-

ent datasets, a binary mask was created of all voxels intersected by the tract pathways

included in that bundle. Because tracts are continuous space-curves, this tract-mask

is not restricted to the voxel size of the dataset it was created from (as for instance de-

monstrated in tract density imaging, Calamante et al., 2010). For all datasets, the tract

masks were created at a 1 mm isotropic resolution, and from these masks the volumet-

ric overlap was quantified as the Dice similarity coefficient (Dice, 1945):

overlap = 2(maskA ∩maskB )

maskA +maskB
(5.1)

where maskA and maskB are the tract masks of the reconstructed bundles to be com-

pared, and ∩ indicates the overlap of the masks. The Dice similarity is bounded be-

tween total overlap, 1, and no overlap, 0.

Anatomical correspondence

Volumetric overlap is one of the many possible criteria of fiber tract bundle correspon-

dence. Termination points of fiber bundles are another important aspect. Because of

the different configurations of the fiber bundles, this is evaluated differently each fiber

bundle:

• Tracts from the CST should terminate in the M1 gyrus. The superior ROI used to

select these tracts was drawn around M1, and the fraction of voxels in this ROI

penetrated by fiber tracts was inspected for each reconstructed dataset;

• Transcallosal fibers that run from M1 to M1 were evaluated similar to the tracts

from the CST;

• The segment of the AF investigated connects two language areas: Wernicke’s

and Broca’s (Dejerine, 1895; Benson et al., 1973; Catani et al., 2005). Tract recon-

structions were evaluated based on their ability to show cortical protrusions into

these areas.

5.2.6 Methodological validation

From the full 100_1.0mm datasets, two ‘test sets’ were created where one random gra-

dient direction was removed, making two very similar datasets. To demonstrate the

validity of our analyses methods, we will first show the comparison between CSD-

based tractogaphy on these two test sets. Because they were nearly identical, only very

minor changes in tractography results were expected. This provides a reference stan-
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dard against which to compare the overlap values from the differently reconstructed

datasets.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 EPI distortion correction

The importance of doing EPI distortion correction is shown in Fig. 5.1. Without this

correction, tract bundles may be displaced or terminate incorrectly.

Figure 5.1: An example result from the Jacobian-weighted reverse gradient polarity method
for a non-diffusion-weighted image. a,b) EPI distortions are most pronounced in the frontal
lobe (as indicated by the arrows), but can also be observed in the occipital lobe (arrow-
heads). Correction by nonlinear image registration can reduce the extent of these distor-
tions (c), in turn greatly improving the geometric correspondence between the brain and
the brain MR image.

5.3.2 Dataset reconstruction

An example non-DWI and DWI at the acquired 1 mm isotropic resolution are shown

in Fig. 5.2. The resulting DEC-maps of the full 100_1.0mm dataset and the datasets

reconstructed at lower spatial resolutions are shown in an axial and coronal view in

Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, respectively.

5.3.3 Methodological validation

The overlap between the fiber bundles in the test sets ranged from 0.83–0.89. The bun-

dles with the highest (left CST) and lowest (right AF) overlap are shown in Fig. 5.5, to

visualize where these differences occur. Although visually there are only minor differ-

ences in the reconstruction of these bundles, the volumetric overlap is significantly

lower than 1 (which would have indicated perfect overlap).
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Figure 5.2: Coronal (a,b) and axial (c,d) images of a non-diffusion-weighted image (a,c) and
diffusion-weighted image (b,d). The high 1 mm isotropic resolution gives a sharper transi-
tion between different tissue types, as can for instance be seen in the temporal lobes (a,b).

5.3.4 Comparison of spatial and angular resolution

Volumetric overlap

The overlap in reconstructed tract volumes is shown in Figs. 5.6-5.8, for the M1–M1

tracts, CST, and AF, respectively.
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HARDI and fiber tractography at 1 mm isotropic resolution

Figure 5.6: Volumetric overlap
between the M1–M1 fiber tracts
reconstructed from datasets
with different spatial and an-
gular resolutions. Datasets
are grouped by number of
directions and tractography
approach (DTI vs. CSD), as
indicated to the left and to the
bottom. Each of those blocks
consists of three datasets with
different resolutions: 1.0 mm,
1.5 mm, and 2.0 mm. For each
3-by-3 block, these are ordered
in increasing voxel volume top-
to-bottom, and left-to-right
(indicated in the top right half).

Figure 5.7: Volumetric over-
lap between the CST recon-
structed from datasets with dif-
ferent spatial and angular reso-
lutions. The bottom left half of
the plot shows results for the
left CST, the top right half the
right CST. Datasets are grouped
by number of directions and
tractography approach (DTI vs.
CSD). Each of those blocks con-
sists of three datasets with dif-
ferent resolutions, as described
in full detail in Fig. 5.6

For a selection of these tractography results, the volumetric overlap and mismatch is

visualized. This allows for inspection of where differences are, fascilitating the inter-
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Figure 5.8: Volumetric overlap
between the M1 fiber tracts re-
constructed from datasets with
different spatial and angular
resolutions. The bottom left half
of the plot shows results for the
left AF, the top right half the
right AF. Datasets are grouped
by number of directions and
tractography approach (DTI vs.
CSD). Each of those blocks con-
sists of three datasets with dif-
ferent resolutions, as described
in full detail in Fig. 5.6

pretation of why these differences occur. Fig. 5.9 shows results for M1–M1 tracts for

two comparisons: datasets 100_1.0mm and 25_1.0mm are compared, using DTI (a,b)

and CSD (c,d). Comparisons for tract bundles from datasets with different spatial res-

olutions are shown in Fig. 5.10 for the left AF.

Anatomical correspondence

Fig. 5.11 shows clear trends in how well the right M1 region is penetrated by the CST,

with DTI tractography on the 15 directions dataset giving a poor performance irrespec-

tive of the spatial resolution. All other datasets show very consistent results, with a high

percentage of voxels in the medial parts of the M1 region visited. The CSD tractography

with 100 directions showed the largest area of M1 intersected by fiber tracts, with espe-

cially a region more laterally being included in the segmented bundle that is absent in

datasets with less directions. For the left CST, a significantly larger region of M1 was vis-

ited by tracts from CSD tractography than DTI tracking, irrespective of spatial and an-

gular resolution. High spatial resolutions of 1.0 mm and 1.5 mm showed slightly larger

visitation areas in the lateral parts of M1, which were absent in the 2.0 mm dataset.

For the fiber tracts connecting the bilateral M1 regions, there was more variation be-

tween datasets. Compared to the tracts from the CST, the M1–M1 tracts end up more

laterally. This is consistent also in the left hemisphere. At lower angular resolutions

(≤25 directions), DTI seems to outperform the CSD. At the highest angular resolution,
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HARDI and fiber tractography at 1 mm isotropic resolution

Figure 5.9: Renderings of overlap and mismatch between the M1–M1 tracts reconstructed
with different angular resolutions. Panels a) and b) visualize results from comparing the
100_1.0mm and 25_1.0mm datasets using tensor-based tractography, which has a volumet-
ric overlap of 0.80. Here, the yellow volume indicates overlap between the two reconstructed
fiber bundles; red indicates voxels only included in the tracts from the 25_1.0mm dataset;
blue indicates voxels only included in the tracts from the 100_1.0mm dataset. The right pan-
els illustrate the comparison between the 100_1.0mm and 25_1.0mm datasets in a similar
way, but then using CSD tractography. The volumetric overlap here is 0.42.

however, CSD shows a region on the lateral end of M1 that is visited by fiber tracts. This

could also be seen in Fig. 5.9, where there was a clear mismatch between CSD tractog-

raphy at 25 and 100 directions. The visitation in the left M1 area, similar findings were

observed. Again, far lateral projections were present in the CSD tracts, but only in the

100_2.0mm and the 50_1.5mm datasets.

For the AF, qualitative scoring was performed on how well the different cortical projec-

tions were reconstructed in each dataset. An example comparison between AF bundles

with different degrees of these projections is shown in Fig. 5.13. With increasing angu-

lar resolution, the cross-sectional volume of the AF increased. Regions at the interface

between the AF and other fiber bundles, where the intra-voxel complexity is largest,
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Figure 5.10: Renderings of overlap and mismatch between the AF reconstructed with dif-
ferent spatial resolutions. Results from comparing the 100_1.0mm and 100_2.0mm datasets
using CSD-based tractography are shown. The yellow volume indicates overlap between the
two reconstructed fiber bundles; red indicates voxels only included in the tracts from the
100_2.0mm dataset; blue indicates voxels only included in the tracts from the 100_1.0mm
dataset. The overlap is 0.67.

are included at higher angular resolutions. This gives some explanation for the rela-

tively low volumetric overlap between the AF in different reconstructed datasets. For

the same reason, the datasets with a higher angular resolution show tracts that con-

tinue farther anteriorly and tracts that branch of laterally. The DTI tracts, as well as

the CSD tracts based on only 25 directions, failed to include the wide range of projec-

tions into the temporal lobes. There are smaller difference in these temporal regions

between the datasets with 50 and 100 gradient directions, most notably the inclusion

of posteriorly-oriented tracts that projecting into a gyrus that was otherwise excluded

(white arrows). Similarly small differences between the 50 and 100 gradients datasets

were observed in the anterior portion of the AF. The largest difference is in the location

of the most anterior segment (arrowheads), which terminates more superiorly for the

50 directions dataset than for the 100 directions dataset, but remain within the same

gyrus. Similar trends were observed for the right AF.

5.4 Discussion

The purpose of this work was to give an overview of how different degrees of angular

and spatial resolutions impact fiber tractography results. We used a state-of-the-art 3D

DWI pulse sequence to acquire diffusion MRI data with a 1 mm isotropic resolution
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Chapter 5

and a HARDI acquisition scheme with 100 gradient directions. Reconstructions of this

dataset have been made with a lower angular, a lower spatial resolution, or both.

5.4.1 Methodological validation

Prior to comparing datasets with different angular and spatial resolution, a validation-

like test was performed. The volumetric overlap between fiber bundles from two nearly

identical datasets is in the range of 0.83-0.89, depending on the structure of interest

(Fig. 5.5). The excellent structural correspondence between these different reconstruc-

tions can be appreciated along the length of the bundle. The differences in volumetric

overlap are mostly caused by one or more fiber tract pathways that deviate from the

core bundle. Additionally, very minor differences in bundle thickness may further de-

crease the overlap.

5.4.2 Analysis of reconstructed datasets

Volumetric overlap

The first quantification to compare the trade-off between angular and spatial resolu-

tion is volumetric overlap in reconstructed fiber tracts bundles. From Figs. 5.6-5.8 it

is most obvious that the volumetric overlap between fiber bundle reconstructions is

relatively invariant under changes in spatial resolution. The values near the diagonal

indicate overlap between datasets with the same number of directions and tractogra-

phy method, but different spatial resolutions. Most importantly, these values on the

diagonal have high overlap values, ranging up to and exceeding those from the ‘test

sets’. Additionally, for each angular resolution and chosen tractography model, the ‘3-

by-3 blocks’ of different spatial resolutions shows very similar overlap values. This fur-

ther indicates there is more variation as a result of changing angular resolution than

because of spatial resolution.

Anatomical correspondence

In general, these comparisons showed very similar results to the quantitative analy-

sis in terms of volumetric overlap: tractography results were relatively stable under

changes in spatial resolution, whereas pronounced differences in tract endpoints were

observed when changing the angular resolution. The M1–M1 fiber tracts showed the

most striking difference, with tracts ending up in the lateral tip of the right M1 on the

datasets with 100 gradient directions. In the left M1, these tracts were only observed

at lower spatial resolutions, and very inconsistently. Given that the transcallosal fibers

are involved in motor function, it may be expected that the tracts connecting these re-

gions span the whole cortical area, explaining the origin of these lateral projections.

For the left CST, the higher spatial resolutions had tracts in a slightly higher fraction of

M1, indicating a benefit of higher spatial resolution. These regions, however, were only
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HARDI and fiber tractography at 1 mm isotropic resolution

included for high spatial and high angular resolution. This would mean that, should a

trade-off be made between either type of resolution, these regions would be excluded.

The anatomical accuracy of fiber tracts is difficult to quantify, given that no ground

truth of the wiring of the human brain exists. Additionally, none of these datasets can

be regarded as the ‘gold standard’ for this work in particular. The full 100_1.0mm dataset

has the highest angular and spatial resolution, which should provide the “best” results

in terms of fiber tractography results. However, one could also argue that the higher

SNR in the reconstructed 100_1.5mm or 100_2.0mm datasets provides a more stable

and reliable result of the voxel-wise fODFs, and that this would result in the “best”

results. Because of this lack of a reference standard, datasets can only be compared

against each other, and to previously published work on neural anatomy (e.g., Catani

et al., 2008).

5.4.3 Angular resolution

To discuss the influence of angular resolution in more detail, a division must be made

between the tensor-based tractography and the CSD-based tractography. Fiber bun-

dles reconstructed with DTI generally have a higher overlap at varying angular reso-

lutions than tracts reconstructed with CSD. The tensor is a model with a low angular

resolution, with tensor-based tracking following only the first eigenvector of the tensor.

This is because sampling the diffusion profile at a higher resolution will mostly just im-

prove the robustness of the fitted model, and not significantly alter the eigenvectors.

For CSD, each dataset was modeled with an LMAX as high as possible to best utilize the

angular resolution in that dataset. That means that CSD fits in the datasets with 25, 50,

and 100 gradient directions had LMAX values of 4, 6, and 8, respectively. Where higher

harmonical orders allow for modeling of more acute fiber crossings, tractographic dif-

ferences between these dataset with varying angular resolutions are expected. These

differences in angular resolution result in different fODFs per voxel, which in turn af-

fects the tractography that uses the fODF peaks. An excellent example of this is given

in Fig. 5.9. CSD tractography on the 25_1.0mm and 100_1.0mm datasets (c,d) both

show tracts in the typical transcallosal U-shape (overlap indicated by the yellow vol-

ume), similar to the DTI-based tractography (a,b). Only CSD tractography on the 100_-

1.0mm dataset shows a tract cluster branching of to a different part of the M1 gyrus

that was not included in the other reconstructions in Fig. 5.9. This tract cluster is con-

sistently present in the 100_1.0mm, 100_1.5mm, and 100_2.0mm datasets, and absent

in all datasets with less directions. Visual inspection of the underlying fODFs showed

subtle differences at the interface of the corpus callosum and the superior fronto-

occipital fiber (data not shown), and allows for correct tracking through this region

in the datasets with 100 directions.
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5.4.4 Spatial resolution

As can be observed in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, the difference in voxel sizes between the 1.0,

1.5, and 2.0 mm resolution datasets lead to pronounced differences in partial volume

effects. As a result, a fiber bundle with a given cross-sectional shape would be signif-

icantly better represented with voxels of 1 mm isotropic than with voxels of 2 mm

isotropic. Except in ideal cases where the shape fits exactly in the 2 mm voxel grid,

it will appear larger on the lower resolution image. This effect is also present when

performing fiber tractography based on images with different resolutions. Fig. 5.10 il-

lustrates this concept nicely. The overlap between the tracts from the 100_1.0mm and

100_2.0mm (yellow) shows the main outline of the AF. However, along most of the

length of the bundle there is a layer of voxels around this volume where only fiber

tracts from the 100_2.0mm dataset intersect (red). Overlap is further reduced by the

difference in tracts projecting into lateral and temporal cortical areas (visualized by

the tangle of blue and red volumes).

5.4.5 Previous tractography reproducibility studies

Previous studies have been performed to investigate the reproducibility of tractogra-

phy analyses (Ciccarelli et al., 2003; Heiervang et al., 2006; Malykhin et al., 2008; Kristo

et al., 2013a,b, e.g.,). In these studies, either test-retest analyses were performed to in-

vestigate spatial correspondence of fiber bundles in multiple scans from one subject,

or intra-rater agreement was examined to determine how reliable tract bundles can

be segmented. Intra-rater agreement in DTI tractography was found to be in order of

0.82-0.98 (varying strongly dependending on the fiber bundle; Malykhin et al., 2008),

and overlap between fiber bundles in test-retest analyses showed similar correspon-

dence (Kristo et al., 2013b). These values are in the same range as the ‘test set’ analyses

performed in this work. Interestingly, tractography results from CSD have been shown

to have a lower test-retest volumetric overlap, around 0.60-0.65, than DTI-based tracts,

where the overlap range is 0.70-0.80 (Kristo et al., 2013b). The different reconstructions

analyzed in this work could be considered some variant of test-retest or intra-subject

repeatability, and our overlap values are in the same range as the previously reported

reproducibility of CSD tractography.

5.4.6 Limitations

It must be noted that 50 gradient directions is enough to fit LMAX=8, and that we have

chosen for LMAX=6 in our datasets with 50 directions. Visual inspection of the estimated

response function and the resulting fODF glyphs revealed unstable results at 1.0 mm

and 1.5 mm resolution, but acceptable results for the 2.0 mm resolution because of

a higher SNR. This lowered spatial resolution could thus be traded for a higher angu-

lar resolution of the model. We concede that it is an arbitrary choice not to include
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HARDI and fiber tractography at 1 mm isotropic resolution

this option, and to choose for maintaining a fixed LMAX per number of gradient direc-

tions. Similarly, it would have been possible for the CSD model with lower LMAX for

each dataset, to trade angular resolution for stability of the fit. Such analyses would be

interesting to further determine an optimal combination of acquisition specifics and

model parameters. We have chosen to refrain from including these analyses to main-

tain the focus of this work on the trade-off between angular and spatial resolution.

An important factor in the angular resolution is the b-value. The contrast between re-

gions of high and low diffusion increases with b-value, which results in a higher ef-

fective angular resolution. For HARDI purposes, a b-value of 1000 s/mm2 is consid-

ered to be lower then optimal, but is commonly used for CSD tractography in more

clinically-oriented studies (e.g., Metzler-Baddeley et al., 2011) as well as technical stud-

ies (e.g., Reisert et al., 2012). The high spatial resolution used in this work prevented

the use of b-values in the range of 2000-3000 s/mm2, which would have increased TE

and thus decreased SNR. The use of two signal averages to accomodate this was not

regarded as an option because this would double the already extensive scan time. Per-

formance of multi-fiber methods will generally increase with the number of acquired

DWIs (Wedeen and Dai, 2011), with possibly limited gains at numbers of DWI over 100

(depending on the chosen method). Therefore, tractography is expected to be more

accurate with increasing numbers of gradient directions, irrespective of the b-value

used, for the datasets with different angular resolutions used here. As such, one would

expect the trends in trade-off between angular and spatial resolution to be unchanged

with higher b-values. Instead, an overall improvement in tractography performance

would be expected as a result of higher b-values.

Would higher b-values have been used in this work, the effective angular resolution

would have increased for all datasets, allowing for better characterization of crossing

fibers. Alternatively, similar results could be obtained using less diffusion directions at

a higher b-value (Tournier et al., 2007). Tractography results were comparative across

different spatial resolutions, suggesting that spatial resolution could be sacrificed for

angular resolution for improved tractography results—up to certain limits. With the

increased SNR of larger voxels, this angular resolution could be obtained by increasing

the b-value and/or more gradient directions.

A generally used method to calculate the response function of CSD is to set an FA

threshold at some fixed value, such as 0.7 or 0.8 (Tournier et al., 2004). The calibration

of the response function in CSD is critical for accurate fODF estimation (Parker et al.,

2013), and the chosen FA threshold in this procedure greatly influences the estimated

fODFs. Setting this FA threshold too high introduces spurious fODF peaks, which cor-

rupts tractography. In this work, we had smaller voxels than typically used for CSD, and

because of this a relatively low SNR. Smaller voxels would mean less partial voluming
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and thus more orientational coherence within voxels, which would increase the FA.

Similarly, low SNR increases the estimated FA (Jones and Basser, 2004). To address this,

we have used a new recursive method to estimate the response function that provides

better response function characterization and thus more reliable fODFs for tractogra-

phy (Tax et al., 2013). In a comparative studies on the performance of different multi-

fiber methods at b-values in the order of b=1000 s/mm2, CSD showed above average

performance (Ramirez-Manzanares et al., 2011). This indicates that given the b-value

used in this work, CSD is an appropriate model to use, which confirms a similar claim

by Tournier et al. (2007).

To create the lower resolution datasets, the acquired images were downsampled from

the 1 mm isotropic dataset, which does not yield exactly the same images as when

they would have been acquired at these resolutions. For instance, higher resolutions

introduce larger geometric distortions, and the longer readout time prolongs the echo

time and thus lowers SNR. The first aspect is largely addressed by using the RGPM for

EPI distortions, and should have limited influence. The prolongation of TE is inherent

in higher in-plane resultions, since a larger part of k-space is sampled. With a partial

Fourier factor of 0.7 and high parallel imaging factor used in this work, the effective

TE is only slightly increased compared to standard acquisition with 2 mm isotropic

resolution.

Another important factor in this trade-off, is that thicker slices can be acquired using

2D acquisitions. The 3D acquisition used here has a downside in that it has an ac-

quisition time per volume of TR × N kz seconds, which is many times slower than 2D

imaging. Important to note here is that 3D multi-slab has a higher SNR per unit time,

or SNR efficiency (Engstrom and Skare, 2013), but the minimum scan time per volume

is higher.

In this work, we have used a 3D multi-slab acquisition to acquire DWIs with a 1 mm

isotropic resolution. To achieve true isotropic resolution, 3D acquisitions are critical.

Slice profiles for 2D imaging are never truly rectangular, which introduces some smooth-

ing along that direction. The slice profile becomes worse for thinner slices, rendering

an actual 1 mm thin slice difficult to acquire. The 3D multi-slab method does not suffer

from these slice profile imperfections in the same way, yielding true isotropic resolu-

tion. Another benefit of the 3D acquisition is that it is more SNR efficient than con-

ventional 2D imaging (Engstrom and Skare, 2013). A downside is that the scan time

is strongly increased compared to 2D imaging, by the need to acquire different kz -

encodes. To address this, Van et al. (2013a) have proposed a SENSE-like reconstruction

to reconstruct all 3D slabs simultaneously, providing an increase in speed of roughly

25-50%.
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5.4.7 Conclusion

Current studies that use tractography to investigate whole-brain connections or to seg-

ment pre-defined fiber bundles typically use a resolution in the order of 2 mm isotropic

(e.g., Kleinnijenhuis et al., 2012; Kristo et al., 2013b). Developments on more demand-

ing diffusion MRI models are being paralleled by more advanced image acquisition

techniques. As a result, the decision for which of these two factors scan time should

be used becomes ever more important, and difficult. In this work, we have given an

overview of tractography results from datasets with varying spatial resolution and dif-

ferent numbers of diffusion-weighting directions. Correspondence between different

spatial resolutions seems to be higher than correspondence between different angu-

lar resolutions. Where a high angular resolution allows for better characterization per

voxel, high spatial resolution allows for better localization of fiber structures. Concep-

tually, therefore, the results in this work indicated that the gain in knowing the fiber

orientations in more detail is more beneficial than knowing fiber locations more accu-

rately. However visually pleasing the higher spatial resolution images appear, the de-

tailed information required for accurate fiber tractography appears to be in a the angu-

lar domain. High spatial and high angular resolution will be the ultimate combination.

If a trade-off must be made between: i) increasing spatial resolution past current stan-

dards, ii) or investing scan time in higher angular resolutions, our results suggest that

fiber tractography benefits the most from high angular resolutions.
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Chapter 6

Multi-fiber tractography

visualizations for diffusion MRI data

This chapter has been submitted as:

S.B. Vos, M.A. Viergever, A. Leemans, “Multi-fiber tractography visualiza-

tions for diffusion MRI data”
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Abstract

In recent years, several new diffusion MRI approaches have been proposed to explore

microstructural properties of the white matter, such as Q-ball imaging and spheri-

cal deconvolution-based techniques to estimate the orientation distribution function.

These methods can describe the estimated diffusion profile with a higher accuracy

than the more conventional second-rank diffusion tensor imaging technique. Despite

many important advancements, there are still inconsistent findings between different

models that investigate the “crossing fibers” issue. Due to the high information con-

tent and the complex nature of the data, it becomes virtually impossible to interpret

and compare results in a consistent manner. In this work, we present novel fiber trac-

tography visualization approaches that provide a more complete picture of the micro-

structural architecture of fiber pathways: multi-fiber hyperstreamlines and streamrib-

bons. By visualizing, for instance, the estimated fiber orientation distribution along the

reconstructed tract in a continuous way, information of the local fiber architecture is

combined with the global anatomical information derived from tractography. Facilitat-

ing the interpretation of diffusion MRI data, this approach can be useful for comparing

different diffusion reconstruction techniques and may improve our understanding of

the intricate white matter network.
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6.1 Introduction

Diffusion MRI can be used to estimate the self-diffusion of water molecules in vivo

(e.g., Le Bihan and Breton, 1985). Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) describes the orien-

tational preference of diffusion in the human brain, modeling it as a second-rank ten-

sor (Basser et al., 1994). Based on the diffusion tensor framework, virtual reconstruc-

tions of white matter (WM) fiber pathways can be created with fiber tractography (e.g.,

Basser et al., 2000). To convey more information than merely the fiber trajectories, al-

ternative approaches to the conventional streamlines and -tubes have been proposed:

hyperstreamlines, showing the second and third eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the

diffusion tensor as the cross-sectional shape of the streamtube (Zhang et al., 2003); and

streamribbons, where the local width of the ribbon indicates the coefficient of planar

diffusion (Westin et al., 2002; Atkinson et al., 2007). However, the additional informa-

tion visualized in this way suffers from the same limitations inherent to DTI, i.e., the

inability of the diffusion tensor to describe the diffusion correctly in regions of crossing

or branching fiber tracts (e.g., Alexander et al., 2001, 2002; Jones, 2003; Tournier et al.,

2011).

To overcome the limitations of DTI, several different methods have been proposed,

e.g., Q-ball imaging (QBI; Tuch, 2004), constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD; Tour-

nier et al., 2007), diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI; Wedeen et al., 2008)—each having

different requirements in terms of the acquisition protocol. QBI and DSI, on the one

hand, have a direct mathematical relation between the measured diffusion signals and

the estimated diffusion orientation distribution function (ODF) and diffusion propa-

gator, respectively. The propagator obtained from DSI represents the 3D probability

of spin displacement, where the diffusion ODF (dODF) calculated by QBI yields only

the orientational aspect of the spin displacement (Assemlal et al., 2011). On the other

hand, CSD uses an estimated single fiber response function to deconvolve the DW in-

tensities with this response function to obtain the fiber ODF (fODF), specifying the

orientations of the underlying fiber populations. Tractography that makes use of these

ODFs, which then is referred to as “multi-fiber” tractography, can take crossing fibers

configurations into account, such as, for instance, in the centrum semiovale, where the

cortico-spinal tracts (CST), arcuate fasciculus (AF), and lateral projections of the cor-

pus callosum (defined in the remainder of this work as “latCC”) intersect one another

(Behrens et al., 2007; Descoteaux et al., 2009; Fillard et al., 2011; Jeurissen et al., 2011;

Wedeen et al., 2012b).

With a growing number of diffusion MRI researchers opting for these more advanced

diffusion MRI methods over conventional DTI, especially for tractography purposes,

it is becoming increasingly important to fully utilize the potential offered by these ap-
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proaches (Jones et al., 2013). Despite the huge efforts invested in creating these new

techniques, there are still several discrepancies and inconsistent findings between dif-

ferent algorithms (e.g., Jeurissen et al., 2012). To optimize the yield from diffusion data,

it is important to understand the origins of these differences. In this context, data visu-

alization plays an important role in facilitating the interpretation of high-dimensional

diffusion MRI data. Visualization of the ODF is already possible on a local scale as

voxel-wise glyph representations, which can be of great use to visualize the regional

architectural complexity in known areas of crossing fibers (Leemans, 2011). However,

as these local representations are only available for display at discrete positions (Kezele

et al., 2008; Peeters et al., 2009; Prckovska et al., 2011), they are suboptimal to convey

the anatomical continuity of fiber bundles. To date, and to the best of our knowledge,

there are no fiber tractography visualization strategies that are specifically designed to

address the interwoven and complex geometry of the WM fiber network (Wedeen et al.,

2012b,a; Catani et al., 2012).

In this work, we introduce an approach to visualize the local tissue architecture along

reconstructed fiber tracts in a continuous way, creating hyperstreamlines for multi-

fiber tractography data. This means that microstructural information from advanced

diffusion methods is combined with large-scale anatomical information obtained from

fiber tractography. With this new visualization method, the ODF is visualized along the

fiber tracts to clearly illustrate the regions of crossing fibers. Additionally, by reducing

the ODFs to their principal fiber orientations, streamribbons can be constructed to

emphasize the orientations of the crossing fiber populations. The proposed visualiza-

tion approaches create more complete representations of the microstructural archi-

tecture in fibers that pass through regions of complex WM configurations. As a result,

these multi-fiber tractography visualizations may aid in our understanding of white

matter organization.

6.2 Materials and methods

Before describing the multi-fiber visualization methods in detail, we will first discuss

why current DTI based tract visualization approaches (Zhang et al., 2003; Atkinson

et al., 2007) are inappropriate for visualizing multi-fiber tractography data. Consider

two fiber populations crossing at a 60◦ angle (Fig. 6.1a,b). When these two popula-

tions coexist within one voxel—assuming slow exchange between these populations

(Alexander et al., 2001)—the resulting diffusion tensor can be estimated from the av-

eraged diffusion weighted signals of the individual populations (as shown in Fig. 6.1c).

The first eigenvector of this tensor (ε1, brown line in Fig. 6.1c) will be an average of the

two fiber populations (white lines in Fig. 6.1c). In DTI based tractography, the tract ori-

entation will be determined by ε1, with ε2 and ε3 always perpendicular to ε1 (Fig. 6.1d).
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In the case of crossing fibers, ε1 is not necessarily parallel to one of the fiber popula-

tions as determined by the multi-fiber diffusion method (Fig. 6.1c). Consequently, ε2

and ε3 will not necessarily be perpendicular to the tract orientation for any of the two

fiber populations, which means that the information visualized in this way will be mis-

leading. The following will first detail the simulated fiber phantoms and in vivo data

that will be used to demonstrate the concepts and benefits of our multi-fiber tractog-

raphy visualizations.

Figure 6.1: The conceptual difficulties of tensor-based visualizations of multi-fiber tractog-
raphy data. In a) and b), two single fiber populations with their respective diffusion el-
lipsoids are shown. When these two coexist within one voxel (c), the first eigenvector (ε1,
brown line) no longer corresponds to any of the underlying fiber orientations (white lines).
d) The second (ε2, green) and third (ε3, blue) eigenvectors do not have a physical meaning
with respect to the underlying fiber populations.

6.2.1 Simulations

To illustrate the concepts of the multi-fiber visualizations and to demonstrate the ben-

efits over conventional tensor-based visualizations, we have created a toy example,

where a configuration of three crossing neural fiber bundles has been simulated. It

is designed in such a way that one bundle has a smaller cross-section, so that there are

regions with both two and three fiber bundles intersecting each other, all crossing or-

thogonally (Fig. 6.2a,b). To demonstrate the difference between the multi-fiber hyper-

streamlines and streamribbons, another simulated phantom was designed in which

not all populations cross at 90◦ angles (Fig. 6.3a). Three fiber bundles were simulated,

with two fiber populations crossing orthogonally (oriented inferior-superior and left-

right) and one population oriented largely along the anterior-posterior axis. Defined

in a spherical coordinate system, the orientations are: 1) inferior-superior, with az-

imuth angle θ=0◦ and polar angleφ=90◦; 2) left-right, at θ=90◦ andφ=0◦; and 3) mainly

anterior-posterior, at θ=27◦ and φ=0◦. Both phantoms were generated with the follow-

ing parameters: 60 gradient directions, a b-value of 2500 s/mm2, and each single fiber

population having a fractional anisotropy and mean diffusivity of 0.7 and 0.7 × 10−3

mm2/s, respectively (Leemans et al., 2005). For regions with multiple fiber popula-
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tions, we assume that there is only slow exchange between these populations (Alexan-

der et al., 2001).

Figure 6.2: The global topology of a simulated fiber phantom is illustrated in a), with
streamtubes color-encoded by the tract direction. The configuration was designed to con-
tain distinct regions where two and three fiber populations intersect. fODF glyphs in this
region clearly show these crossing populations (b). A single tract from the blue fiber bundle
is shown in c) as tensor-based hyperstreamline and in d) as tensor-based streamribbon. In
e), local fODF glyphs are shown along its trajectory, and a step-by-step creation of the hy-
perstreamline that envelops these glyphs. In f), the cylindrical glyph objects represent the
distinct fODF peaks and the streamribbon is a continuous visualization of these peaks.

6.2.2 In vivo diffusion MRI data

Diffusion MRI datasets were acquired from two healthy subjects (a 25 year old female

and a 25 year old male) on a Philips 3 T Achieva MR system (Philips Healthcare, Best,

the Netherlands) using a single-shot spin echo EPI sequence, with one b=0 image and

60 diffusion-sensitizing directions acquired at a b-value of 2500 s/mm2 (Jones et al.,

1999a), using a SENSE acceleration factor of 2. The acquisition matrix of 112 × 112 was
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Figure 6.3: A single tract-of-interest from a simulated fiber configuration (a) is created as
hyperstreamline (b-e) and streamribbon (c,f). In b), the fODF at a location along this tract
(white tube); c) fODF shown semi-transparently with its peak orientations; d) fODF shown
with the plane perpendicular to the tract orientation, delineating the amplitude of the hy-
perstreamline; e) the hyperstreamline; f) streamribbons are created of the fODF peaks that
do not correspond to the tract orientation.

zero-filled to 128 × 128 with a field-of-view of 224 × 224 mm2, and 70 contiguous axial

slices with thickness 2.0 mm were acquired. Sequence timings were TE = 107 ms, TR

= 10.3 s and the average SNR for both datasets was 20 (estimated from regions in the

centrum semiovale; Sijbers and den Dekker, 2004). The subjects gave informed consent

to participate in this study.

Prior to data analysis, the datasets were corrected for eddy current induced geomet-

ric distortions and subject motion by realigning all diffusion-weighted images to the

b=0 image using elastix (Klein et al., 2010), with an affine transformation model and

mutual information as the cost function (Pluim et al., 2003). In this procedure, the dif-

fusion gradients were adjusted with the proper b-matrix rotation (Leemans and Jones,

2009).

6.2.3 Diffusion modeling and tractography

Examples of the proposed visualizations will be shown for two diffusion reconstruction

methods: CSD (Tournier et al., 2007) and QBI (Tuch, 2004). CSD estimates a response
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function of a single fiber population, assumes that all individual fiber populations are

characterized by this function, and then deconvolves the acquired signal intensities

to resolve the fODF (further details can be found in Tournier et al., 2007). In the QBI

method employed, the acquired diffusion weighted signal is modeled using spherical

harmonics, followed by the approximation of the dODF using the Funk-Radon trans-

form (Tuch, 2004). Note that with these examples, we do not intend to provide a quan-

titative comparison between QBI and CSD, but rather demonstrate that our multi-fiber

visualizations can be applied to different diffusion approaches. As such, standard QBI

and CSD parameters were used as reported previously: Tuch (2004) and Descoteaux

et al. (2007) for QBI; and Tournier et al. (2007) and Jeurissen et al. (2011) for CSD. Note-

worthy is that, in contrast to the fODF (e.g., see Raffelt et al., 2012; Dell’Acqua et al.,

2012), the dODF calculated with QBI is a spherical probability distribution, and thus

normalized to unit probability over the sphere. To account for this difference, we have

used two scaling approaches that yield comparable ODFs, both in their glyph repre-

sentation and in their basis to form the hyperstreamline. For the dODF, standard “min-

max” scaling was used, as proposed by Tuch (2004). For the fODF scaling, we have used

a similar scaling, here called “normalization scaling”, where the amplitudes of the fODF

in each voxel are scaled such that the maximum amplitude is equal to one. Determin-

istic fiber tractography was performed using the peak fiber orientations of the ODFs,

where the number of unique fiber populations at each location, and their orientations,

were computed as described in Jeurissen et al. (2011). ODF peak thresholds were de-

fined as 10% of their maximum value. The maximum number of unique fiber popula-

tions was limited to three for all analyses. Fiber tractography using both methods was

performed with the ExploreDTI diffusion MRI toolbox (Leemans et al., 2009).

6.2.4 Multi-fiber tractography visualization

The conventional representations of fiber pathways are either streamlines (e.g., Basser

et al., 2000) or streamtubes (Catani et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2003). Hyperstreamline

and streamribbon approaches were originally designed with the purpose of visualizing

the second and third eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the diffusion tensor (Zhang et al.,

2003; Atkinson et al., 2007). With the tensor unable to characterize crossing fibers, the

tensor-based hyperstreamlines cannot correctly visualize the local architecture. In the

following sections, we will present the new multi-fiber tractography visualizations.

Multi-fiber hyperstreamlines

For DTI-based hyperstreamlines, the cross-sectional shape of the hyperstreamline at

each tract position is determined by the orientation of the second and third eigenvec-

tors (scaled as a function of the eigenvalues) of the diffusion tensor (Zhang et al., 2003).

In the following, we extend this concept for diffusion MRI data with a higher angular
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Figure 6.4: Conceptual illustration and example of the creation of a hyperstreamline. For
a point r along the tract, a number of points is defined in a circle around r perpendicular
to the tract orientation t (a), and vectors from r to these points are calculated (b). These
vectors are then scaled according to the ODF amplitude along these vectors (c), delineating
the cross-sectional shape of the hyperstreamline at point r.

resolution, where the cross-sectional shape is defined by the ODF, instead of the tensor.

For the “multi-fiber hyperstreamline”, the local shape of the hyperstreamlines is then

determined by the three-dimensional ODF profile. At each tract position, r, we define

a circle with its center in r and lying in the plane perpendicular to the tract orientation,

t (see Fig. 6.4a). The vectors from r to the points on this circle (Fig. 6.4b) are then scaled

by the ODF amplitude along these orientations to delineate the cross-section of the hy-

perstreamline (Fig. 6.4c). For a more detailed description, please refer to the pseudo-

code in Appendix 6.A. An example hyperstreamline of the simulated fiber phantom of

Fig. 6.3a is shown in Fig. 6.3b-e. Notice that, by visualizing the ODF amplitude perpen-

dicular to the tract orientation, the maximum ODF amplitude crossing the tract is not

displayed if populations cross at other angles than 90◦.

Multi-fiber streamribbons

Tract ribbons have initially been proposed to visualize the axial asymmetry of the dif-

fusion tensor (Atkinson et al., 2007). In this work, we introduce “multi-fiber streamrib-

bons” by reducing the ODFs along the tract to their principal peak orientations. In this

way, streamribbons can be used for efficient visualization with a lower rendering com-

plexity than streamtubes or hyperstreamlines (Atkinson et al., 2007; Leemans, 2011).

For each ODF peak orientation that does not correspond with the tract orientation, a

streamribbon is created—as shown in Figs. 6.2f and 6.3c,f—which means that in the

case of three unique peaks, two streamribbons are created. For each existing ribbon,

the angular deviation is calculated from the current ribbon orientation to the ODF

peak or peaks at the next vertex along the tract. The ribbon is then connected to the

peak that deviates the least. In those voxels where the ODF indicates a single fiber pop-
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ulation, the streamribbons converge naturally to a streamline (Fig. 6.2f). Appendix 6.B

presents pseudo-code on how the streamribbons are created.

Color-encoding

The conventional coloring of streamlines and -tubes shows the tract orientation at

each vertex, providing additional visual cues about the tract orientation such as the

“direction encoded color” (DEC) map proposed by (Pajevic and Pierpaoli, 1999). This

coloring according to the diffusion orientation can still be used for our proposed vi-

sualizations, further enhancing the interpretation of the local microstructural orga-

nization. To this end, we propose such color-encoding scheme, termed ‘ODF color-

encoding’, where:

• All tract vertices with a single fiber population are colored according to the tract

direction;

• Vertices with two unique fiber populations, where one population corresponds

to the tract direction, are colored according to the orientation of the population

crossing the tract;

• Vertices with three or more populations have the individual points on the hyper-

streamline circumference colored by the orientation of that point with respect to

the tract vertex.

As an alternative to the proposed ODF color-encoding, where the orientations of the

fiber populations are highlighted, it is also possible to highlight the number of fiber

populations. This can be used to distinguish between regions with one, two, or more

than two fiber populations more clearly (as also shown in Jeurissen et al., 2012)).

6.2.5 In vivo tract visualizations

In vivo examples of multi-fiber tractography visualization are shown for fiber tracts

from the lateral projections of the corpus callosum (abbreviated as latCC), the corti-

cospinal tract (CST), and the arcuate fasciculus (AF), all of which are known to inter-

sect other WM structures (Tuch et al., 2003). In addition, tracts from the bilateral cin-

gulum bundles are shown, as an example of fiber bundles with a relatively small cross-

sectional area. To maintain the focus on the additional information conveyed by our

new visualization approaches, these examples are only shown for the CSD results. For

a specific configuration of AF pathways, however, we provide an example illustrating

that both QBI and CSD based tractography results can benefit from multi fiber visual-

izations.
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6.3 Results

6.3.1 Simulations

Fig. 6.2a shows an example fiber configuration, where there are regions with single

fiber populations as well as regions with two and three fiber populations crossing,

as can also be seen from the fODF glyphs (calculated from CSD) shown per voxel in

Fig. 2b. The tensor-based hyperstreamline and streamribbon are shown in Figs. 6.2c

and 6.2d, respectively. Creation of the hyperstreamline is shown in Fig. 6.2e. When dis-

played at each vertex of the fiber tract, the fODF glyphs in Fig. 6.2e illustrate the local

microstructure, with one or two populations crossing the fiber tract, depending on the

location along the tract—as can be verified from Figs. 6.2a and 6.2b. The step-by-step

creation of the corresponding hyperstreamline is also shown in Fig. 6.2e, where the

ODF color-encoding further highlights the architectural organization. The multi-fiber

streamribbon is created by continuously connecting the peak orientations and magni-

tudes of the populations crossing the fiber tract. In Fig. 6.2f, the peak orientations are

shown along the tract as cylinders with the streamribbons connecting these peaks and

for two different color-encodings proposed in this work. Notice that the tensor-based

visualizations (Figs. 6.2c and 6.2d) show some contrast along the tract between regions

with one, two, and three fiber populations, but they do not visualize the orientations

of the underlying fiber populations in an unambiguous way. The multi-fiber based vi-

sualizations, on the other hand, do show the fiber orientations very clearly, both as

hyperstreamline and as streamribbons.

The simulated fiber phantom in Fig. 6.2 has three fiber populations that are oriented

perpendicularly. Thus, the peak orientations were perpendicular to the tract direction,

where the hyperstreamline envelops the full ODF profile (Fig. 6.2e). However, if popu-

lations are no longer orthogonal, the ODF profile perpendicular to the tract no longer

describes the peak amplitude of the ODF. As a result, the hyperstreamline and stream-

ribbons show different complementary characteristics of the fiber populations (as can

be seen when comparing Figs. 6.3e and 6.3f).

6.3.2 In vivo tract visualizations

In the following subsections, in vivo examples of fiber bundles that pass through re-

gions of complex fiber architecture are shown, demonstrating the additional informa-

tion visualized with these new multi-fiber tractography representations.

Corpus callosum

Fiber tracts from the lateral projections of the corpus callosum (latCC) are displayed

in Fig. 6.5. Hyperstreamlines are shown for subject one in an axial orientation (a) and
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for subject two in a coronal orientation (b); with the tract segment in the boxed re-

gions enlarged in c) and d), respectively. Fig. 6.5c,d also show that the ODF amplitudes

perpendicular to the fiber tract pathway provide the cross-sectional shape of the multi-

fiber hyperstreamline. When starting at the mid-sagittal region, the tract pathway first

crosses the CST and then the AF, both clearly depicted in the ODF glyphs and the hyper-

streamlines as the (blue/purple) inferior-superior and (green) anterior-posterior fiber

populations, respectively. As can most clearly be observed in the hyperstreamline that

is colored by the number of ODF peaks—indicated by the red arrow in d)—there are

regions along this tract with three fiber populations. In c) and d), these tract segments

can also be observed as the multi-fiber streamribbons.

Cortico-spinal tracts

Fiber tracts from the CST are shown in Fig. 6.6. Global overviews of the mid-sagittal

slice of the brain with the hyperstreamline are shown in a) for subject one and e) for

subject two. Fig. 6.6b,c shows how a small segment of the tract in the region of the

pons—see yellow rectangle in a)—is visualized as a multi-fiber hyperstreamline. In d),

the corresponding streamribbon is illustrated. For subject two, the hyperstreamline

and streamribbon are shown in e-h). According to the known anatomy in this region,

there are clear indications for left-right oriented transverse pontine fiber populations

(also seen in Tournier et al., 2011; Aggarwal et al., 2013) and front-back oriented fiber

populations of the middle cerebellar peduncle (Catani et al., 2008). More superiorly

along the CST one can also clearly observe anterior-posterior oriented fiber popula-

tions crossing the tract, indicated by the red arrows in a) and e).

Arcuate fasciculus

Fig. 6.7 shows a multi-fiber visualization of the left arcuate fasciculus (AF). The hy-

perstreamline and streamribbon representations both illustrate the orientations of the

fiber populations crossing the AF in accordance with the known local architecture. En-

largements of the indicated region—yellow rectangle in a)—are shown sagittally (b,c)

and axially (d,e), clearly indicating that there are two other fiber populations (latCC in

reddish and CST in bluish) crossing the AF in this region. A coronal view of the same

tract segment is presented in d), showing the amplitudes of the fiber populations of

the latCC and CST and their continuity along the tract pathway in more detail. As can

be observed in Fig. 6.8, there are also anterior-posterior oriented fiber populations in-

tersecting the AF at its more posterior part, corresponding with the inferior fronto-

occipital fasciculus (Catani et al., 2008).

To demonstrate that multi-fiber tractography visualizations can depict the microstruc-

tural architecture not only for a single tract pathway but also for whole fiber bundles,

Fig. 6.9 shows a comparison of the left AF between standard streamtubes (a), multi-
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Figure 6.5: Axial (a) and coronal (b) slices of the brain of the two subjects (subject one:
a) and c); subject two: b) and d)) are shown, with a tract from the lateral projections of
the corpus callosum (latCC) visualized as multi-fiber hyperstreamline. The boxed regions
in a) and b) are enlarged in c) and d), respectively, showing the construction procedures
of the hyperstreamline and streamribbon. Starting from the middle of the brain, the fiber
tracts first cross the cortico-spinal tracts (CST) before intersecting the arcuate fasciculus
(AF) more laterally. From the visualizations in c) and d), regions with three distinct fiber
populations can be seen along the tracts, i.e., where the AF and CST both cross the latCC
pathway. This is highlighted when color-encoding the hyperstreamline by the number of
ODF peaks (red arrow).
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Figure 6.6: A global overview of the mid-sagittal slice of the brain with hyperstreamline is
shown in a) for one subject. A segment of the cortico-spinal tract (CST) in the region of the
pons—indicated on a) by the yellow rectangle—is enlarged in b-d). The multi-fiber hyper-
streamline is shown in b) and c), indicating left-right (LR, red) and anterior-posterior (AP,
green) oriented fiber populations. This can also be seen from the streamribbon represen-
tation in d). The white ellipses (b-d) highlight a region where the LR-oriented fibers are not
perpendicular to the tract pathway, resulting in a hyperstreamline that does not reflect the
full ODF amplitude, whereas the streamribbons do. For the second subject, f-h) show the
multi-fiber hyperstreamline and streamribbon representations of a small segment of the
tract pathway indicated by the yellow rectangle on e). Note that more superior along the
CST one can detect prominent AP-oriented fiber populations that correspond to the arcu-
ate fasciculus (red arrows in a and e).
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fiber hyperstreamlines (b), and streamribbons (c) with orientation color-encoding. In

d), the conventional streamtube representation is used, but with the orientation color-

encoding from the ODF as shown in b).

When generating tractography data with different methods, subtle differences between

them can be observed using the proposed visualization approaches (as illustrated in

Fig. 6.10). A part of the right AF is shown with QBI-based tractography (a) and CSD-

Figure 6.7: a) An example of the multi-fiber hyperstreamline and streamribbon is shown for
a single tract of the arcuate fasciculus (AF). Tract segment indicated by the yellow rectangle
in a) is shown in a sagittal (b,c) and axial (d,e) view, for both the hyperstreamline (b,d) and
streamribbon (c,e). The same segment is shown in f) from a near coronal view angle, indi-
cating (from left to right): the ODF glyphs along the tract; the corresponding multi-fiber hy-
perstreamline; the glyph objects representing the ODF peaks; and the corresponding multi-
fiber streamribbon. The inset depicts the oblique viewing angle.
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Figure 6.8: In a), the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus is shown crossing a posterior part
of the arcuate fasciculus (AF). Enlarging the region where these pathways cross (b) clearly
illustrates that the hyperstreamline visualizes this anterior-posterior fiber population. For
detailed interpretation, the hyperstreamline is shown in c) without the bundle. In d), the
hyperstreamline is colored by the number of unique fiber populations—where red indicates
1, green is 2, and blue more than 2 fiber populations.

based tractography (b) with the conventional tract representation. For each approach,

a single pathway is shown as a QBI hyperstreamline (c) and a CSD hyperstreamline (d),

highlighting the subtle differences in ODF reconstruction between QBI and CSD in the

superior portion of the AF as indicated with the red arrow. In e) and f), the AF pathways

(green) are shown in combination with the post-hoc reconstructed latCC trajectories

(red) in the region of the red arrow, confirming the intersection of (part of) the latCC

pathways.

Cingulum

For the bilateral cingulum bundles (Fig. 6.11a), one tract pathway has been selected

towards the bottom of the cingulum, i.e., an “edge” tract located more towards the in-

terface with the corpus callosum (red in Fig. 11b), and one tract pathway that is located

more at the “center” of the bundles (green in Fig. 6.11b). These “center” and “edge”

tracts are shown in Figs. 6.11c,d and 6.11e,f respectively, from a frontal-superior angle

with the same hyperstreamline settings. A strong difference in the width of the hyper-

streamlines can be observed between the center (d) and edge (f) tracts, reflecting a

marked difference in fiber architecture in these different regions of the cingulum. No-

tice that even the “center” tract shows left-right oriented populations along most of its

trajectory.

6.4 Discussion

In this work, we have developed multi-fiber tractography visualization strategies that

combine information of local white matter fiber architecture—e.g., the information

captured by the dODF or fODF—with global anatomical information from fiber trac-
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Figure 6.9: In a), the arcuate fasciculus (AF) is shown with its conventional streamtube rep-
resentation and with color-encoding according to the tract direction. The multi-fiber hy-
perstreamline and streamribbon with the orientation color-encoding according to the ODF
are shown in b) and c), respectively. Standard streamtubes have been visualized in d), but
then using the ODF-based color-encoding used in b).
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Figure 6.10: Hyperstreamline examples to compare different methods. The reconstructed
arcuate fasciculus (AF) is shown for QBI (a) and for CSD (b). Single tracts from the QBI bun-
dle and CSD bundle are shown as a multi-fiber hyperstreamline in c) and d), respectively.
This visualization, both in cross-sectional shape as well as color-encoding, highlights an
important difference between the two used methods. For CSD (d), clear left-right fiber pop-
ulations (red) can be seen crossing the AF (indicated by the arrow), whereas QBI (c) does not
display these populations: these lateral projections of the corpus callosum (latCC) could not
be detected with QBI. Verification can be seen in e) and f), where the AF is shown in green
and the latCC in red (seeded lateral to the AF it should target the corpus callosum, as seen
in f).
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tography, so as to create more complete representations of the microstructural orga-

nization of the WM. These visualizations will be made freely available to the commu-

nity, as part of the ExploreDTI diffusion MRI toolbox (Leemans et al., 2009).

The two proposed approaches, multi-fiber hyperstreamlines and multi-fiber stream-

ribbons, visualize different properties of the ODFs, with the most pronounced differ-

ence in situations where fiber populations are not orthogonal (as illustrated in Fig. 6.3).

In vivo, when fiber population orientations will generally not be orthogonal, the two

methods can be used to visualize complementary information from the ODF. An ex-

ample of this can be observed in the pons, highlighted by the white ellipse in Fig. 6.6b-

d. From the streamribbon (d), it is clear that the magnitudes of the fiber populations

in the shown segment do not differ much. This can be verified from the ODF glyphs

visualized along the tract (b), but this is not apparent in the hyperstreamline (c). In the

Figure 6.11: Superior segment of the bilateral cingulum bundles (a). From these full
bundles—shown in b) as a yellow haze for anatomical reference—one tract has been se-
lected at the center of each bundle (shown in green in b) and one tract at the interface of
the corpus callosum (red in b). These “center” (c and d) and “edge” (e and f) tracts have
been with the fODF glyphs along their trajectories (c and e) and as hyperstreamlines (d and
f). Strong difference between the magnitudes of the left-right populations can be observed
between c)-d) and e)-f). From the ODFs in c) it is difficult to interpret the continuity of
orientation and magnitude of the left-right populations; whereas this is very easy from the
hyperstreamlines in (d).
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superior part of the AF (Fig. 6.7d,e), a similar difference in visualization of ODF proper-

ties can be seen between the hyperstreamline and the streamribbon. In general, for in-

terpretation of the ODF peak magnitudes, the streamribbons are preferable. However,

due to the two-dimensional nature of a ribbon, investigating the specific configuration

of the streamribbons can be non-trivial. By reducing of the full ODF to their peak ori-

entations, the information about the shape of the peaks is discarded, making it impos-

sible to distinguish between sharp or very broad ODF peaks. The three-dimensional

nature of the hyperstreamlines lends itself to more intuitive interpretations of the local

architecture. In some situations, for instance in the absence of free water diffusion, the

fODF is modeled as a very spiky function (e.g., Jansons and Alexander, 2003; Ye et al.,

2012). In such cases, where fODF lobes resemble delta-peaks, the hyperstreamlines es-

sentially “collapse” to streamribbons.

By comparing multi-fiber hyperstreamlines of fiber tracts reconstructed with two dif-

ferent approaches to estimate the ODF, we have demonstrated that this method can be

used to show subtle differences between the results of the two methods that with con-

ventional fiber tractography visualizations would have gone unnoticed. In Fig. 6.10,

for instance, the latCC pathways were interdigitating the AF in only one of the diffu-

sion methods as suggested by the hyperstreamlines. The validity of this observation

was backed up by finding a difference in configuration of the latCC pathways between

both approaches. However, it should be clear that in this work, it was not our aim to

contrast different diffusion reconstruction methods in terms of “accuracy” or “valid-

ity”, but purely to illustrate that the proposed multi-fiber hyperstreamlines can be an

exploratory means to investigate these methods more intuitively.

The proposed multi-fiber hyperstreamlines and streamribbons can be extended to any

multi-fiber diffusion model. For instance, one could opt to display the ball-and-multiple-

stick model (Behrens et al., 2007) using a streamribbon for each of the “stick” com-

partments when more than one “sticks” are present. Alternatively, the multiple-tensor

approach (Peled et al., 2006) can be visualized by combining those diffusion ellipsoids

that do not belong to the tract itself as hyperstreamlines or by using the principal dif-

fusion directions to construct streamribbons.

When one is presented with a global view of an entire fiber bundle as in Fig. 6.9, dis-

tinguishing the shape of the individual hyperstreamlines becomes complicated. The

amount of information in these hyperstreamlines and streamribbons could result in

an image that is too cluttered for easy interpretation. As a more subtle alternative to

visualize local architectural information, without making the images too complex to

interpret, the hyperstreamlines can be reduced to simple streamtubes, while main-

taining the ODF color-encoding. In addition, streamtubes have a lower computational
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complexity compared with the multi-fiber hyperstreamlines, which could be another

motivation to use the conventional streamtube shape.

The initial hyperstreamline and streamribbon approaches were designed with the pur-

pose of visualizing the diffusion tensor in more detail (Zhang et al., 2003; Atkinson

et al., 2007). Hyperstreamlines have also been used to convey information on the un-

certainty in fiber orientation, where the width of the hyperstreamline represents the

local “cone of uncertainty” of the first eigenvector (Jones, 2003; Jones et al., 2005b).

Alternatively, streamsurfaces have been proposed to visualize regions of planar diffu-

sion as surface structures (Zhang et al., 2003). For instance, at interfaces between fiber

bundles where partial volume effects cause the diffusion profile to be more planar in

shape, these streamsurfaces create a virtual delineation of the edges of these fiber bun-

dles, aiding in the distinction between different fiber structures. However, measures of

planar diffusion, as used in these streamsurfaces and in conventional streamribbons,

are not specific for the underlying tissue microstructure and are heavily affected by

the presence of crossing fiber architecture (e.g., see Ch. 2). By contrast, the proposed

multi-fiber hyperstreamlines and streamribbons give more specific representations of

the microstructural information obtained from diffusion MRI data.

Previous work on visualization of multi-fiber diffusion data has mainly focused on ef-

ficiently displaying the ODF glyphs not only locally but in larger regions of the brain.

Interpretation of ODF profiles of each voxel in an entire imaging slice can become dif-

ficult by the immense amount of data visualized. Reducing the ODF to its peak orienta-

tions yields more easily interpretable data in such situations, with the additional ben-

efit of being less memory-consuming and more rendering-efficient (Leemans, 2011).

With the development of advanced interactive and exploratory tools for visualizing

ODF glyphs, however, it has become possible to visualize the full ODFs efficiently in

large quantities, e.g., for an entire slice (Shattuck et al., 2008; Peeters et al., 2009). Re-

cent work has focused on representing the ODF glyphs at discrete points along a tract

(Kezele et al., 2008; Prckovska et al., 2011), whereas the multi-fiber hyperstreamlines

proposed in this work provide a continuous and, hence, a more intuitive representa-

tion of the data. To further emphasize this difference, an example of the discrete and

continuous way to visualize a fiber trajectory is given in Fig. 6.12 using both DTI-based

and multi-fiber reconstructions. Plotting the first eigenvectors yields the discrete ver-

sion of a reconstructed tract, but the tract itself gives a continuous and, therefore,

more intuitive representation of the data. This is also the case for the multi-fiber hy-

perstreamline, which—being also continuous—gives a more complete view compared

to showing ODF glyphs only at discrete locations along the tract pathway. This ob-

servation is supported by the in vivo examples shown in Figs. 6.5c,d, 6.7f, and 6.11,

where data interpretation for one continuous 3D object, the hyperstreamline, is more
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Figure 6.12: The difference between discrete and continuous visualization. A coronal
overview of the tract to be visualized is seen in a), with the main eigenvector at discrete
locations along the tract (b) and the tract itself (c). Analogous to b) and c), d) and e) show
the fODF glyphs at discrete locations along the tract and the multi-fiber hyperstreamline,
respectively. The continuity is difficult to grasp from the glyphs alone (b and d), whereas the
continuous representations (c and e) give a more intuitive feel, are easier to interpret, and
represent a more complete picture of the underlying WM pathway.

straightforward than for the individual 3D objects, which can obscure each other. Fur-

thermore, as can be seen in Figs. 6.5a,b, 6.6a,e, hyperstreamlines can directly pinpoint

the main areas of crossing fibers, where individual glyphs are less powerful. This ob-

servation can also be made in Fig. 2b of Kezele et al. (2008).

When trying to visualize the fiber architecture along a specific fiber tract, alternatives

to the multi-fiber visualization method proposed here are possible. Conceptually, it

might be very helpful to show which fiber pathways cross a specific tract-of-interest,

as this shows information on the fiber organization at this tract-of-interest. However,

showing these perpendicularly crossing pathways can clutter the image, obscuring the

view of the tract-of-interest, as shown in Fig. 6.13a. The proposed methods provide a

more succinct representation of the local tissue architecture, as shown in Fig. 6.13b for

the multi-fiber hyperstreamline.

An important and promising clinical application of fiber tractography is surgical plan-

ning. Since the initial case reports in the literature (e.g., Coenen et al., 2001), its use

in surgical planning is steadily growing. A recent overview on the use of tractography

has foretold a promising future, stating that it “will become established as a routine

clinical investigation in many centers in the coming years” (Ciccarelli et al., 2008). In
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Figure 6.13: A single tract from the arcuate fasciculus (AF), the same as in Figures 6.7 and
6.8. a) Tract shown as a thick streamtube with fibers crossing this tract of interest shown as
thinner streamtubes. b) Tract shown as multi-fiber hyperstreamline.

this prospect, Ciccarelli et al. (2008) believe that improvements in tractography visu-

alizations are of paramount importance to fully benefit from tractography informa-

tion. With several studies already demonstrating that post-surgical outcome is im-

proved if fiber tracking is used in pre-operative planning (Witwer et al., 2002; Thudium

et al., 2010), and predicting, to some degree, the clinical improvements after treatment

(Bagadia et al., 2011; Castellano et al., 2012), any improvements in visualization of fiber

tracts and local tissue microstructure can only be considered beneficial for surgical

outcome.

Recent research shows that the vast majority of WM voxels contains more than one

fiber population with approximately 25 to 50% containing more than two fiber popu-

lations, depending on the specific diffusion model (Jeurissen et al., 2012). This makes

the use of ODF-based methods less of a luxury and more a necessity, both in biomed-

ical research and clinical applications (e.g., Brunenberg et al., 2012; Metzler-Baddeley

et al., 2012; Reijmer et al., 2012, 2013a; Kuhnt et al., 2013). More specifically, ODF-based

multi-fiber tractography is beginning to show improved clinical results over tensor-

based tracking, in the presence of tumors (Kuhnt et al., 2013) and in surgical target lo-

calization for deep brain stimulation (Brunenberg et al., 2012), which further stresses

the need for multi-fiber visualization approaches.

In conclusion, we have shown that multi-fiber tractography visualizations can display

the local fiber architecture along fiber trajectories, combining the detailed tissue char-
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acterization captured in the ODF with the global anatomical information from multi-

fiber tractography. These new visualization approaches create a more complete pic-

ture of the WM microstructure for tracts that traverse through areas of complex fiber

configurations. By facilitating the interpretation of tractography data, these multi-fiber

hyperstreamlines and streamribbons may improve our understanding of white matter

characteristics.

Appendix 6.A

This appendix presents pseudo-code to generate the multi-fiber hyperstreamlines.

Calculate tract orientations, t, at each tract position, r

Define N_crf as the number of points on the circumference of the

hyperstreamline, which will define its cross-sectional area at

each r
for n = 1 : number of tracts

for i = 1 : number of positions along tract n

define N_crf points creating a unit circle around r(n,i), in

the plane perpendicular to t(n,i). % the first and last

point is the same, Fig. 6.4a

calculate the vector from r (n,i ) to these points % Fig. 6.4b

scale the amplitude of these vectors according to the ODF

amplitude at r(n,i) along these vectors % Fig. 6.4c

end

end

Appendix 6.B

This appendix presents pseudo-code to generate the multi-fiber streamribbons.

Calculate tract orientations, t, at each tract position, r.

for n = 1 : number of tracts

for i = 1 : number of positions along tract n

calculate orientations and magnitudes, P, of the unique ODF

peaks % in this work limited to 3

remove the ODF peaks corresponding with the tract

orientations % Fig. 6.2f, top

for a = 1 : number of remaining ODF peaks
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create a vector, K (i,a), from r(n,i) - P(a) to r(n,i) + P(a)

end

connect vectors from K (i-1) to the vectors from r(i) that have

the smallest angular deviations % (Fig. 6.2f), In case of

no peaks, the ribbon collapses to a streamline

end

end
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General discussion

Parts of this chapter are based on :

S.B. Vos, C.M.W. Tax, and A. Leemans, “Diffusion MRI and fiber tractog-

raphy: The State-Of-The-Art and its Potential Impact on Patient Manage-

ment”, PET Clinics 8:3 PET/MRI and Evolving Techniques, eds. T.C. Kwee,

H. Zaidi, published by Elsevier B.V.;

C.M.W. Tax, S.B. Vos, and A. Leemans, “Checking and correcting DTI data”,

Practical Handbook of DTI, eds. W. van Hecke, L. Emsell, S. Sunaert, to be

published by Springer B.V.
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7.1 Discussion of findings

Ever since the first in vivo MR measurements of anisotropic water diffusion in neuronal

tissue, diffusion MRI is seen as having a great potential to investigate brain develop-

ment, aging, and pathologies. To fulfill this potential, the entire diffusion MRI pipeline

must be considered critically—from defining the research question, through data ac-

quisition, analysis methods, and statistics to interpretation of results. The aim of this

thesis was to improve this process, to make diffusion MRI a more sensitive and specific

research tool.

Chapters 2 and 3 describe the influence of complex fiber architecture, e.g., crossing or

bending fibers, on quantitative measures derived from DTI, including the FA and the

MD. Results from these two chapters demonstrate that the interpretation of DTI data is

confounded by macrostructural organization, such as the size and shape of fiber bun-

dles. Inclusion of such factors in the final analysis is required to make accurate infer-

ences on changes in tissue microstructure. Chapter 4 presents a methodological im-

provement that increases the efficiency of longitudinal DTI studies using tractography-

based analyses, possibly increasing the sensitivity of the analyses to detect diffusion

changes over time. For optimal fiber tractography results, one would ideally have a

higher spatial and a high angular resolution, which both come at the cost of extra scan

time. Chapter 5 gives an overview of the trade-off between having either a high an-

gular resolution (up to 100 diffusion-weighting directions) or a high spatial resolution

(up to 1 mm isotropic resolution). For tractography purposes, our results show that the

largest gain is achieved by having a higher angular resolution that allows for a better fit

of intra-voxel fiber crossings. Over the last decade, more diffusion MRI researchers opt

for tractography based on methods beyond the diffusion tensor, i.e., multi-fiber meth-

ods. New visualization methods for these tractography results are described in Chapter
6, combining the local microstructural information from these diffusion methods with

the more global tissue architecture as resolved by tractography.

7.1.1 Quantitative analysis of DTI data

The ‘birth’ of DTI has allowed for a very rapid growth of the use of diffusion MRI in

research studies. DTI is still the most widely used approach because of its concep-

tual simplicity, the possibility to extract intuitive and quantitative scalar diffusion mea-

sures, such as the FA and MD, and the relatively short acquisition times (in the order

of a few minutes). However, given the conceptual limitations of the diffusion tensor

model, i.e., its inability to accurately model the diffusion profile in regions of complex

fiber architecture, changes in these quantitative diffusion measures are not merely a re-

flection of underlying tissue microstructure. As a result, the interpretation of changes

in these measures is nontrivial, and it is highly relevant to know what can and cannot
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be concluded from observed changes in diffusion. This is highlighted by a recent pub-

lication by pioneering scientists in the diffusion MRI field to educate ‘end users’ of DTI

on how to interpret their results (Jones et al., 2013).

In the first part of this thesis, several of these important considerations have been de-

scribed that will help to disentangle true microstructural changes from confounding

macrostructural factors. Contrary to general consensus, as illustrated by a recent re-

view stating that “... the mean ADC is largely unaffected ...” (Tournier et al., 2011), the

axonal configuration has a large effect on the MD as well. Table 2.1 shows a decrease

in MD in crossing fiber (CF) voxels compared to single fiber (SF) voxels of roughly 8%

in the CST and 3% in the AF. This large effect of tissue geometry on MD values has an

effect on statistical testing: regions consisting of SF and CF voxels will have a larger

spread in MD values than regions with purely SF voxels, increasing intra-region vari-

ance and therefore decreasing statistical power to detect inter-region of inter-subject

differences. The planar diffusion coefficient CP—used in Chapter 2 to distinguish SF

voxels from CF voxels—can also be used to correct for the effect of fiber geometry on

MD. As shown by Reijmer et al. (2012), including CP in the statistical model increased

the sensitivity to detect correlations between cognitive performance and DTI metrics.

Chapter 3 shows how tractography-based analyses of DTI metrics are influenced by the

relative amount of partial volume voxels in fiber bundles. With larger bundles generally

having a relatively smaller PVE, fiber bundles of different sizes have different contribu-

tion of partial volume voxels—at least for bundles with a convex cross-sectional area.

The effects on group comparisons with or without co-varying for bundle volume is ap-

parent from Table 3.1, where different left-right and male-females differences were ob-

served when including volume as a covariate. Similar findings were shown in Metzler-

Baddeley et al. (2012), where the fornix was investigated: a thin periventricular fiber

bundles prone to CSF-contamination. MD changes were observed in an aging popula-

tion, which were primarily driven by changes in volume due to atrophy.

Recent work by Szczepankiewicz et al. (2013) addresses the partial voluming issue in

more detail. By quantifying the cross-sectional area at constant intervals along each

tract they were able to describe the influence of partial voluming more accurately.

Their analysis further included diffusion kurtosis parameters, where the radial kur-

tosis was also found to covary with the size of structures. More importantly, their re-

sults show that correction for bundle size, or volume, can increase the statistical power

of analyses, which could result in the detection of smaller differences, or lets us use

smaller study cohorts to detect the same diffusion differences.
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7.1.2 Longitudinal diffusion MRI studies

Longitudinal DTI studies, where diffusion properties are investigated over time in the

same study population, have the potential to capture subject-specific changes in mi-

crostructure (Johansen-Berg, 2010; Lebel and Beaulieu, 2011). Because longitudinal

changes generally yield more specific information than cross-sectional observations,

the interest to perform longitudinal DTI studies is increasing rapidly (e.g., Concha et al.,

2007; Kumar et al., 2009; Sullivan et al., 2010; Yogarajah et al., 2010; Ljungqvist et al.,

2010; Deprez et al., 2012). When following normal brain development in a group of

subjects over a timespan of a few years, subtle intra-subject differences are visible

that would have been lost in a cross-sectional set-up due to the larger inter-subject

differences (Lebel and Beaulieu, 2011). In Lebel and Beaulieu (2011) for instance, a

group of subjects was followed over several years of normal development, showing

pronounced inter-subject differences in maturation processes. Alternatively, in breast

cancer patients, Deprez et al. (2012) observed changes in white matter microstruc-

ture after patients finished chemotherapeutic treatment compared to pretreatment.

The large inter-subject variation in treatment and physiological response to treatment

complicates inter-subject comparison of how the brain is altered during the course

of chemotherapeutic treatmet. Consequently, investigating changes within individual

subjects allows for a better-defined progression of microstructural properties (Deprez

et al., 2012).

The benefit of longitudinally designed studies is that it allows to investigate the same

area over time within individual subjects, which would yield a high sensitivity to change

in that area. The assumption here is that exactly the region is selected at each time

point. Given that the inter-subject morphological differences are generally larger than

intra-subject differences, conventional methods specifically designed for cross-sec-

tional data analysis, such as traditional voxel-based analysis or TBSS (e.g., Smith et al.,

2006; Van Hecke et al., 2008b), may be suboptimal to benefit from the higher sensi-

tivity. Tractography-based analyses that use manual ROI delineation to extract fiber

bundles could provide good spatial correspondence in a subject-specific manner. Fur-

ther, tractograpy-based analyses are conceptually robust towards growth or atrophy of

fiber bundles, with the tract-selecting ROIs being drawn using anatomical landmarks,

except in situations of significant non-linear growth or atrophy, or gross pathological

changes (such as tumors). The downside to these analysis is the requirement for man-

ual ROI delineation for all bundles on each time point for all subjects, which is a very

tedious and time-consuming task. To address this, Chapter 4 presents an Automated

Longitudinal Intra-Subject Analysis method (ALISA) that requires manual delineation

of each fiber bundle of interest once for each subject, and then extracts these struc-

ture from all scans, or time points, of that subject. While this still requires the manual
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delineation of fiber structures for each subject, it provides a speed-up factor equal to

the number of times each subject is scanned. ALISA provides similar tract segmenta-

tions as manual delineations, and preserves the high level of precision that is typical

for manual FT segmentations.

Another important, yet preliminary observation from Chapter 4 is that the ALISA method

may provide fiber tract segmentations with a higher intra-subject consistency than

manual delineations (Figs. 4.7-4.10). This could be a result of the higher SNR on the

subject-specific template image, the average of all time points, which could allow for a

better delineation of the anatomical landmarks. Additionally, any intra-rater variability

present in the manual delineations is absent in FT segmentations from ALISA. These

preliminary findings should be validated with a thorough comparison using intra-rater

and inter-rater agreement in FT segmentations, to see if this is a genuine effect. Prefer-

ably, this should also include datasets with a longer time period between first and last

scan, and with larger brain deformations, to see how generalizable these findings are

for future studies. If intra-subject consistency is indeed increased by using ALISA, this

will in turn increase the sensitivity to detect changes in diffusion measures.

7.1.3 Fiber tractography

An important aspect in the use of tractography, especially in a clinical setting, is the

accuracy of the reconstructed tracts. Diffusion hardware phantoms allow for an objec-

tion evaluation of tractography based on different diffusion MRI methods. Comparing

tractography results to a ground truth of these hardware phantoms, Fillard et al. (2011)

have shown strong improvement in accuracy using multi-fiber vs. tensor-based track-

ing. However, none of the investigated methods performed perfectly. Even though the

multi-fiber tractography can track through fiber crossings, it is virtually impossible for

tractography algorithms to distinguish between fibers that cross or ‘kiss’ within a voxel

(i.e., populations that enter a voxel, but bend instead of crossing; Tournier et al., 2011).

Furthermore, there is no ground truth dataset of the wiring of a human brain, which

means it is challenging to quantify the accuracy of in vivo tractography. Despite these

issues, technical as well as clinical research has already shown benefits of using multi-

fiber tractography (Witwer et al., 2002; Fillard et al., 2011; Brunenberg et al., 2012; Rei-

jmer et al., 2012; Kristo et al., 2013b; Kuhnt et al., 2013).

Two important factors in the accuracy of fiber tractography are: i) how well can the

intra-voxel fiber complexity be modeled, and ii) how well can different fiber popula-

tions be discriminated based on spatial location. The first requires a higher angular

resolution, the second a higher spatial resolution. In Chapter 5 we have investigated

the trade-off between these two factors, with the goals to determine which provides

the largest gain in terms of fiber tractography. For the three fiber bundles investigated,
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the AF, CST, and the tracts connecting the two primary motor areas, the largest gain

comes from a higher angular resolution.

Independent of the chosen multi-fiber method, interpretation of the reconstructed

fiber tracts is key for informed decision-making in a clinical setting. Where DT-based

tractography has several visualization method to display for instance the tensor shape

or the cone of uncertainty along the tracts (Zhang et al., 2003; Jones et al., 2005b), vi-

sualizations of multi-fiber diffusion modeling are limited. Recent efforts in this direc-

tion have focused on representing orientation distribution function (ODF) glyphs at

discrete points along a tract (Kezele et al., 2008; Prckovska et al., 2011). Chapter 6 has

described a new visualization method to display properties of the ODF in a continu-

ous fashion along the reconstructed fiber tracts. The ODF estimated from for instance

CSD is a reflection of the local microstructure, and visualizing these tissue properties

yields a more complete representation of the total tissue organization. The benefit of

the continuous hyperstreamline over visualization of the ODF at discrete locations is

largest when the fiber populations crossing a tract are smaller (e.g., Fig. 6.11).

For presurgical planning purposes, where fiber tractography is used to determine the

location of intact fiber bundles, use of multi-fiber tractography methods is highly rec-

ommended (Fillard et al., 2011; Brunenberg et al., 2012; Jeurissen et al., 2012; Kristo

et al., 2013b; Kuhnt et al., 2013). When the normal brain topology is disrupted by dis-

placing lesions—such as tumors—fiber tractography may be an important tool in de-

ciding on the surgical approach. Rendering of individual fiber tract bundles in their tra-

ditional streamline or streamtube representation only yields information on the trajec-

tories of that selected fiber bundle. Rendering these tracts as multi-fiber hyperstream-

lines instantly gives information on fiber structures intersecting that bundle, highlight-

ing the presence and orientation of crossing fiber bundles. Knowledge of these crossing

fiber bundles may lead the neurosurgical team to reconsider their surgical approach.

7.2 Future perspectives on diffusion MRI

The structure of this thesis, progressing from improving DTI analyses to the use of

multi-fiber methods, is similar to the evolution of diffusion MRI as a research field.

Although DTI has conceptual limitations that lower its specificity, DTI still has a great

value. The widespread use of DTI throughout the world results in new insight into pre-

viously unknown aspects of brain physiology and pathophysiology. For all these DTI-

based studies, improvements in the analysis of quantitative measures will lead to a

better interpretation of results obtained in those studies. However, more advanced dif-

fusion MRI methods have been shown to provide more specific information about the

underlying microstructure that DTI is unable to capture. For neuroscientific purposes,
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where scan time is general less limited, these methods will likely provide the largest

advances in our understanding of the brain.

7.2.1 Clinical use of diffusion MRI

Where the use of DWI for lesion detection is well established (e.g., Vitali et al., 2011),

the benefits of DTI or more advanced methods have yet to reach widespread clinical

applications. In the coming years, however, the clinical use will gradually expand from

its current applications. Diffusion kurtosis imaging has shown good results in tumor

grade characterization on its own (Van Cauter et al., 2012). Within a multi-contrast

analysis, including perfusion and spectroscopy, the use of DKI further boosts the di-

agnostic confidence in grading of brain tumours (Van Cauter et al., 2013). The higher

specificity of DKI, and the results obtained in the studies by Van Cauter et al., suggest

that similar increases in diagnostic confidence as well as treatment response monitor-

ing are possible for cancer in other organs as well.

Alternatively, fiber tractography has shown its benefit in being included in the surgical

planning procedure (e.g., Witwer et al., 2002). Multi-fiber tractography is conceptu-

ally more appropriate than DTI (e.g., Fillard et al., 2011; Jeurissen et al., 2011, 2012),

has similar reproducibility as tensor-based tracking (e.g., Kristo et al., 2013b,a), and

multi-fiber methods show anatomically more plausible tracts in case of a displacing

lesion (Kuhnt et al., 2013). With more clinicians opting for multi-fiber tractography in

their planning instead of DTI-based tractography, the benefits for surgery can only be

expected to increase. This is further enhanced by finding optimal acquisition and visu-

alization methods, as discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.

7.2.2 State-of-the-art diffusion MRI methods

As alternatives to DTI, many models have been proposed to quantify diffusion proper-

ties per voxel, including: CSD, dRL, QBI, DSI, DKI, DPI, NODDI, CHARMED, AxCaliber,

ActiveAx, EAP, HOT, DOT, PAS-MRI, HYDI, SPF. Most of these techniques will not be dis-

cussed in this thesis, but this non-exhaustive list is merely given to indicate the wealth

of new diffusion methods that have arisen over the last decade. With more methods

being presented each year, the options for diffusion imaging grow at the possible ex-

pense of being able to easily compare results from all these methods and studies. The

following paragraphs will give an overview of selected methods that can provide new

quantitative diffusion measures.

The fiber orientation distribution functions (fODFs) calculated from spherical decon-

volution method such as CSD can be used to quantify the diffusion properties of each

of the detected fiber populations. The apparent fiber density (AFD; Raffelt et al., 2012)

and the hindrance modulated orientational anisotropy (HMOA; Dell’Acqua et al., 2012)
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both use fODF properties to do so. This means that diffusion properties of fiber popu-

lations crossing within one voxel can be disentangled, allowing the quantitative com-

parison of fiber bundle specific diffusion measures across a subject population (Raffelt

et al., 2013).

Where CSD relies on modeling a single fiber model to estimate the fODF, other model-

free approach are also available. Diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI; Wedeen et al., 2005)

uses a direction mathematical relation, the Fourier transform, between the signal mea-

sured in q-space and the diffusion profile. Full sampling of q-space requires hundreds

of DWIs at high maximum b-values, or q-values, resulting in scan times unfeasible

for clinical applications. The benefit, however, is that the full 3D q-space sampling

gives a mathematically better quantification of diffusion. Over the years, faster image

acquisition and compressed sensing in q-space have resulted in more clinically ac-

ceptable scan times (e.g., Bilgic et al., 2012; McNab et al., 2013), and DSI is now the

method of choice for the large-scale Human Connectome Project (Setsompop et al.,

2013; Sotiropoulos et al., 2013).

Another way to investigate tissue microstructure is to model it as multiple tissue com-

partments, for instance by combining models for intra-axonal and extra-axonal space.

The Composite Hindered And Restricted ModEl of Diffusion (CHARMED; Assaf et al.,

2004; Assaf and Basser, 2005) does this by modeling the intra-axonal space as cylin-

ders that restrict diffusion and extra-axonal space that hinders diffusion. Changes in

diffusion properties can then be ascribed more specifically to either or both of these

compartments. Conceptually, this resembles DKI (Jensen et al., 2005), where the dif-

fusion tensor and the kurtosis tensor described the hindered and restricted compart-

ments, respectively. An important difference is that CHARMED models multiple fiber

populations, which can give a more complete representation of diffusion.

In that same category of modeling true microstructural properties, Assaf et al. (2008)

proposed a method to estimate the distribution of axonal diameters in a voxel: Ax-

Caliber. Initial in vivo applications showed strong differences between the genu, mid-

body, and splenium of the corpus callosum (Barazany et al., 2009). The original method

required a single fiber population and a priori knowledge of its orientation. Later mod-

ifications by Alexander et al. (2010); Zhang et al. (2011) resolved this by estimating not

only the mean axon diameter and density instead of the full axon diameter distribu-

tion, which has the huge benefit of being able to image the entire brain on a clinical

scanner. This method has great potential for neuroimaging, because axon diameters

directly correlates with axonal conduction speed, which is one of the key aspects in

neuronal function (Hursh, 1939).
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The methods described so far are based on the traditional single pulsed diffusion-

weighting (as shown in Fig. 1.3). Another method of diffusion-weighting is to replace

the large gradient blocks before and after the 180◦ by oscillating gradients. Changing

the frequency of the gradient oscillations sensitizes the signal to diffusion on different

length scales (Gross and Kosfeld, 1969; Schachter et al., 2000). This allows the estima-

tion of axonal diameters in vivo (Van et al., 2013b). A third method is using double

pulsed gradients, where two blocks of diffusion-weighting are separated by a certain

‘mixing time’. This gives rise to a different diffusion MRI contrast that is especially in-

formative in regions of low anisotropy such as the cortex (Mitra, 1995; Callaghan and

Komlosh, 2002; Shemesh et al., 2010). The quantitative measures derived from these

oscillating or double pulsed gradients give more direct information about the tissue

structure, which puts them in a similar group of microstructural imaging methods as

the CHARMED and AxCaliber.

All these microstructural imaging approaches require immense amounts of imaging

data, scanner hardware performance, and scan time. This has so far limited the use

of these methods in clinically-oriented studies. Significant improvements in diffusion

acquisitions will see these techniques be applied in the coming years. With a further

increase in use when when these methods will become more widely available, they

will have a tremendous impact on investigations of brain organization.

7.2.3 Advances in diffusion-weighted MR imaging

The key challenges in advancing diffusion MRI acquisition are threefold: higher, faster,

and better. We want higher spatial resolutions, faster acquisition, and geometrically

more accurate images. These three factors are heavily co-dependent, with a typical

trade-off between one or the other, e.g. higher resolutions will take longer to acquire.

The following sections will describe recent advances in acquisition, and expectations

on which will prove the most beneficial to diffusion MRI in the coming years.

Higher spatial resolution

A higher resolution is achieved by acquiring a larger portion of k-space, further away

from the center. This directly means you will have a longer readout, being slower in

your acquisition. For EPI readouts, which are typically used, a longer readout will mean

more T2∗ decay during the readout, causing blurring of the image. In the never-ending

quest for higher spatial resolutions it is therefore imminent to address these restric-

tions. One way to reduce readout length is to use partial Fourier (or half-scan) acquisi-

tions, or to increase the parallel imaging factor. Both of these options, however, reduce

the SNR and may lead to additional image artefacts—and are therefore not the optimal

solution. High-performance gradient systems (with higher maximum gradient ampli-

tude and/or higher slew rates) will mean you traverse k-space faster, and have shown
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to benefit image quality and acquisition speed (McNab et al., 2013). More complicated

solutions are to let go of the standard single-shot EPI readout.

2D imaging

There are readout types other than the conventional single-shot EPI divide k-space into

multiple sections. Several pulse sequences have been designed that do this, including

short-axis PROPELLER EPI (SAP-EPI; Skare et al., 2006) and read-out segmented EPI

(RS-EPI; Holdsworth et al., 2008). SAP-EPI acquires multiple rotating and overlapping

“blades” in k-space that together create a full k-space (Fig. 7.1b). Instead, RS-EPI ac-

quires several parallel adjacent and parallel “blinds” in k-space that combine to a full

k-space (Fig. 7.1c). Combining blinds or blades per slice from subsequent acquisition

means you can cover a larger portion of k-space without T2∗ blurring. However, since

the individual blades or blinds are acquired after separate excitations this results in

longer scan times. On the plus side, these techniques can provide a higher image res-

olution and quality, and have been shown to provide improved diagnostic confidence

(Holdsworth et al., 2011). To address the downside in scan-time, all RS-EPI blinds can

be acquired after a single excitation, which has been termed diffusion-weighted verti-

cal gradient and spin echo EPI (DW-vGRASE; Engstrom et al., 2012). With scan time of

DW-vGRASE being similar to the traditional single-short EPI, this is an important step

towards fast and high-resolution DWIs.

Figure 7.1: Single-shot EPI (left) uses a single long readout to fill the entire 2D k-space af-
ter a single excitation. Short-axis PROPELLER EPI (SAP-EPI, middle) uses multiple rotating
“blades” to construct k-space. Readout-segmented EPI (RS-EPI, right) uses multiple paral-
lel “blinds” to construct the whole k-space. Individual blades and blinds from SAP-EPI and
RS-EPI are generally acquired after excitation.

3D imaging

These 2D imaging techqniues are currently mostly used to acquire images with a high
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in-plane resolution but a rather lower resolution in the slice-directions. Although this

is optimal for clinical settings where DWI is used for lesion detection, (e.g., Holdsworth

et al., 2011), quantitative diffusion MRI and fiber tractography require isotropic reso-

lution (Vos et al., 2011; Jones et al., 2013). Standard 2D multi-slice methods will suffer

from deteriorating slice profiles with thinner slices, which means that, for instance,

instead of measuring a 1 mm thick slice that you prescribe you actually measure a

broader slice of 1.5 or 2 mm. High-performance gradient systems can possibly improve

this, but only up to certain limits. To go beyond this limit, 3D acquisitions will be re-

quired, where a larger FOV along the slice direction is encoded along that direction as

well. Even at or before this limit, 3D acquisitions may be more time or SNR-efficient

than 2D imaging. The main two options for 3D DWI are diffusion weighted steady-

state free precesion (DW-SSFP; McNab and Miller, 2008; O’Halloran et al., 2012) and

multi-slab EPI (Engstrom and Skare, 2013).

The 3D multi-slab EPI is used in Chapter 5 to achieve a 1 mm true isotropic reso-

lution. Each slab is k-space encoded in all three directions, and 30 slabs were used

to cover the entire brain. As described in Engstrom and Skare (2013), the increased

slab thickness and the more k-space data acquired provide a theoretical SNR benefit

over 2D imaging. Even though more time is required to acquire each slab’s 3D k-space,

the SNR per unit time is still higher in than in 2D imaging. There is, however, an im-

portant trade-off between SNR, resolution, and scan time: thicker slabs mean higher

SNR but also require more kz -encodes for encoding, and thus more excitations. This

rapidly increases the scan time for higher resolution images. Another important down-

side to 3D multi-slab is that multiple kz -encodes are required to prevent aliasing in

the z-direction (see Section 5.2.1). In Chapter 5, 5 of the 8 kz -encodes were used for

the final image, which means that 37.5% of the scanned data was unused. An impor-

tant improvement to the 3D multi-slab was made by Van et al. (2013a), who proposed

a SENSE-like reconstruction of all slabs combined, which foregoes the need to scan

these ‘anti-aliasing’ scans and makes the acquisition significantly faster. As recently

shown by Frost et al. (2013), 3D multi-slab can also be combined with RS-EPI, to en-

sure high-quality high-resolution images. A logical next step would be to attempt the

combination of multi-slab with DW-vGRASE, although this may prove difficult in terms

of correcting for shot-to-shot phase differences.

The 3D diffusion-weighted steady-state free precession sequence (3D DW-SSFP) was

originally designed for post-mortem diffusion MRI by McNab and Miller (2008), and

has recently been adapted for in vivo imaging (McNab et al., 2010; O’Halloran et al.,

2012). 3D DW-SSFP is a fully 3D sequence, in that it excites the complete volume of in-

terest (i.e. the entire head), and constructs a 3D k-space over multiple excitations. The

sequence relies on maintaining a steady-state of all spins over these multiple excita-
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tions, with only partial Mz recovery with TR significantly smaller than T1. As a result,

the readouts are more closely spaced than in traditional spin echo DWI sequences,

making it more time-efficient and SNR-efficient. Because TR is so much smaller than

T1, the signal is not just T2-weighted but also T1-weighted, and dependent on the flip

angle. Further, a traditional Stejskal-Tanner diffusion preparation is impossible to use,

so the diffusion-weighting is built up over several TRs (Merboldt et al., 1989; Freed

et al., 2001), making it even more time-efficient. The sequence is heavily dependent

on maintaining the steady-state, which is notoriously difficult in the presence of mo-

tion like cardiac pulsation. Loss of the steady state leads to unrecoverable signal loss.

Although efforts are being made to compensate the loss of steady-state, the sequence

is still sensitive to cardiac pulsation (Bammer and O’Halloran, 2013; O’Halloran et al.,

2013). Once these corrections can robustly maintain the steady-state, 3D DW-SSFP can

start to fulfill its promise as an SNR-efficient acquisition method. The way DW-SSFP

samples the 3D k-space means it has better characteristics in terms of scaling the se-

quence to higher spatial resolutions, than for instance 3D multislab EPI. This means

that, when future studies look to break beyond the 1 mm isotropic resolution achieved

so far, DW-SSFP would be the method of choice.

Even though Chapter 5 has shown that the angular information seems more important

for tractography than higher spatial resolution, those results should not be generalized

to indicate that higher spatial resolutions will not benefit diffusion MRI. Investigation

of substructures in the brain, such as the hippocampus (Zeineh et al., 2012), will greatly

benefit from the increase in spatial resolution these 3D acquisition techniques can pro-

vide. Additionally, quantification of diffusion measures, especially for DTI, will greatly

benefit from higher spatial resolutions.

Geometrically accurate images

As shortly discussed in Chapter 5, susceptibility differences between air and tissue

cause geometric distortions in EPI images. Single-shot EPI acquisitions are particularly

prone to these susceptibility differences, and the susceptibility differences will cause

local distortions of the object in the phase-encoding (PE) direction (Farzaneh et al.,

1990; Skare et al., 2006). These geometric distortions are exacerbated when increas-

ing the spatial resolution because this requires a larger part of k-space to be sampled.

This limits the spatial resolution achievable in single-shot EPI acquisitions. Given that

these air-tissue boundaries are inherently present in the head, the best one can do is

mitigate their effects on the images. One way to do this is by parallel imaging methods,

e.g., SMASH, SENSE, or GRAPPA (Sodickson and Manning, 1997; Pruessmann et al.,

1999; Griswold et al., 2002). For EPI it is most efficient to undersample in the PE direc-

tion, effectively reducing the FOV in this direction, which provides the largest speed-up

and the strongest reduction in distortions (Skare et al., 2006; Holdsworth et al., 2012).
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Another way to reduce image distortions is to reduce the EPI readout length by using

SAP-EPI, RS-EPI, or DW-vGRASE. The higher diagnostic confidence achieved with RS-

EPI is partly because of the higher resolution, as mentioned earlier, and partly because

of the reduced distortions in the image (Holdsworth et al., 2011). Alternatively, from a

combined imaging and image processing perspective, it is also possible to reconstruct

an undistorted image from two acquisitions with opposite PE directions (Chang and

Fitzpatrick, 1992; Skare and Bammer, 2010), as used in Chapter 5 (Fig. 5.1). A downside

to this method is that, for the best results, two images should be acquired per diffusion-

weighting direction, doubling the scan time. Further, when distortions in the original

images are too large the registration-based correction may yield suboptimal results.

Faster acquisition

Many DWIs must be acquired to most accurately measure the diffusion-weighted sig-

nal and estimate the diffusion, especially for the advanced methods. Single-shot EPI

(SS-EPI) is the fastest method for MR image acquisition, and is therefore still the method

of choice for DWI. As discussed above, this acquisition speed comes at the cost of sev-

eral drawbacks. For standard clinical 3T scanners, spatial resolutions of 2 - 2.5 mm

isotropic are generally used for HARDI protocols in clinical research studies (e.g., Lebel

and Beaulieu, 2011; Reijmer et al., 2012; Szczepankiewicz et al., 2013). The high-perfor-

mance Connectom gradients by Siemens can achieve higher resolutions in acceptable

scan times, but this hardware is only available in a limited number of research groups.

DW-vGRASE is a very promising technique, using a segmented EPI readout with only

a small scan time increase (Engstrom et al., 2012). Another very important technique

in faster DWI acquisition is multiband imaging, or simultaneous multi-slice imaging

(Moeller et al., 2010; Setsompop et al., 2012b). Conceptually, two slices that are half

a FOVz apart are excited and their combined signal is read out. Using parallel imag-

ing methods, these two slices can then be separated. The great benefit of this concept

is that this decreases the SNR less than in-plane parallel imaging (Setsompop et al.,

2012b). Higher numbers of simultaneously acquired slices can be achieved, with a time

gain equal to the number of simultaneous slices, with minimal SNR loss (Setsompop

et al., 2012a). Currently, acceleration factors of 3 are most commonly used, leading to

a strong increase in scan time efficiency (e.g., Setsompop et al., 2012a, 2013).

Future imaging perspectives

A strong benefit of the RGPM image distortion correction is that this is available to the

community as part of the FSL package (Andersson et al., 2003; Smith et al., 2004). Cur-

rently, the state-of-the-art pulse sequences such as 3D DW-SSFP, 3D multi-slab, and

DW-vGRASE are not publicly available and thus not widely used in diffusion MRI. As a

result, these methods are generally only available in MR research groups dedicated to
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diffusion MRI, and any clinical groups with close collaborations with these groups. Dis-

tribution of these sequences to the diffusion MRI community, similar to the widely and

freely available software packages, would strongly increase the use of high-quality im-

ages for neuroimaging purposes. Although the strong differences in MRI vendor soft-

ware systems makes this more difficult than sharing of image processing software, the

benefits for the research community as a whole make this an effort worth investigating.

7.3 Conclusion

This goal of this thesis was to improve the analysis of diffusion MRI data, at all aspects

of the research pipeline. Improvements to quantification and interpretation of DTI

data have been presented that increase the specificity and sensitivity. DTI is still the

mostly-used diffusion MRI model, which means that the findings presented here can

provide useful insights to a large numbers of researchers. More advanced multi-fiber

methods are primarily used for their ability to provide more accurate fiber tractography

results. To best exploit the benefits of these methods, the effect of spatial and angular

resolution on the accuracy of multi-fiber tractography results was investigated. These

multi-fiber methods improve tractography by being able to better model the diffusion

within each voxel. Visualization of these voxel-wise properties along the reconstructed

fiber tracts, give a more complete representations of the acquired data.

The recent advances in the acquisition and modeling of diffusion MRI data enable the

measurement of more direct microstructural parameters, which will play a large role in

the future of neuroimaging and neuroscience. Until these new techniques are readily

available for all researchers in the field, methods such as DTI and multi-fiber methods

will remain invaluable techniques to investigate the brain. I hope, and expect, that the

results presented in this thesis will contribute to more informed and well-considered

interpretation of diffusion MRI studies.
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ABBREVIATIONS

AD axial diffusivity [10−3 mm2/s]

ADC apparent diffusion coefficient [10−3 mm2/s]

AF arcuate fasciculus

ALISA automated longitudinal intra-subject analysis

CC corpus callosum

CF crossing fiber(s)

CSD constrained spherical deconvolution

CSF cerebrospinal fluid

CST cortico-spinal tracts

DEC diffusion-encoded color

DTI diffusion tensor imaging

DWI diffusion-weighted imaging / diffusion-weighted image

EPI echo-planar imaging

FA fractional anisotropy

FM forceps major

FT fiber tractography

HARDI high-angular resolution diffusion imaging

latCC lateral projections of the CC

MD mean diffusivity [10−3 mm2/s]

MRI magnetic resonance imaging

ODF orientation distribution function (fiber ODF, fODF; diffusion ODF, dODF)

PVE partial volume effect

QBI Q-ball imaging

RD radial diffusivity [10−3 mm2/s]

ROI region-of-interest

SF single fiber(s)

SSCing superior segment of the cingulum

Tr Trace [10−3 mm2/s]

UF uncinate fasciculus

WM white matter
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Analyse- en visualisatiemethoden
voor de interpretatie van diffusie MRI data

Achtergrond

Om te begrijpen hoe het brein zich ontwikkelt gedurende ons leven, en wat er in het

zieke brein misgaat, is medische beeldvorming van grote waarde. Met behulp van MRI

kunnen we, zonder schade aan te richten, scans maken van de hersenen waarop de

globale structuur daarin te zien is. Om een zo gedetailleerd morgelijk idee te krijgen

van de veranderingen die daar plaatsvinden gedurende ons leven, is het van belang

een zo gevoelig mogelijke scantechniek te hebben. Diffusiegewogen MRI, kortweg dif-

fusie MRI, is zo’n zeer gevoelige techniek. Diffusie MRI is gevoelig voor de diffusie van

watermoleculen in de hersenen. De witte stof in de hersenen bevat de zenuwuitlopers

(axonen) die verschillende gebieden in de grijze stof (ook wel hersenschors of cortex

genoemd) verbinden. De structuur van de axonen, zoals het celmembraan en de om-

liggende myelineschede, beïnvloeden de diffusie, wat ervoor zorgt dat watermoleculen

makkelijker in de lengterichting van axonen kunnen bewegen dan dwars op de axonen.

Dit diffusiepatroon kan gemeten worden met diffusie MRI. Schade aan deze structu-

ren is meestal één van de eerste stappen in het ziekteproces, en de veranderde diffusie

die dit ten gevolge heeft is in een heel vroeg stadium van de ziekte waar te nemen op

diffusie MRI scans.

Waar diffusie in een glas water isotroop is (gelijk in alle richtingen), zorgt de voorkeurs-

richting voor diffusie langs de axonen ervoor dat de diffusie in de witte stof aniso-

troop is, en is dus afhankelijk van de richting waarin je de diffusie meet. Door meer-

dere scans te maken die elk de diffusie in een andere richting meten kunnen we het

diffusie-patroon in de hersenen in kaart brengen. De meest gebruikte methode om dit

te beschrijven is diffusietensor MRI (DTI), waar de hoeveelheid en richting van diffu-

sie wordt beschreven met een model. Verschillende kwantitatieve maten kunnen uit

dit model gehaald worden, waarvan de twee meest gebruikte de gemiddelde diffusie

(mean diffusion, MD) en de fractionele anisotropie (FA) zijn. De MD geeft aan hoeveel
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diffusie er is. De FA is een maat voor hoe sterk de voorkeursrichting van diffusie is langs

de axonen: hoe sterker die voorkeursrichting, hoe hoger de FA. Bij schade aan de axo-

nen, vaak microstructurele schade genoemd, ondervinden de watermoleculen minder

hinder van de axonale structuur, wat meestal gepaard gaat met een verlaging van de FA

en verhoging van de MD. De correlatie tussen de MD/FA en de integriteit van axonen

kan van waarde zijn om afwijkingen te detecteren.

Diffusie MRI scans kunnen ook gebruikt worden om de verbindingen tussen hersenge-

bieden te reconstrueren, een concept dat tractografie genoemd wordt. De voorkeurs-

richting van diffusie is gelijk aan de richting van de axonen, en door deze voorkeurs-

richting te volgen van voxel naar voxel kunnen er virtuele reconstructies van de ve-

zelbundels in het brein gemaakt worden. Met behulp van anatomische kennis kan dan

bijvoobeeld een specifieke vezelbundel in de witte stof worden geselecteerd. Deze bun-

dels zijn verzamelingen axonen die twee gebieden in de cortex met elkaar verbinden.

Dit kan gebruikt op zijn beurt gebruikt worden om de interne structuur van de witte

stof te visualizeren.

In de afgelopen jaren is DTI voor wetenschappelijke doeleinden gebruikt om bijvoor-

beeld te kijken of er een verschil is tussen groepen patiënten en gezonde controles, hoe

het brein ontwikkelt gedurende het groeien, en hoe het brein veroudert. DTI is hiervoor

uitermate geschikt, omdat het een heel gevoelige techniek is.

Verbetering van analyse van DTI data

Helaas is de specificiteit van DTI niet optimaal. Dit betekent dat als er een verschil

wordt gemeten in de diffusiewaarden tussen twee groepen (bijvoorbeeld tussen pati-

ënten en controles), de oorzaak hiervan niet altijd gerelateerd is aan de onderliggende

microstructuur van het weefsel. Een belangrijke reden hiervoor is dat het model van

DTI niet 100% nauwkeurig is. Zoals in elk model worden ook in DTI bepaalde aanna-

mes gedaan om het model bruikbaar te maken. Eén aanname in DTI is niet correct als

vezelpopulaties elkaar kruisen in een voxel. Met de hoge complexiteit van de herse-

nen, waar heel veel regio’s met elkaar verbonden zijn, is dit zeker niet altijd het geval.

In voxels waar deze aanname niet correct is, hangen de MD en de FA niet alleen af van

de ware microstructuur, maar ook van andere factoren.

Hoofdstukken 2 en 3 hebben tot doel deze specificiteit te verbeteren, door te achterha-

len welke andere factoren de MD en FA beïnvloeden. Van de FA is bijvoorbeeld bekend

dat in voxels met meerdere vezelpopulaties de FA verlaagd is. De sterke voorkeursrich-

ting van de diffusie langs de axonen is dan aanwezig voor beide populaties, en de uit-

eindelijke voorkeursrichting is dus minder sterk. De FA in zo’n voxel is dan niet meer

een directe weergave van de integriteit van het weefsel. Dit heet het partieel volume

effect. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt aangetoond dat als er meerdere vezelpopulaties in één
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voxel zijn, dat dan de geschatte MD van die voxel afhankelijk is van de oriëntatie van

de vezelpopulaties onderling, en de relatieve volume-fracties in de voxel. Uit simula-

ties blijkt dat zelfs als de MD van beide kruisende populaties gelijk is, de uiteindelijk

geschatte MD niet gelijk is aan de MD van de individuele populaties. Gezien de MD

een waarde is die enkel de gemiddelde diffusie in de voxel aangeeft, is deze bevinding

dan ook zeer contra-intuïtief.

Een veelgebruikte manier om de gemiddelde FA of MD van specifieke anatomische

locaties te berekenen is met behulp van tractografie. De FA-waarden van alle voxels

binnen een specifieke witte-stofbundel worden dan gemiddeld tot één waarde per per-

soon, om vervolgens deze waarde te vergelijken tussen groepen personen. Op de grens

van twee vezelbundels zit meestal een rand van voxels met meer dan één bundel, wat

de FA en MD dus beïnvloedt. Voor grote vezelbundels is het aantal voxels aan de grens

relatief klein en voor kleine vezelbundels is dit aantal relatief groot. Als gevolg hiervan

is de invloed van het partieel volume effect groter voor kleinere bundels. In hoofdstuk

3 is te zien dat bundelgrootte een belangrijke factor is die de FA en MD waarden be-

ïnvloedt. Het negeren van deze invloed kan de uitkomst van analyses veranderen, en

moet dus worden geïncludeerd in de analyse en interpretatie van de resultaten. Zo was

er alleen een significant verschil tussen mannen en vrouwen in het corpus callosum

(de hersenbalk: de structuur die de twee hersenhelften verbindt) als er gecorrigeerd

werd voor het verschil in volume van deze bundel tussen mannen dan vrouwen.

Het selecteren van vezelbundels in de hersenen voor zo’n analyse vergt veel handma-

tig werk, zeker in studies met grote patiëntenpopulaties. Om deze bundelselectie te

automatiseren zijn de afgelopen jaren meerdere technieken ontwikkeld. Het gebruik

van deze automatische methoden vergt minder of geen handmatig werk, met het na-

deel dat de kwaliteit van de bundelselectie niet even hoog is als die van de handmatige

methoden. Het gevolg kan zijn dat de diffusiewaarden die berekend worden binnen

deze automatisch geselecteerd bundels meer zullen variëren dan in handmatig gese-

lecteerde bundels, en dat er dus minder goed een verschil tussen groepen kan worden

waargenomen. Dit probleem is nog relevanter in longitudinale studies, waar gekeken

wordt naar het verloop van diffusiewaarden in dezelfde proefpersonen over DTI scans

gemaakt op verschillende tijdspunten. Dit soort studies is potentieel zeer gevoelig voor

het detecteren van microstructurele veranderingen, omdat er gekeken wordt naar de

ontwikkeling binnen personen over een verloop van enkele uren, dagen, maanden, of

zelfs jaren in plaats van over groepen op één moment in tijd. Het zou zonde zijn als

deze gevoeligheid wordt tenietgedaan door het introduceren van variatie door moge-

lijk inaccurate automatische bundelselectie. Om de hoeveelheid handmatig werk in dit

soort longitudinale studies te verkleinen wordt in hoofdstuk 4 een methode gepresen-

teerd die de selectie van vezelbundels automatiseert voor alle scans van één proefper-
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soon. Dit reduceert de hoeveelheid handwerk met een factor die gelijk is aan het aantal

scans van iedere persoon, zonder dat de resultaten verslechteren. Het lijkt er zelfs op

dat de automatische longitudinale methode een hogere betrouwbaarheid heeft in het

selecteren van bundels dan handmatige selectie.

Optimalisatie van scanprotocollen voor tractografie

Het reconstrueren van de verbindingen tussen hersengebieden op basis van diffusie

MRI data wordt veel gebruikt om beter te begrijpen hoe ons brein verbonden is, en of

er een verschil is in deze verbindingen tussen groepen mensen. Tractografie op basis

van DTI maakt gebruik van de geschatte voorkeursrichting van diffusie. Zoals gezegd

kan het model inaccuraat zijn als er meerdere vezelpopulaties in een voxel aanwe-

zig zijn. Nieuwere analysetechnieken binnen diffusie MRI maken het mogelijk om per

voxel meerdere populaties te modelleren, en dus een betere benadering te krijgen van

de onderliggende structuur in het weefsel. Dit verhoogt de kwaliteit van de gerecon-

strueerde vezelbanen. Om deze microstructurele complexiteit binnen een voxel goed

te kunnen modelleren is het nodig het diffusiesignaal te meten onder zoveel mogelijk

hoeken, dus met een hoge ‘angulaire resolutie’ (zogenaamde HARDI-technieken). Om

de fijnere structurele details in de hersenen goed te kunnen weergeven is een hoge spa-

tiële resolutie echter ook van belang. Omdat scantijd beperkt is in klinische situaties is

het niet haalbaar om een hoge spatiële én een hoge angulaire resolutie te hebben. In

hoofdstuk 5 wordt een afweging tussen deze twee factoren beschreven, om te bepalen

welke van het grootste belang is voor goede tractografie resultaten. Vanuit de huidige

klinische standaard van diffusie MRI scans lijkt het beter om een ‘normale’ spatiële re-

solutie (voxels van 2×2×2 mm) te gebruiken en de scantijd te investeren in een hogere

angulaire resolutie.

Verbeterde visualisatie van tractografie-resultaten

De verbeterde karakterisering van het gemeten diffusiesignaal bij HARDI-methoden

geeft een meer accurate weergave van de microstructuur per voxel. Kennis van de mi-

crostructuur kan helpen bij het begrijpen van mogelijke afwijkingen. Het is daarom

van belang de microstructuur zo compleet mogelijk weer te geven. Tractografie is hier-

voor een uitermate geschikte methode, omdat het over een langere afstand de locatie

en orientatie van de locale vezelpopulaties op een continue wijze laat zien. In hoofd-

stuk 6 wordt een nieuwe visualisatietechniek gepresenteerd die niet alleen de oriënta-

tie van de vezelbanen laat zien, maar ook de locale structuur van het weefsel op elke

plek langsheen de vezelbaan. Ten opzichte van huidige voxel-gebaseerde methoden

geeft deze visualisatie een meer continue representatie van de lokale structuur, die het

interpreteren van de complexe structuur vergemakkelijkt.
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Toekomstperspectief

Ondanks de conceptuele beperkingen is diffusietensor MRI nogsteeds het meestge-

bruikte model in diffusie MRI, door het grote gebruiksgemak en korte scantijd. Om de

opbrengst van alle toekomstige DTI studies te vergroten is het van essentieel belang

te weten hoe we de resultaten moeten intepreteren, en de bevindingen beschreven in

dit proefschrift dragen daaraan bij. De komende jaren zal DTI nog gebruikt gaan wor-

den in ontelbare studies naar ziektes van het zenuwstelsel, om te achterhalen wat voor

processen zich in het brein afspelen.

Om een nog beter beeld te krijgen van de hersenen zijn er in de laatste jaren methoden

gepresenteerd die direct de microstructuur meten op basis van diffusie MRI scans, zo-

als de diameter van axonen. Als hierin veranderingen gemeten worden is dit direct te

relateren aan de axonen zelf, zonder dat andere, verstorende, factoren hier invloed op

hebben (zoals bij DTI gebeurt in het geval van kruisende vezelbundels). Deze nieuwe

technieken vergen echter langere scantijden, wat niet in alle studies haalbaar is. Re-

cente verbeteringen in scantechnieken zorgen ervoor dat het scannen van de MRI data

sneller gaat, wat de toepasbaarheid van de nieuwe diffusie MRI technieken vergroot.

Het integreren van deze technieken in (klinische) onderzoeksstudies zal dan ook een

grote stap vooruit zijn in het begrijpen van de structuur van de hersenen. Op het mo-

ment is het echter belangrijk dat we de technieken die we nu gebruiken zo goed moge-

lijk gebruiken en begrijpen.
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